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... . . . . . . . . . . ..· . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. 
That cry for "rest for thl::i~," or "rest of tl1e 

spirit," which goes up unheard frove·thousanas today, 
and which involves at times a weaf.~);-a,.nd even dis-
gust for life, comes entirely of wearinei-t· ·~)' mind, and 
consequent weariness of body, through mentai habits 
ana states of mind unconsciously formed, iea!£ttfl. to 
~austion ana ilepletiOtt of life's forces,. aiut:6}1Pf~ 
~ustion ana depletion are the causes of aisea8e •• -: 
inability to enjoy life or attain success in life. Hm-·.: ..:":-. 
tal or spiritual force here means that literal, unseen · : : 
element, your thought, which, as you send from you 
and concentraje and direct on persons far or near, can 
"push things" and accomplish results, though the per-
sons acted on be a thousand or ten thousand miles 
distant from your body. This force you can con
stantly increase, by means which to some may seem 
tJery trivial. 

THE 

PRACTICAL USE OF REVERIE. 
CoPYltlGHTBD, 1888, BY F. }. NBBDHAM. 

You do not need to be thinking all the time dur
ing your waking hours. Such habit of mind soon 
exhausts, and keeps you putting out the same set 
of thoughts, a train of idea over and over again. 

One of the greatest sources of power and health, 
both of mind and body, is the ability to dismiss all 
positive thought at will, to sit perfectly quiet physi
cally, to pass, if but for a few seconds, into a dreamy 
state or reverie ; to see only the landscape that may 
be before the physical eye, or even but a· very small 
part of that, or to allo~ the mind to dwell and live 
in such mental pictures as may come to it. 

Strength Ia born of Beet. 
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... . . . . . . . . . · .... .. . .. . . .. .. . 
THE PR~At USE OF REVERIE. ..... . .. . . . 

In such ~ and by such process, perhaps un-
consciJ?usljr:·y~ctised, does the painter seize upon 
som~ choice bit of scenery, separating and cutting 
!J;,·::66:·.if.were, from the rest, and transferring it to 

• ·~'las. You may have many a time passed it by 
_.· .. :::·,vithout really seeing it as he depicts it, because 

-:: ·:·· • your mind was roaming or working hither and 
· · thither in every direction, one second being in your 

home, the next at your store, shop, or office, then 
wrestling with a difficulty, then worrying over a 
trouble, and, in fact, engaged with more things in 
sixty seconds than you could write out in one hour. 
All this is work. It is expenditure of force. It is 
very often a useless expenditure of force. It brings 
no clear, no new idea. It is exactly as if the wood
man spent two hours in wildly brandishing his axe 
before he set to work cutting down the tree. 

Sixty seconds of reverie or meditation are sixty 
seconds of actual rest to mind and body. 

Even on the lower partial plane of su9cess, that 
of mere money accumulation, it is the man who can 
control a few moments of reverie at will, or, in other 
words, the man who can dismiss his thought when 
he pleases, and thereby rest his mind for ever so few 
moments; it is he who holds the reins of financial 
power, for it is during these moods of rest, or rev
erie, that the door is opened for new, fresh ideas, 
and it is the new idea plan device first, and the 
persistent silent force to hold these in mind, and 
in that way ·push them afterward, that coins money. 

Have you much capacity for seeing anything, or 

Btrensth la born of Beet. 
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THE PRACTICAL USE OF REVERIE. 3 

even enjoying what you do see, when you are on 
the run ? You may then pass by and fail to notice 
the person whom of all others you most desire to 
see, and whom it may be most profitable for you 
to see. Bank bills may then lie in your path unno
ticed. 

In mental condition, thousands of people about 
us are breathless, hurried, and on the "dead run," 
and running from year to year in the same rut 
of thought. They cannot, in such mental condition, 
see opportunities for pushing their fortunes. They 
have not the courage to take hold of opportunities 
if they do see them. They do today exactly what 
they did yesterday, and do that only because they 
did it yesterday. They are the slaves, not of the 
capitalist or monopolist, but of their own mental 
condition, which binds them to continual and mo
notonous ruts of thought and consequent action, 
by chains stronger than any of iron. They have 
no ability for bringing themselves into these desir
able states of mental rest. They think they must 
be doing something with mind or body all the time. 
Their minds work in the same direction when their 
bodies are in the unconscious state called sleep. 
Their sleep brings them, on the body's waking, not 
one-half the refreshment or strength as will come 
to those who cultivate periods of reverie, mental 
abstraction, or meditation, call it as you may. 

While traveling on the steamboat, these never
rest-me people will wander continually through the 
cabins, aml from one end of the boat to the other, 

Strength 18 born ot Rest. 
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4 THE PRACTICAL USE OF REVERIE. 

without aim or object, looking for they know not 
what. On the railway train they have but one im
patient desire, to get to their place of destination 
as soon as possible, and when there arrived, may not 
know what to do with themselves. In their house
holds they are always "pottering about," working 
the body a great deal, and at the day's end, as re
gards any real advancement of fortune or business, 
have accomplished next tQ. nothing. 

All this is keeping up a mental tension, an out
lay of actual force, and for what? It is keeping 
the violin string stretched to its utmost tension 
when the instrument is not in use. It is keeping 
the engine running when there is no work to do, 
no machinery to move. It is an inevitable source 
of exhaustion, disease, and weakening of the body. 

Gen. Grant's cigar won for him more victories 
than his sword, for without any regard to the action 
of tobacco on the organization, the mere act of its 
inhalation, the puffing forth again and the almost 
unconscious . watching of the smoke curls, causes, 
if but for ever so few seconds, the condition of rev
erie or mental abstraction which brings the mind 
into the negative or receptive condition, and in such 
condition it can not only rest, but receive new ideas. 
We here neither recommend nor condemn tobacco, 
but speak of it only as an imperfect agency, when 
so used, for inducing that certain mental state which 
helped Grant temporarily to hold his mental forces 
in reserve, and act to advantage when occasion re
quired. 

Strength 18 born of Rest. 
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THE PRACTICAL USE OF REVERIE. 5 

The same mental state can be brought by other 
and more natural means, and, as these are cultivated, 
the results will be far more profitable and lasting. 

Such as these: Stop here, and now as you read 
this page throw yourself back in your chair, let 
your arms hang passive on the chair arms or on your 
lap, and think of nothing, if but for three or five 
seconds. If a cloud in the sky, or a curl of vapor, 
or a tree branch moved by the wind arrest your eye, 
look on them so long as they amuse you and no 
longer. If you cannot cease working with mind or 
body even for five seconds (and a great many people 
cannot), cease your abrupt, spasmodic, physical mo
tions. If you must move your arm, . do so, if but 
once, as slowly as possible. You have now taken 
your first exercise in the cultivation of reverie or 
mental abstraction. You have given yourself an 
atom of real rest. You have drawn to your mind 
an atom of power which you will never lose. You 
cannot expect immediate success in the cultivation 
of this much needed faculty. You may have the 
hurried mental habit of a whole lifetime gradually 
to overcome. But the seed of repose is now sown 
within you. This thought will never leave you. 
Don't try too hard to cultivate it. Let it come up 
and grow of itself, as it assuredly will. 

You can carry this mental discipline or control 
of body into the most trivial acts (so erroneously 
called) of every-day life, as when you rise up or sit 
down, or in turning the pages of a book, or turn 
over your newspaper, or in opening a door or win-

Strength Ia born of Rest. 
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6 THE PRACTICAL USE OF REVERIE. 

dow. For when you perform any of these acts in 
an impatient, jerky, spasmodic fashion, regarding 
them as irksome barriers betwixt you and something 
you wish to arrive at, you expend a great volume 
of force unnecessarily. You can expend force . 
enough in the impatient turning of the leaves of 
this book to do a half hour's composed, careful work; 
and the finer your mind, the more varied and fertile 
your thought, the greater is its power, and the more 
of it do you through hurried act was~. When you 
so cultivate the reposeful mood during your wak
ing hours, you are cultivating also the capacity for 
sounder and more healthful sleep, for the predomi
.nant mood of the day is the predominant mood of 
the night. Sleeplessness comes from lack of mental 
control, or the habit of never-ceasing, spasmodic, 
fitful thought, leading surely to spasmodic, fitful, 
physical acts ; and if the mind cannot control the 
body in the daytime, and keep it in a restful and 
force receiving state, neither can it control the body 
at night. Such is the mind which may keep you 
for hours awake, turning and tossing, unable to 
sleep, until your bones and flesh ache from weari
ness. 

But as you cultivate reverie or mental rest, your 
mind will grow to such power that you cau induce 
sleep or a state of rest at any time. 

Don't practise these or corresponding methods 
when it is irksome or frets you. If you do, you 
retard rather than advance. Try these methods 
O'TI},y when they please you. The beauty and mys-

Strength ls born of Beet. 
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THE PRACTICAL USE OF REVERIE. 7 

tery of all real growth of spiritual or mental force 
is, that like corn or wheat, it grows when we are 
asleep or unconscious of such growth. Two, three, 
five years hence, your whole bearing; manner and 
physical movement will be changed into the slower, 
more graceful force, holding reposeful mood and 
action of power. The body is literally banged to 
pieces by the mental action and mood of unrest. 
Thoughts flying to no purpose and without control 
here, there, everywhere, and on everything, hour 
after hour, and day after day, do literally tear the 
physical machine to pieces. 

Every physical act, even your steps in walking, 
as the mood of deliberation and repose is cultivated, 
can be made a source of pleasure ; and when your 
physical movement is pleasant to you and not irk
some, your work, be it what it may, is not only well 
done, but in the pleasant doing you are drawing 
more and mora power to yourself, and such power 
comes to stay forever. This principle extends to 
all art, be it oratory, acting, painting, sculpture, 
and is the secret of superior attainment in all art 
and in all business ; ·and as it is more cultivated, 
as in the soon coming future it surely will be, men 
and women will, in so increasing their power, accom
plish results as incredible to the masses, at the 
present moment, as were the possibilities of the 
electric telegraph to our great-grandfathers. The 
"miracle," so called, of Biblical history, was a result 
attained solely through this storing up and concen
tration of mental power. 

Streneth 1a born of Rest. 
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8 THE PRACTICAL USE OF REVERIE. 

Christ and Moses -the seers, soothsayers, and . 
magicians of antiquity-held their minds in repose, 
and in so doing accumulated and held that thought 
power or element which, when concentrated and 
directed on a sick man, could fill him instantly with 
new life ; or if acting on the elements, could bring 
loaves and fishes apparently out of nothing, or calm 
the storm, or bring water from the barren rock. 
When Christ commended Mary for not " cumbering 
herself with the never-ceasing details of household 
affairs, as did Martha," he implied that Mary had 
"chosen the hetter pi:ut," because, in holding her
self more aloof from the cares of the house, she was 
gaining a power which could eventually do far more 
in ever so few moments, when properly directed, 
even for home . comfort, than could Martha in a 
day o.r week, with all her physical industry and 
bustling about. 

J.fartha was fretting herself to death, Mary ·was 
building herself up. 

Thousands of Marthas today dissipate life's forces 
and ruin their health in dusting trumpery, keeping 
the poker and tongs set at just such an angle, and 
rushing their tired bodies about from morning till 
night, from one act to another, without one second 
of mental rest. Thousands of male Marthas do the 
same thing in their lines of action. · 

In so cultivating and developing the capacity to 
hold at will long or short periods of mental abstrac
tion or thought and force resting, you are building 
up and ever increasing in power and volume the un-

Strength 18 born of Best. 
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THE PRACTICAL USE OF REVERIE. 9 

seen element, which going from you can act on other 
minds far and near, and thereby .effect results most 
favorable to your material fortunes. Yet this same 
power or element you can turn upon yourself with 
most unprofitable results, as people do who are ever 
on the hurry-skurry, or who are unable to rest so 
long as a pot-lid remains in the house unscoured, 
or a mote of dust is seen in a corner of the room. 
Neatness can degenerate into a mania, and a man 
or woman's whole mind and force can be expended 
wholly on objects within the walls of a small room, 
lea~g nothing to work with outside. 

Exercise in these short periods of mental rest 
or thought dismissal will· increase your capacity for 
presence of mind. Presence of mind means the 
ability to call up at a moment's notice, in any emer
gency, all your judgment, reason, tact, decision, and 
fertility of idea. Presence of mind is mind not 
throWn off its centre. It is the impassioned actpr's 
corner-stone. It gives the orator the word, or sen
tence, or idea :fit for the time and place. It is the 
business man's protection in or out of his count
ing-room. Wearied mind, which has frittered itself 
away on uncontrolled thought, cannot summon its 
forces together for action on any sudden alarm or 
unexpected turn of affairs. The rested and repose
ful mind is the rested garrison of your thought 
fortress. 

Presence of '"mind is the mind holding its power 
through this ability to give itself rest and store 
up force, and is the secret of all ease and grace of 

Btrenstb ts born of Rest. 
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10 THE PRACTICAL USE OF REVERIE. 

physical movement. The inspired danseuse acts up 
to this law. So does he or she who sings or plays 
from the soul. So do all who really excel in any art 
or calling. As mind is more and more trained in this 
direction, it gains power for recuperation in almost 
imperceptible periods of time. It can be receptive 
or drawing in power one second, and giving it out 
in effort the next. In the dance, in acting, in 
oratory, it can absorb a new idea, a new method 
unlike any it has shown in any similar previous 
effort, and put this. immediately into execution. 
For such reason genius, whether on the platform 
or the stage, rarely expresses itself twice alike. It 
is the secret of the succeasful billiard player as well 
as that of the superior marksman. Hurried, nervous, 
and consequently ever-tired people, rarely become 
good shots or "experts " at anything. Mind ever 
on the quiver puts the body also in a quiver, so 
that neither the gun or the cue can be held steadily. 
Learn to hold your force and rest your mind, and 
your nerves will become as strong and steady as 
steel. For these nerves of ours are the convey
ancers and channels for carrying thought to any 
part of your body which it is desirable your thought 
should act on and through. Such training will make 
you the master of the most vicious and unruly horse. 
Such training is the foundation of courage. It is 
the tired mind, and consequently exhausted body, 
that is most open to the current of lear. The mo
ment fear seizes upon you in holding the reins, the 
excited animal feels that you are afraid of him, for 

Strength ls born of Best. 
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THE PRACTICAL USE OF REVERIE. 11 

you have sent your mood of mind, or element of 
fear, literally into him.· It was this superior force, so 
gained, that made the prophet Daniel k~ep the lions 
at bay, when put in their den. There is no limit 
to the possibilities coming of it. It can make the 
body superior to any material element. It is the 
power which caused the three young Jews, Shadrach, 
Meshach, and Abednego, to pass through the fiery 

. furnace unharmed. It was the power in Paul that 
made the viper's sting harmless to him. This power 
belongs also to you. It is in you in the germ. It 
can make any organ or function of your organiza
tion ten times more powerful to act than at present. 

Reverie, like any other faculty, can be developed 
to excess, as in the case of dreamy, absent-minded 
persons, who lose themselves in their day dreams, 
forget where their bodies are, or even what their 
bodies may be doing. They lack the positive force 
to awaken themselves to action when action is nec
essary. There is an equilibrium to be e.;tablished 
between our positive and negative forces (the nega
tive being reverie), so that you can throw yourself 
into either state at will, and at any time or place. 
In this way you are constantly resting, even as you 
work with mind or body, and so nicely can this 
equipoise be adjusted, that you may always receive 
a little more force than you expend, so keeping ever 
a reserve of strength, exactly as the engineer keeps a 
reserve of steam in the boiler. Many people now 
use up their steam or force as fast as they receive it, 
one result of which is, they fail, or fall sick, or lose 

Strength Is born of Rest. 
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12 THE PRACTICAL USE OF REVERIE. 

their heads entirely on occasion of any unexpected 
or unusual strain, pressure, or emergency. 

As you cultivate more and more the ability to 
give yourself, at any time you desire, these mental 
rests (presuming that your mind is always in the 
attitude of good will to all), your physical breath
ing will become slower, deeper, and more healthful 
and strength_ giving. You will then inhale and ex
hale air from the very bottom of the lungs, and not 
from or near the top, as do panting, hurried, restless, 
and jerky people. 

All healthful changes of mind or spirit must cause 
corresponding healthful and beneficial changes to the 
body, for it is your spirit that is ever remaking or 
changing your body to its own likeness. 

The reverse of this is sadly true, for if your mind 
lives in the thought of sickness, or any kind of un
healthful thought, it will fashion the body after the 
likeness of such thought. 

But there is an inhalation or breathing of your 
spirit, of which that of the lungs is a coarser type, 
and when you are at peace with the world, and are 
living in the current of constructive thought, this 
ability for reverie or mental abstraction, if but for 
two or three seconds, will enable your spirit to reach 
up literally higher and higher, and inhale an atm~ 
phere of element far finer, more powerful, and fuller 
of life than any on the earth's stratum of existence ; 
and as through this exercise your power increases 
to so dismiss thought, and throw yourself into 
this state, you will receive and feel from such ele-

Streneth is born of Best. 
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THE PRACTICAL USE OF REVERIE. 18 

ment an exhilaration and healthful buoyancy far 
.. exceedin'g that coming of ·any earthly stimulant 

or force. This is one means for realizing the " di
vine ichor" of the ancient mythology. It is one 
means for gaining the real "elixir of life." 

It will give you a tremendous force to act with 
in all material or " practical affairs,tt when the time, 
place, and opportunity call for action. Thousands 
of people today, through the mania for ever keeping 
themselves on a mental tension, and of deeming 
themselves sick if not always strung up to that 
tension, do by their own acts retard instead of ad
vance their fortunes. In their hurried mental con
dition, they lack tact in dealing with others. They 
repel instead of inviting those who could most bene
fit them, and, although often people of great energy, 
they fall far short of the position they might occupy 
did they give themselves more repose. 

They lose also hours of time and volumes of force, 
in the endeavor to repair the consequences of their 
own hurry and imperfect effort. They "sling things " • 
about unconsciously, lose their pencils, their pen
knives, mislay important letters, lose money in mak
ing change, and are always looking for something 
mislaid in the mood of hurry. Of what practical 
use is force so expended? · 

The mental attitude of "good will to all," above 
spoken of, does not imply that humble, servile, abject 
frame of mind which endures outrage and injury with
out resistance or protest, deeming it to be a merit. 
You may desire the best for the man who tries to 

Strength 1s .born of Beat. 
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14 THE PRACTICAL USE OF REVERIE. 

set· your house on fire, but common sense tells you 
to prevent him by all possible means from setting 
it on fire. If a fool attempts to tyrannize over you 
or abuse you, you will resist him. When his fool
ishness is put down, you can show your good will 
for him. When Christ cast out devils, he was 
neither gentle nor humble in commanding them to 
leave the persons they tormented. 

Strength is born of Rest. 
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YOUR TWO MEMORIES. 

CoPYJUGI<TIID, 1888, av F. ]. NaaoHAK. 

You have two memories, as you have or are com
posed of two selves: the physical, or temporary self, 
and the spiritual, or eternal self. You have an 
earthly memory, a perishable belonging of your tem
porary, physical self, and a spiritual memory, a. belong
ing of your eternal and indestructible self. 

Your earthly memory is as much a part of your 
physical body as any other organ of that body. Its 
use is the retention in mind of events on the physical 
stratum of existence. It is formed only to deal with 
material substance, even as your eye or your sense of 
touch can only be used for material substance. 
Your spirit has experiences in its spiritual realm of 
existence. It goes to other places, meets persons, 
exchanges thought, participates in enjoyments; but 
when it returns to the body, there is of that body no 
organ capable of receiving or preserving the spiritual 
picture, or impression, of such experiences. 

The physical organ of memory is subject to decay, 
like the other physical organs, as is sometimes seen 
in cases of people with very old physical bodies. In 
other words, the worn-out body will have the worn- • 
out physical organ of memory. 

Thoueht Is a.n Element. 
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2 YOUR TWO MEMORIES. 

The earthly memory need not decay, no more than 
the earthly body need decay. But if you have faith 
only in material things, and what you call material 
laws, your body and all its functions, memory 
included, must go the way of all material things
to decay. Such decay and loss of memory has hap
pened to bright intellects, whose sundering of spirit 
from their body has been of comparatively recent 
date- men whose thoughts, at times, penetrated far 
into the higher world of spirit; who brought from 
thence live food for many minds; who have made a 
deep impress on our age, but who still, unfortunately, 
lived too far within the domain of material things 
and influences to escape the inevitable result to the 
earthly body and earthly mind of such influences, 
that result being the decay of the body, the physic.al 
instrument for the spirit's use on the physical stratum 
of life. 

It must be kept in mind, as much as possible, that 
your body and your spirit are two distinct and sepa
rate things or factors, as the carpenter and his saw 
are separate things ; that your spirit has used, and 
through ignorance, or lack of power, worn out many 
bodies, as the carpenter may have used and worn out 
many saws; and that with ever-increasing knowledge 
and power your spirit may, instead of wearing your 
body out, as heretofore, renew it ever with finer and 
finer material. 

Your memory is an actual photographic plate, con
stantly taking pictures of all scenes and events pal
pable to the other senses, by a process of which our 
artificial photography is a coarse and feeble imitation. 

Thoueht is an Element. 
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YOUR TWO MEMORIES. 3 

Of this we have a suggestion in the power of a cer
tain kind of clairvoyance, to seethrough contact with a 
piece of rock, or coal, the pictures of the scenery and 
events happening about it, and imprinted on it through 
far distant geological periods. On all material sub
stances, wood, or stone, or metal, are being constantly 
photographed the images of all material things sur
rounding them. The physical organ of memory is a 
plate still more sensitive, for which the physical eye 
is the outward lens. The physical organ of memory 
also takes and preserves the pictures of your own 
thoughts and those of others, as they give them to 
you. 

If you do not crowd the plate, or hurry the pro
cess, through a hurried condition of mind, through 
trying to se~ or remember too much at once, you will 
get and retain of what you do see, or M what is 
going on about you, the clearer pictures. 

You have an earthly memory, for use on the earth · 
stratum of life, and a spiritual memory, for use on 
the spiritual side of your life, even as you have the 
spiritual correspondence, or duplicate of all your 
other senses, such as hearing, seeing, smelling, tast
ing, touching. None of the spiritual senses, save in 
exceptional instances, are brought into play in the 
earthly, or physical life. 

When lives are more perfected, or ripened, on this 
planet, as they will be, all these senses will come into 
play. Then your true life begins. For all of your 
physical existence and all belonging to it is, as com
pared with the exercise of your spiritual and finer 
senses, but as a coarse shell or envelope. 

Thou.rht is an Element. 
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4 YOUR TWO MEMORIES. 

You are here in the physical, as compared with the 
spiritual, as is the grub, when compared with the but
terfly; the full-grown oak, as compared with the 
acorn. But all comparisons must fall far short, in 
the endeavor to suggest the possibilities and powers 
coming to your real or spiritual life. 

The" earthly memory," as here used, is but a rela
tive term. It implies a memory filled entirely with 
material cares and considerations. But your memory, 
through aspiration and persistent desire for a more 
perfect life, will gradually refine from the coarser to 
the finer, from the earthly to the spiritual; in other 
words, you will hold in your memory only those 
things which can give you lasting power and pleas
ure ; and, as you continue to do this, your memory 
will in time take hold of and retain the . impression 
of your other, now unknown, life, your spiritual life, 
of which you may at first retain glimpses, during 
your waking moments, or physical daily existence, 
which glimpses may grow at last to clear and perfect 
recollection. 

These are the possibilities, remember, of every 
human spirit ; possibilities certainly to be realized by 
every spirit at some period of existence. 

If you allow your mind to be continually troubled 
about some matter of small import, if you keep all 
day in memory the idea or thought that your friend 
may not come, aa you expect, that your milliner may 
forget some detail in the trimming of your hat, that 
the mail may not bring you an expected letter, that 
money due you may not be paid ; or if you hold in 
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memory a picture of yourself as destitute or penni
less, or all but penniless, next month, you are then 
filling your mental photographic plate entirely with 
pictures of the material, the perishable. So keeping 
memory in the material, you are making it material, 
and consequently subject to decay. Worse; you are 
keeping from memory better thought, which would 
give you aid and power to overcome the very things 
you fear. 

If you overburden your memory with names and 
dates and events and details, you may carry a load of 
no use at all ; and in carrying this load, you destroy 
capacity to receive new impressions and new ideas. 
The photographer wants a perfectly clear and clean 
plate on which to take his picture. Even so, to 
receive new ideas must your mental photographic 
plate be clear, and free of old pictures. For this 
reason is it, that people whose minds are full of 
memorized ideas and opinions, who are walking en
cyclopedias of facts, so called, are rarely people of 
original idea. They are collectors, rather than orig
inators, and collectors, in many cases, of mental 
rubbish ; of opinion and fact, so called, which will be 
found erroneous fifty years hence, even as so much 
of the opinion current fifty years ago seems ridicu
lous today. 

Your successful man is often the man who, in 
early life, received little education. His memory 
was not crammed and burdened with words or opin
ions, which he was taught implicitly to receive as 
genuine. His mind was left the more free and clear 
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to receive fresh impressions. For this reason, he saw 
the plan, the scheme, the device, the new road to suc
cess which the book-filled brain could not; for this 
reason, in so many cases, do uncultured, illiterate men 
take the lead in so many undertakings, while the 
man of education drudges in illiteracy's office, on 
small wages. When your child is able to repeat a 

. whole dictionary 44 by heart," and can repeat from 
memory sentence on sentence, and chapter on chap
ter from its school-books, it is simply overloading 
and abusing a physical organ or. function. Its 
real mental power is crippled. Its mental photo
graphic plate is blurred, and crowded with old pictures, 
and its capacity for " getting on in the world " is les
sened, instead of increased. The world calls , the 
proper pronunciation of a word, the proper wording 
of a sentence, "culture." But this is not mental 
power ,· and to keep a memory loaded with rules, de
clensions, conjugations, and words, is like expending 
aU the labor on the polishing of the knife blade, with 
no regard to the sharpness of its edge. Polish is a 
help, but not the power which puts you ahead in the 
world. A great deal is committed to memory at 
school which people can really give no clear reason 
for being learned, other than the fear of the child's 
being ridiculed for ignorance in after years were cer
tain matter not learned ; and of all the mass of mat
ter memorized at school or college, two-thirds of it is 
fortunately forgotten within a twelve-month after 
being so memorized. 

Jf you thought it a necessity to remember exactly 
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how many tacks there were in your parlor carpet, 
and their exact distance from each other, and the 
number of pins in your work-box, you would have 
your mental photographic plate occupied with a set 
of useless pictures. We burden ourselves in life 
with hundreds of little cares, equally useless. Care 
and precision are valuable qualities, but if a man 
puts them all on his coat buttons, or a woman on 
the brightness of her tin pans, there is not much 
force left for things which may bring far more impor
tant results; and that is one reason why your man 
careless as to many little things, succeeds, while a 
very precise man may fail, or fill a smaller place in the 
world. Nelson, on shipboard, cared little whether 
the brasswork was polished to the extreme of bright
ness, and, as to many details, was called a slovenly 
commander, but he kept mind and memory very 
clear for the most effective method for laying his 
ships alongside of those of the enemy, and fighting 
them afterward. 

Martinets have not, as a rule, won battles; not for 
lack of bravery, but because their memories were 
overcharged with the necessity for having buttons 
and gun-barrels in an exact line on parade,· and long 
habit and training forced them.to keep in mind these 
and other details, to the exclusion of the best method 
of obtaining the results that gun-barrels were made 
for. 

We do not here, by any means, slight carefulness, 
exactness, or precision, but we do suggest the great 
importance of the thing you put your care on, or what 
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you burden your memory with, or, in other words, 
print on your mental photographic plate. It is an 
organ, a function, like any other. It can be over
loaded and abused, even in a good cause; and when, 
madam, you call to your husband, as he leaves the 
house to go to business in the morning, not to forget 
going to market, and then deliver your message to 
the milliner, and stop in at the store and buy the 
thread to match a certain shade of silk, a sample of 
which you have given him, you are putting extra 
loads on the poor man's memory, possibly already 
overburdened, and you will remember that the effort 
to remember a paper of pins, or the imprint of that 
paper of pins on memory's organ, makes as large a 
picture as the performance of some businet~s detail 
necessary to secure that million. 

You lose the spirit and substance of a speaker's 
thought when you" take notes." You do not need 
to retain in mind the precise words he uses. When 
you take notes, your mind is then necessarily 
diverted from the speaker. You break off, tempora
rily, a certain blending 'twixt his mind and yours, 
which makes between you a channel of mental com
munication and of thought absorption. You lose, 
also, the force and substance of what he is saying 
while you are writing what he has said. You are 
also impeding, to an extent, the speaker's flow of 
thought, be his discourse written or verbal, for in any 
case, every interested hearer is a help to the speaker, 
in sending him a current of sympathetic, appreciative, 
and responsive thought; and when you cut thi~ off, 
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you cut off a certain help and stimulation that you 
may have previously been sending him. 

If you trust, in these cases, entirely to memory, it 
will more and more write down, and retain for you 
all of the substance, pith, and meaning of any speak
er's thought, so far as you are capable of compre
hending that speaker, all of which you can afterward 
recall to yourself, by your own method of expres
sion. 

A mental reporter, without taking notes, will some
times give the substance of a speech in one-tenth the 
number of words required to deliver it in; and for 
practical purposes in journalism, such reporting is 
the most highly valued. Such a reporter trusts and 
cultivates what, for lack of other words, we must 
call his " spiritual memory " ; that is, the memory 
which retains ideas, instead of words, for words are 
but vehicles to carry ideas in, and, in many cases, 
very imperfect vehicles. 

Your spiritual memory retains the results, or wis
dom gathered throughout all your past physical lives, 
or re-embodiments. The more numerous these lives, 
the older your spirit, the greater is your wisdom. In 
other words, the clearer then is your insight, your 
intuition, which means the teachings of your own 
spirit, which is the only teacher and source of knowl
edge for you in the universe. 

The spiritual memory, after many re-embodiments, 
and with increasing power, affects, in a certain way, 
the physical memory ; that is, the memory of the 
body you are now using. 

• Thou8'ht 1IJ au :mtement, 
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You go to a strange, possibly a foreign city you 
never before, in this physical life, visited. You are 

• possessed by a strange sensation of having been there 
before. You may feel strangely at home among new 
people, scenes, and customs. That comes of the 
working of your spiritual memory. You have been 
there before in some previous physical existence. 
You were of these people. You lived among them, 
and then l?elonged to them. 

If you are strongly drawn to, and greatly inter
ested in some particular era of history, and have, 
during all your present lif~, read and re-read every
thing concerning it with the greatest relish, and every 
bit and scrap of new information concerning such 
historical era is still seized upon by you, and, in a 
mental sense, almost greedily devoured, it is because 
your spiritual memory, imperfect and clogged as it 
is, by the confusion and false beliefs written on your 
physical memory, as to your real self and the now 
bidden powers in that self, seizes on these historical 
pictures, as presented to you in story or print, and 
feels, rather than recognizes, your former participa
tion in those events. This is why the history of one 

· nation, or an era of such nation's history, may be of 
more interest to you than any other. You lived in 
that era, and acted in it. It was a period of marked 
impression and event in your real life. The forces, 
perhaps, long gathering in quiet within you, and 
through, possibly, a succession of quiet, and rela
tively uneventful, physical lives, burst forth in that 
era into a certain energy and fruition, and your spir-
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itual, or real self, now so far dominates your physical 
self 88 to force it to recognize its life and effort, and 
possibly, even its individuality, duririg that era. 
Your present physical life is but one of a series of 
physical lives. your real self passes from one to 
another of these lives, with greater or less intervals 
of time between such physical lives, something as 
your body passes from one suit of clothes to another, 
as the last suit is worn out. As you increase in force 
and wisdom, the time between each re-embodiment 
becomes less and less, because your spirit, your high
est self knows, or is forced through a peculiar intui
tion, to return to the earth stratum of life, that it 
may as soon 88 possible get the power which it can 
only get there ; and that power once matured, it h88 
never again to return under the slow, and generally 
painful conditions of a physical rebirth. That power 
once matured, it can return to earth at will. In 
other words, it can make a physical body to use here 
for an hour, a day, a year, or as long 88 it pleases, 
and having for the time done with it, let that body 
return to its original elements. 

It is then, when you, through your power, com
mand the physical or material form of element, and 
can gather and compose it at will into any form 
you please, and also when no form of material has 
any power over you, that you really commence to 
live. The Christ of Judea had grown to this power. 
Though his physical body was destroyed for his use 
on the cross, he was able to materialize another body, 
with which he appeared to certain of his friends. 

Thoua-ht 1.8 an Element. 
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The " spiritual memory " is what you bring into 
the worl<4 or rather what your spirit brings to the 
earth stratum of life with each new incarnation. It 
brings the substance or wisdom gathered from its last 
physical life, as well as all other previous lives, but 
not the recollection of the events, details, and expe
riences by which such wisdom was gathered. Your 
spirit did retain the recollection of its last physi
cal life up or near to the period of your present 
reincarnation. But, with a new body, there came 
also its new physical organ or photographic plate of 
memory for taking physical impressions, and on this 
could only be imprinted the scenes, events, and sur
roundings of this, your present physical existence. 

Your memory of each of your physical lives is only 
temporarily obscured, not blotted out. As your real, 
your spiritual self, grows in power, as your more 
powerful spiritual senses develop, of which your 
physical senses are a coarse and very inferior coun
terpart, so will your spiritual memory increase in 
power; and this memory can, at some period of your 
real existence, bring to you, as you desire, recollec
tions of the physical life of all your past existences. 

What your spiritual memory now brings you is 
vague and incomplete as compared to what it will 
bring in a greater condition of ripeness. Yet many 
an intention, many an idea that now you may think 
as whimsical and visionary, comes of the force and 
prompting of the spiritual memory. 

But you will find in time that you will not care or 
need as an addition to your happiness to recall near 
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as much of your past, especially its darker experi
ences, as now you think you would, bad you the 
power. Because your life will be an eternal nOUJ of 
happiness, and ever-increasing happiness, as your 
powers increase, as you learn more and more bow to 
live, as you realize more and more the endless variety 
of life's pleasures, as not only you see but feel a pleas
ure, beauty, subli~ty, grandeur, in every form of 
nature. 

Every physical thing, every bouse, tree, or rook, 
every meeting of people in halls or churches, in 
families or restaurants, in the march or conflict of 
armies; every event, small or great in your life, has 
its counterpart, or, as it may be termed, reflection in 
element unseen to the physical eye. Every event 
in all your past lives is actually a part of you in 
unseen element. In your spirit is wrapped the power 
of calling back in a series of pictures, as one event is 
linked to another, all these parts of yourself, extend
ing to a most remote past. Byron, in speaking of 
the soul's future, suggests this possibility in these 
words:-

Before creation-peopled earth, 
Its eyes shall roll through chaos back 

To where the furthest-heaven had birth; 
The spirit trace its rising tl·ack. 

And where the future mars or makes 
Its glance dilate o'er all shall be, 

While sun is quenched or system breaks, 
Fixed in its own eternity. 

Like the physical eye, so in the present spiritual 
conditions, the physical organ of memory is subject 
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to decay. But every picture it takes is transferred 
to the eternal and indestructible organ of the spirit
ual. The physical memory is but the "blotter," or 
temporary book, for setting down the items; the 
book thrown aside when full, but not before every 

. item is written in the ledger. This, the ledger of the 
spiritual self, is the book, and the only book, which, 
in the Revelations of the New Testament it is said, 
shall be opened, when you stand face to face with all 
the acts of your own life, and are judged by the god 
in yourself. 

The imprint of the events happening through 
countless agPs of your many physical existences, so ' 
transferred from the physical to the spiritual memory, 
begets the spiritual memory of experience, and out 
of experience is born wisdom. An old spirit, a spirit 
of many experiences and lives, feels quicker, through 
its inward teaching, or intuition, what is true, and 
what is .false, than cruder and younger spirits. You 
feel a certain statement, an assertion, which may 
seem visionary, or ridiculous, to those around you, to 
be true, or have some truth in it. That comes of the 
action of what, for want of clearer words, we must 
call the spiritual memory. You cannot give for this 
any clear " reason " to many other minds. Has not 
time often proved that your feeling, in this respect, 
was correct, though through the influence, pressure, 
and working of the more material mind about you, 
may, at times, have doubted the truth of this 
feeling? 

You are not an individual, a man, a woman, in the 
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ordinary sense. You are a ceaseless current of 
event, surrounding experience ; a series of pictures 
of a.1l you have done, or have been extending, far, 
far back into the dim, the awful past of eternity, 
which no eye has pierced, or can ever pierce ; and 
this current, commencing in an atom, a speck of 
being of life, has gone on accumulating more and 
more experience, growing in thought broader and 
deeper ; a power moving and operating in space, 
gathering fresh force and insight with each new 
experience, until you are what now you are. And 
so, ever gathering force (you are to), you must grow 
on and on, a wonder, even to yourself, as you begin 
to realize that you are, indeed, "fearfully and won
derfully made." And more: the more you grow, 
the more are you to see, and the clearer must you 
see your past,- a. past extending to periods beyond 
this earth's organization into its present condition; 
a past full of mysteries, even to the clearest sight of 
the higher world of spirit. For, since there could in 
spa.celess universe have been no beginning, so you, in 
the fullest sense, can have had no beginning. 

Thought 1s an Element. 
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SELF-TEACHING: 
OR, 

THE ART OF LEARNING HOW TO LEARN. 

CoPVRIGHTRD, r8&8, BY F. j. NBBDHAM .. .. 

IT is a commonly received opinion, that in youth it 
is easier to learn than in after years; that at "middle 
age,'' or after, the mind becomes, as it were, set in 
a rut of mould, which does not readily receive new 
impressions. This idea is expressed in the adage : 
"You can't teach an old dog new tricks." 

People have made this a truth by accepting it as 
a truth. It is not a truth. If your mind is allowed 
to grow and strengthen, it will learn easier and 
quicker than during the infancy of the body. It will 
learn more and more quickly how to learn any new 
thing. Learning how to learn, learning how to grasp 
at the principles underlying any art, is a study and 
a science by itself. 

The child, in most cases, does not learn so quickly 
as many suppose. Think of the years often spent at 
school, from the age of six up to sixteen or eighteen, 
and how little, relatively, is learned during that 
period. But this time of life is not regarded as of 
so much importance as that after eighteen or twenty. 
He or she would be deemed as having a dull intel-
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lect, who should require fourteen years to gain what 
a large proportion of children do gain from the age 
of six to twenty. 

It is possible for any man or woman whose mind 
has grown to that degree, that they can acknowledge 
that every possibility exists within themselves to learn 
any art, any profession, any business, and become 
skilled therein, and this even without teachers, and 
at the period termed "middle age," or after; provid 
ing, 

First, That they are in living earnest to learn. 
Second, That they fight obstinately against the 

idea of "can't," or that they are too old to learn. 
Third, That in all effort to become proficient in 

their new calling, they cease such effort so soon as 
it becomes fatiguing or irksome, and that they make 
of such effort a recreation, and not a drudgery. 

Fourth, That they allow no other person to argue, 
sneer, or ridicule them out of the tzuth that the 
human mind can accomplish anything it sets its 
forces persistently upon. 

:Fifth, That they keep their minds in the attitude 
of ever desiring, demanding, praying for whatever 
quality or trait of character or temperament they 

, need to succeed in their effort; and that whenever 
the thought of such effort is in mind, it shall be 
accompanied with this unspoken thought: "I will do 
what I have set out to do." 

There should be no "hard study," at any age. 
Real "study " is easy and pleasing mental effort ; as 
when you watch the motion of an animal that awakens 
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your curiosity, of a person that interests you. You 
are studying when you admire and examine the 

. structure of a beautiful flower; you are studying the 
method and style of an actor or actress when they 
most hold and compel your attention and admiration. 
All admiration is in reality study. When you admire 
anything that is beautiful, your mind is concentrated 
upon it. You are quite unconsciously examining it. 
You remember, without effort, many of its features, 
or characteristics. That unforced ·examination and 
attention is study. 

To "study hard" is to try to admire ; to try to 
admire is to try to love ; to try to love, or to be 
forced by others to try to love, generally ends in 
hating the thing or pursuit so forced upon you, -one 

• reason why so often the schoolboy hates "to learn 
his lesson." 

The experience of those who have gone before us 
in any art, trade, occupation, or profession, is unques
tionably valuable, but valuable only as suggestion .. 
There is a great deal laid down as rules and " canons 
of art " which shackle and repre11s originality. The 
idea is constantly, though indirectly, impressed on 
learners, that the. utmost limit of perfection has been 
reached in some art by some "old master," and that 
it would be ridiculous to think of surpassing him. 

Now, genius knows no "old master." It knows 
no set form of rules made for it by others. It makes 
its own rules as it goes along, as did Shakespeare, 
Byron, and Scott, in literature, and the first Napo
leon in war; and your mind may have in it the seed 
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of some new idea, discovery, invention, some new 
rendering of art in some form, which the world never 
saw before. 

Any man or woman who loves to look at trees 
and flowers, lakes and rivulets, waves, waterfalls, and 
clouds, has within them the faculty for imitating 
them in the effects of light, shade, and color, - has, 
in brief, a taste for painting. 

You say, "People to be artists, must have the art 
born within them." I say," If they admire the art, 
they have within them the faculty for advance in 
that art." 

You say, "Bnt because I admire a rose, or a land
scape, is no sign I can ever paint either." I say," Yes, 
you can, providing you really want to." 

But how? Put your effort on it for an hour, half an • 
hour, fifteen minutes, a day. Commence. Commence 
anywhere. Anything in this world will do for a start
ing-point. Commence, and try to imitate on paper 
a dead leaf, a live one, a stone, a rock, a log, a box, a 
brickbat. A brickbat lyiug in the mud has lying with 
it light, shade, and color, aud the laws governing them, 
as much as a cathedral, and is a better foundation 
than a cathedral to commence on. ·Commence with 
the stub of a pencil, on the back of an old envelope. 
Every minute of such work after commencement is 
so much practice gained. Every minute before such 
commencement, providing you intend to commence, 
and do not, is so much practice lost, as regards that 
particular art. 

Mind, though, you make of such practice a recrea-
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tion, just as boys do in ball throwing and catching, 
or as the billiard player does who takes up the cue 
for half an hour, matched only against himself, or as 
the horseman does who exercises the horse for practice 
before the rc~.ce. When the work becomes irksome, 
when you get out of patience, because your brickbat 
won't come out on the paper like the original, drop 
it, wait for your patience-reservoir to fill up, and take 
for your next copy a log, a tree trunk, or anything 
else. 

You say that you should go to a teacher of this or 
· that art, so that you can become" properly grounded 

in its principles," and that, by such teac~er's aid, you 
shall avoid blundering and stumbling along, making 
little or no progress. 

Take up any trade, any handicraft, any art, all by 
yourself, and grope along in it by yourself ·for a few 
weeks, and at the end of that time you will have 
many well-defined and intelligent questions to ask 
about it, of some one more experienced in it than 
yourself,- the teacher. That is the time to go to 
the teacher. The teacher should come in when an 
interest in the art or study is awakened. To have 
him before, is like answering questions before they 
are asked. 

You cannot teach a dog to paint. The intelligence 
using the dog's organization has not grown to an 
appreciation of such imitation of natural objects. 
But you can teach him to draw a cart, to "point" 
to game in the cover, to swim out to the water-fowl 
you have shot, and bring it to you. Why? Because 
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the dog has these instincts, or desires, born in him. 
The trainer, his teacher, brings them out. Some 
men and women have no more admiration for a beau
tiful landscape than the dog. Of course, neither can 
ever be taught to paint, because they have not the 
desire to paint, nor the admiration of the thing to be 
painted. 

" Then; whatever a man or woman really desires to 
do, is to be taken as some proof that they can do? " 
you ask. "Yes; that is the exact idea." DeBire to 
accomplish is a proof of ability to accomplish. Of 
course, such ability may he weighted down and kept 
back by many causes, such as ill health of body, ill 
health of mind, unfavorable surroundings, and, per
haps, greatest of all, utter ignorance that such desire 
is a proof of the possession of power to accomplish 
the thing desired. 

How did you learn to walk, and how did you learn 
to talk? Could any one have taught you, if desire 
to walk and talk had not been born with you ? Did 
you go to a walking teacher, or a talking teacher? 
Did you not Jearn both accomplishments after ten 
thousand failures? So far as you can remember, was 
it not rather an amusement than otherwise, to learn 
both, or at least, was there any idea of work asso
ciated with these early efforts? 

You place a boy or a girl by the water-side, and 
give them full liberty, and they will learn to swim as 
naturally as they learn to walk, because the desire 
to swim is in them. If, after learning, they see a 
better swimmer, they will naturally try to imitate 
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him ; and all this endeavor, from first to last, will be 
for them far more recreation than work. The better 
swimmer who comes along represents the teacher; 
and the boy or girl who can already swim fairly 
well, and are anxious to swim better, represent pupils 
who are in a fit condition to be taught. 

Think for a moment, how much it was necessary 
to teach your body, in training it to walk. First, to 
balance yourself upright'On two feet without falling. 
Secondly, to balance yourself on one foot without 
falling. Thirdly, to move the body. Fourthly, to 
give it the direction in which you wanted to go. 
And yet we call walking a" mechanical," and not a 
mental, effort. 

If you are determined to paint, and love the crea
tions of nature and art well enough to try and imitate 
them, you will be constantly studying effects in light 
and shade on rocks, stones, cliffs, towers, steeples. 
You will observe and study, and be rejoiced at the 
many changing aspects and colors of the sky, as you 
never were before. You will discover, as you con
tinue to observe, that nature has a different shade of 
color for every day in the year, and almost every hour 
of the day. You will suddenly find in all this a new 
and permanent recreation, without money and without 
price. You will then find new interests and new 
sources of amusement in studying the works of paint
ers and their methods, which will be revealed to you 
just so fast as your appreciation grow• up to them. 

The same principle will apply to any branch of 
mechanics or art,-to anything. Of course, it is best 
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to pursue that for which you have the most inclina
tion, that is, admiration for. If you are in any occu
pation that does not suit you, and you want to engage 
on some art that does suit you, if you have fifteen 
minutes in the day to spare, commence on that art. 

If it is painting, paint a brickbat in some idle mo
ment as well as you can, and only as a. means of 
amusement. If it is carving, you have always the 
means for practice, if you have a jack-knife and a bit 
of wood. If it be music, a banjo or guitar with but 
a single string will give you means for practice. For 
you must commence in the simplest way, even as you 
crept bP.fore you walked. There must be imperfect 
effort before there can be relatively perfect result. 

Because, when you do so commence, you commence 
to practice with one instrument far more ingenious 
and complicated than any you can buy for use in 
your art; namely, your mind. 

If we commence in this way, we commence some
thing else; we commence drawing toward us ways, 
means, helps, and agencies unseen, but powe~ful, to 
help us. We are not to expect success in an hour, 
a day, a month, a year. But if we persist, a relative 
success is coming all the while. The effort of this 
month is better than that of last. There may come 
periods of weariness and discouragement ; periods 
when, as we look back, we seem to have made no 
advance; periods, in fact, when we seem to have 
gone back, when we seem doing worse than at the 
start; periods when we lose all interest in the work. 
It makes us sick to look at it, even to think of tak-
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ing it up again ; and a certain sense of guilt at our 
neglect intensifies the sickness. 

That is a mistake. If, in our music, our painting, 
our profession, our business, be it what it may, we 
strive for some certain result, and fail time after 
time, and week after week, to effect it, yet we are 
still advancing toward it. 

We may not see such advance. That is because 
the advance is not in the direction we think it should 
be. There may be a screw loose in a part of our 
mental being that we have taken no note of, which 
keeps us back. That screw, in very many cases, lies 
in the state of mind in which we take up our work 
or pursuit. 

We may be too anxious or impatient. We take up 
the pen, the brush, or the tool, in a hurried frame of 
mind. We want to do too many things at once. Or 
we endeavor to crowd the doing Of several things in 
too short a limit of time. Or we are unable to dis
miss all thought, save what bears on the effort now in 
hand. 

All such moods are destructive to the best effort. 
They take much of our force from that effort. A 
common result is that we can do nothing to suit us. 
We throw down our work in disgust. We may not 
take it up again for weeks. We do take it up at last, 
perhaps, in a listless, indifferent frame of mind. We 
do not then set our hearts on doing anything perfect, 
or making it come up to our ideal in a moment, and 
that IS the very time when we produce some new ef
fect ; when we hit the idea we have aimed at; when 
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we are surprised at the apparently accidental devel
opment of a new power within us. 

There i::~ a great mystery in this,- a mystery we 
may never solve,- the mystery that whatever pur
pose this power within us we call mind sets itself 
upon, fixes itself 1,1pon persistently, that purpose it is 
accomplishing, that purpose it is carrying out, that 
purpose it is ever drawing nearer to itself, not only 
when we work for it with the body and the intellect, 
but we are growing ever toward it when it •eema for 
the time forgotten, or when we are asleep. 

That persistent purpose, that strong desire, that 
never-ceasing longing, is a seed in the mind. It is 
rooted there. It is alive. It never stops growing. 
Why this is so, we may never know. Perhaps it is 
not desirable to know. It is enough to know that it 
is so. There is a wonderful law involved in it. This 
law, when known, followed out, and trusted, leads 
every individual to mighty and beautiful results. 
This law, followed with our eyes open, leads to more 
and more happiness in life ; but followed blindly, 
involuntarily with our eyes shut, leads to misery. 

To succeed in any undertaking, any art, any trade, 
any profession, simply keep it ever persistently fixed 
in mind as an aim, and then study to make all effort 
toward it play, recreation. The moment it becomes 
"hard work," we are not advancing. I mean by 
"play," that both body and mind work easily and 
pleasantly. It matters not what a man or woman is 
doing, whether digging sand or scrubbing :floors, 
when the mind is interested in that work and t.he 
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muscles are full of strength, such work is play, and . 
is more apt to be well done. When the muscles are 
exhausted of their power, and will alone drives the 
body forward, the occupation soon becomes work, 
drudgery, and is much the more apt to be ill done. 
I commence low down with illustration, down to 
sand, mud, brickbats ; but the principle is the same, 
be the worker a hod-carrier or a Michael Angelo. 

The science of learning to learn, then, involves 
largely that of making recreation of all effort. This 
is not as easy as it may seem. It involves a contin
ual prayer for patience, patience, patience . 

"Patience to play? " you ask. Yes. When we 
are amused by any effort of our own, be it effort of 
the eye, in seeing sights that please it, or effort of 
the ear, in hearing sounds that please it, or effort 
of muscle, in exercising them, that is the very time 
when we are most attentive and most absorbed. The 
very time when we forget there is such a thing as 
patience, is the very time we most exercise patience. 

That is tae mood we need to cultivate. Because 
moods of mind determine the character and quality 
of effort. The painter writes out his mood in his 
picture; a mistake, a blur, a defect, a daub, may 
write out in that picture too ~uch hurry to get 
ahead. He took up his brush, possibly, full of irri
tation, because his wife asked him for more money 
for household expenses ; result, he puts a woman in 
that picture twelve feet high as proportioned to other 
objects, when she should have been but four. What 
put on that extra and needless eight feet ? A mood 
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born of household expenses. Or the scrubber wrote 
out her mood of mind on the floor. Where? · In that 
neglected corner, where the last dust of summer lin
gers alone. Why ? Because her mood of hurry to 
be through with her work is there written ; or her 
mood of dishonesty, in doing as little as possible for 
the money to be received ; or her mood of anxiety 
concerning the sick child, left at home in some 
squalid tenement; or the poor woman's mood born 
of physical weakness, in thus trying to do a man's 
work, with no nutritious food in her stomach, and no 
money to buy any till the work is done. 

My very practical friend, you who despise all " art 
flummery," all and everything that is not •• business," 
and smells of wood, or stone, or leather, or bank-bills, 
this cultivation of the mood is of vast importance to 
you, also ; because, when you meet your brother 
Hard Cash, to have a wrangle over bargain and sale, 
the man who is in the coolest mood, the most col
lected mood, the mood most free of other thought, 
or care, the man who is in the least hurry, the man 
who throws overboard all anxiety as to results, the 

·man who is not toe eager, who can lay back in his 
chair and make a joke or laugh at one, when millions 
are trembling in the balance, who keeps all his re
serve force till it is needed, that is the man who can 
play the best hand in your game, and make the best 
bargain. That is the man who gains his end by some 
knowledge of spiritual law; and spiritual law can be 
used for all purposes, and purposes relatively low as 
well as high ; and in some things the wicked, so-
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called, of today, are better informed in some phases 
of spiritual law than those who call themselves good. 

How shall we get ourselves, then, into the inost 
desirable mood for doing our best? By praying for 
it, asking for it, demanding it, in season and out of 
season. We can wish an earnest desire in a second, 
no matter where we are. That is a prayer. It is a 
thought that goes out, and does its work in bringing 
us another atom of the quality desired. That atom 
is never lost. It adds itself to and adds its strength 
to all the other atoms of the same quality so gained. 
So you call this simple? Is the method too easy ? 
Remember, we are indeed fearfully and wonderfully 
made ; and when Solomon wrote this he had an ink
ling of the existence of powers wrapped up in human 
bodies, that startled him, and would us, did we more 
fully realize them. 

Possibly this question may be ~ked: "What is 
the use of cultivating, or encouraging others to culti
vate any form of art, when for thousands the struggle 
is so hard. today for bread?" Or, in other words, 
"What is the use of educating people to wants and 
desires they cannot satisfy? '' Or, "What bearing 

· and benefit bas art cultivation in righting the 'great 
wrongs ' of the hour ? " 

It is of the greatest possible benefit. Art, art 
appreciation, art cultivation, refines human nature. 
Refinement demands finer surroundings, finer food, 
finer houses, cleaner houses, cleaner clothes, cleaner 
skins. You can't make people clean, neat, tasteful, 
by telling them they " ought " to be so. They must 
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have brought out of them some calling, some occu
pation, some work which will implant ever-increasing 
desire for more of the elegancie!J of life. Much of 
what is called the " oppression " of the strong over 
the weak, the rich over the poor, comes because so 

· many of the poor do not aspire above a pig-pen 
under the window, a mud-puddle in the back yard, 
and a front garden growing tomato cans, dead cats, 
and old hoop-skirts. Much of the money today 
given in charity to the poor, is really poured from 
one rich man's pocket into that of another, and re
lieves only a temporary distress. You roll a half a 
ton of coal this winter into the poor man's cellar. 
His family are warmed for the hour. The profits go 
into the safe of the coal corporation. Its heat warms 
human beings with little ambition above animals. 
You encourage that man's boy or girl to paint ever 
so roughly with the cheapest of water colors, to 
mould forms in clay, to have any faculty awakened 
which shall show them what a beautiful world they 
really live in, and soon with this there mq.y come a 
growing distaste for the mud-puddle in the back 
yard, and the display of hoop-skirts and tomato cans 
in the front. You show those children that they 
have within them more or less of this mighty and 
mysterious element- mind, and that through its 
exercise they can become almost anything to which 
they aspire, and that the more of the Infinite Spirit 
they call to themselves, the more will they have to 
strengthen, beautify, enrich, invigorate, and electrify 
their souls and bodies, and you have then started 
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them on the road of doing for themselves, by the 
powers in themselves. They are then on a road 
leading away from both charitable soup-kitchens and . 
gin-shops. If they cultivate the love for grace and 
beauty in any direction, they cultivate also an ability 
for expressing such grace and beauty. If they fol
low the law of persistent demand for improvement 
in such grace or beauty, whether it be by the ex
ercise of pen or tongue, of painting or sculpture, or 
self-command, or polish of manner, or the art of 
actor, elocutionist, musician, or worker on stone, 
worker in metal, cultivator of plant, tree, flower, 
they will at last do something a little better than any
one else can do in their peculiar way, and through 
their self-taught, peculiar method ; and when they 
can do this, the world will gladly come to them, and 
bring them its dollars and cents, for what they can 
please it with. 

None of us know what is in us till we try to bring 
it out. A man, a woman, may go their whole life 
with some wonderful power, some remarkable talent 
which would benefit and please mankind, feeling it 
ever from time to time, struggling for expression in 
a desire to use it, in a longing to express it, yet 
having it ever forced back by that fatal thought, "I 
can't." "It's no use." "It's ridiculous, the idea of 
my aspiring to such a thing." We are treasure 
boxes, holding wondrous powers. We brought these 
treasures with us into the world from an immeasur
ably far-off past- a past we may not compute- a 
past of the spirit, born into being, the tiniest atom, 
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the faintest movement, drawing to itself ever, age 
after age, through unconscious exercise of desire or 
demand, more and more of power, more and more 
of complex organization, more and more of variety 
of talent, more and more of the marvellous power 
coming through combination and recombination of 
element, until at last the man is born, the woman is 
born, blind at first, blind as millions now are regard
ing the wealth within them ; blind to faith and 
belief in themselves, until the veil is pulled from 
their eyes, and then they shall soon spring up into 
gods, destined to a career of eternal life, eternal 
growth, and eternal and illimitable happiness. 
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HOW TO PUSH YOUR BUSINESS. 

CoPYRIGHTED, 1888, BY F. J, NBBDH&M. 

No matter what position you are in, be it clerk, 
typewriter, porter, bookkeeper, car conductor, an 
employee in a factory or else.where, if you make up 
your mind or fall into the way of thinking that you 
are always to remain where you are, and never rise 
any higher, or receive more for your services, the 
chances are very largely against your rising. You 
make those chances against you by keeping in that 
state of mind in which you see yourself in the future 
as occupying that same position. You make chances 
in your favor by seeing yourself in what you call 
imagination on the rise. 

The state of mind you are most in is a force push
ing for or against your business and welfare. One 
permanent stft.te of mind will bring to you success 
and another failure. 

There are those born with minds so lacking in 
aim, purpose, and method, that they cannot provide 
for themselves at all. They cannot even keep what 
is left them by their parents. These are examples 
of permanent states of mind which bring failure. 

There are those born in material poverty, who 
pile up great wealth almost from the start. These 
are instances of another permanent state of mind 
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2 HOW TO PUSH YOUR BUSINESS. 

which, putting its thought alwaya on a purpose, 
brings success, so far· as the mere making of money 
is success. 

The pushing of any kind of business always com
mences first in the mind. The man who is today 
controlling a dozen railroads, commenced in some 
relatively humble position. But in mind he was 
always aiming higher. When he gained a step 
ahead, he did not in mind stop there, in imagination 
he was on the next step. 

But the man for years a rag-picker and scavenger, 
has never looked or aimed any higher. He sees him
self always a rag-picker. In his thoughts he never 
gets beyond the rag-picker's limits. He may envy 
people who are better off. He may wish for some of 
the things they enjoy. But he never says in thought, 
" I am going to get out of this occupation. I am 
going into something higher, cleaner, and more re
munerative." So he remains always a rag-picker. 

If you keep always in a low, unaspiring state of 
mind, if you look on the best and most beautiful 
things in this world as things you never can have or 
enjoy, if you see yourself always at the foot of the 
ladder, grumbling at those above you, then at the 
foot of the ladder you are very likely to stay. 

Any state of mind you are in for any length of 
time will carry you to things in the material world 
in conformity to that state. If you are very fond 
of horses, and think of them a great deal, you are 
very likely to go, when opportunity offers, where you 
can see the finest horses, and where others fond of 
horses go. You are then the more likely to be led 
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to talk to some one about horses. You are also the 
more likely to become engaged in something con
nected with the buying, or keeping, or caring for 
horses. But it was the thought that led you first 
into the kingdom of horse-flesh. 

If your fondness for horses goes no farther than 
the desire to be among them, and you are always 
saying in thought, " I can only be a hostler or a 
driver," and you hold yourself aloof (in mind) from 
the wealthy owners of stOck, then always a hostler 
you will be. Bu.t if you say, "I am going to get 
up in this business, I have as good a right to own 
a stable as any one else," you are then very likely 
to own a stable • 

. Why? Because that very state of mind brings you 
nearer the men who do own stables. They feel your 
thought unconsciously, and when you are alert and 
civil, and as much interested in their business as if it 
were you own (as you must be when you are in the 
pushing, aspiring state of mind), they begin to feel 
an interest in you. You will have more and more 
opportunities to talk with them. The'y find you use
ful. They find, probably, at last, that they cannot 
get on without you. Out of- this comes friendship. 
Friendship sets you up in business, or assists you in 
some way. There is a great deal of" friendship in 
trade." Men are dependent on each other for assist
ance in every branch of business. 

If, when among people, you carry always with you 
the thought of self-depreciation, and think of yourself 
as of little value or use, those about you will not 
treat you with that deference or respect as if you 
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regarded yourself more highly ; nor will they feel 
disposed to help you to any higher position. Now, 
are you fit for any higher position, so long as you 
lower yourself in your own mind? 

You may find, on searching into yourself, that there 
are positions in life now apparently beyond your 
reach, in which you dare not see yourself. Probably 
nine hotel scrubbing women out of ten would not 
dare or entertain seriously for a moment the thought 
that they might some day control the hotel of which 
they are the humblest part. But occasionally a per
son does rise from some similar position to one far 
higher. That person dared to think of him or her
self in such higher position. This was the unseen 
moving force that carried him there. 

Wherever you put yourself in mind, and persist
ently keep yourself, towards such position you will 
be carried. You may not gain the actual place 
aimed at, but you will stand somewhere near it, 
which is better than standing in the gutter of aim
lessness and hopelessness. 

Dare, then, and live, now in mind as the head of 
a business, or the head of a department for whose 
workings you are entirely responsible. You are 
then attracting to you the unseen forces which will 
put you in such places. But if you will not aspire 
above the place of a wage-worker, you put out the 
force which will always keep you a mere worker for 
weekly wages. If you are afraid of taking responsi
bilities, and desire only what you think the safe cor
ner of sure and steady wages, you will always remain 
in that corner, more or less a machine moved at the 
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pleasure of others, and obliged, possibly, to see the 
larger profits of your skill going to others. 

It is he or she who dares to take responsibilities 
that best succeeds. If you dare not, you must 
remain the poorer paid help of those who dare. 

Dare to think of yourself now as a leader in busi
ness, and as a handler of great sums of money. So 
to dare in your own secret mind exposes you to no 
ridicule from others. It is as cheap so to see your
self as to imagine yourself always at the foot of 
the ladder. Cultivate the art of expecting success. 
Confident expectation of success is the most useful 
habit of mind or method of using your thought-force 
you can cultivate. Constant expectation of misfor
tune, disaster, and bad luck is the most ruinous 
method of using your thought-force, and is a sure 
road to poverty. · 

Responsibilities need uot bring anxiety, fret, and 
worry. Spiritual or mentAl power dismisses the 
thought of responsibilities, until it is proper and 
profitable to think of them. The lack of it causes 
the proprietor of a small grocery to lie awake half 
the night, worrying over his affairs, and getting up 
in the morning less fitted for business than ever, 
while the millionaire dealer in the same articles 
throws care off his mind, and is able to sleep and 
gather strength for the morrow's effort. 

There is as much actual money ia a nation (other 
than of gold, silver, or legalized bank notes) as there 
is of paper passing from hand to hand used as money, 
and accepted as money, bearing the names of private 
individuals, or issued in the shape of bonds or stocks 
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by companies of individuals. You would readily 
accept the note of a Gould or Vanderbilt, promising 
to pay you a certain sum at a certain time, and this 
piece of paper you can today use as money. So the 
Gould or Vanderbilt can issue a money of his own. 
So, to an extent, can any merchant or financier of 
undoubted credit. Then there is as much money 
in the nation (other than in coin or legalized bank 
bills) as there are bits of paper bearing the names of 
men of sound credit, or of companies or corporations, 
which pledge themselves to pay certain sums at a 
certain time. If you believe these individuals or 
corporations to have a great deal of money, you will 
readily take their promise to pay, on a bit of paper, 
as money. There is then no limit to the amount of 
money which can be and is put out in this way. 
There is not of gold or silver, coin or regular bank 
bills, near enough in any of our great cities to carry 
on all its daily business: The rest is made of men's 
names, commanding credit at the bottom of notes, 
promising to pay at certain dates, or of pieces of 
paper known as stocks or bonds, which, if in your 
hands, represents a piece of a railroad, or a line of 
steamers, or other property. 

As the maker of some article of value and use, as 
the projector of some enterprise which will give 
people comfort and amusement, you can gain the 
confidence of others, and with such col}fidence credit. 
Your name also. on a piece of paper can pass from 
hand to hand, and have the value of money. The 
more confidence people have in your honesty and 
ability, the firmer based is its value. Despite all 
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appearances to the contrary, all business is today 
based on faith in the honesty and intention, either of 
men, or corporations, or governments, to act up to 
their promises. 

The world needs better things than it ever had 
before, -better houses, better foods, better amuse
ments, new recreations, new devices in art. It is 
constantly wanting, and paying well for the best. 
Do not in your mind say you cannot devise and 
push something better before it. You can. To say 
in your heart you can't, is to put an impassable bar
rier between you and your possibilities. 

To say you can't, is to commit one of the viola
tions of the law for using and enjoying the best 
goods of this world. To say, "I can," and "I will," . 
is to put yourself within reach of the thought-cur
rent which will bring wealth to you. 

If you are satisfied that the article you offer peo
ple, be it your invention, your ideas, your writings, 
has a certain value, and you do not demand that 
value, you do an injustice to yourself; and an in
justice done to self is an injustice and injury done 
to many others. For, if by so doing you starve or 
become sick, you become a care and encumbrance 
on others. If in your mind you put out continually 
the thought that your article is justly worth what 
you ask for it, other minds will feel that thought or 
force, and rate it and value it as you do. If youts is 
a good article, and in mind you depreciate it, you 
send from you the force which makes others depre
ciate it, and you with it. If you took a tray of 
genuine diamonds to sell on the street, and you felt, 
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looked, and acted as if you were doubtful of their 
being diamonds, ninety-nine out of one hundred who 
looked at them would, through your own mental 
action on their minds, take those diamonds for glass 
or paste ; and the chances are very strong that the 
man who did recognize them as diamonds, would try 
to cheat you, by confirming your doubt and delusion 
as to their real value. This, your unjust depreci
ation of yourself and your work, is another violation 
of the law for gaining the best the world has for you. 

If you are continually improving the article you 
make, and keep it properly before the world, the 
world will find out that improvement, and seek it 
and pay for it. If you make the cheap article, the 

. sham, the counterfeit or imitation, the buying world, 
which is willing to pay a high price, but insists, and 
justly, on getting the worth of its money, will at last 
avoid you. Where does all the cheap trash go? 
Into the cheapest stores, to be sold at the smallest 
profit. As you cut down wages to make the article 
cheaper, you are certain to get the poorer work for 
such wages. Your work is then done in a hurry. 
No heart, no love, no interest is put in it. It is the 
competition for cheapness, the rivalry to undersell 
others, the desire to pander to buyers who want 
everything cheap, that makes cheap clothing, which 
is rotten before being put on ; cheap houses, which 
sometimes tumble · to pieces before being finished; 
cheap food, which is half rottenness ; cheap plumb
ing, which fills houses with foul air, and causes ex
pensive funerals. Could this delusion of cheapness 
have . full sway, and prevail over nature's laws, this 
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very planet would be made over at a " great reduc
tion in price," and we should be furnished with 
second-rate air and sunshine. Fortunately, the won
derful workings of the eternal power for good is ever 
toward constant improvement and refinement, as it 
has manifested itself in the growth of this earth from 
the chaos, crudity, and imperfecticn existing count
less ages ago, to its present improved condition ; and 
this condition must ripen into one of far greater im
provement, as more light and knowledge of more law 
dawns upon it, and men and women see, as they will, 
that eternal happiness and eternal prosperity are 
based on eternal right and eternal justice. 

The more you spend wisely in any business, the 
more will you make. The more you expend in 
making your place of business attractive and taste
ful, the more of the better class of customers does 
it, by a sure-working law, attract to you. Orname·nt 
your business in mind, first, and keep to the deter
mination so to ornament it. You have then set in 
operation the magnet, the thought-power which will 
draw the means to pay for such ornamentation. 
This law is followed in successful business all about 
us. The fashionable tailor locates his shop on the 
fashionable thoroughfare, pays a high rent, imports 
the most costly cloths, and employs the best skill in 
his work. By these means he attracts the best pay
ing customers. He charges, and justly, a high price. 
His profits are proportionately large. That man 
l'reviously created his business in his mind. He did 
it, possibly, when a workman on the board of a cheap 
shop in a squalid street. The force he so generated 
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in that shop, carried him out of it to the better one. 
His brother workmen, having no such imaginings, 
envied others richer than they, and so expended 
force in envy, which lowers, instead of aspiration, 
which inevitably carries upward, and, as a result, 
drudge in the cheap shop still. Your thoughts carry 
you up or down, according as you use them. You 
must make the thing- the place in life you fill- in 
your mind years before you fill it. 

You are now, in your thought, making some future 
place for yourself, pleasant or unpleasant. 

Keep away from despondent, discouraged people, 
who are always expecting and thereby courting ill 
luck. If much in their association, be they whom 
they may, you will surely absorb of their thought, 
think it, and unconsciously act it. You will not see 
successful methods cleat:ly. . Your brain will be 
muddled. You are half them and but half your
self. You are then attracting of their ruinous 
thought-element, and in its current. 

Men of success gravitate naturally towards other 
men of success. It is not a "mere superstition " 
which prompts some to avoid unlucky men. Our 
powerful corporations are made up of men of like 
order of spiritual force, confident, bold, hopeful, 
pushing, determined. They follow this part of the 
law. Their success is .for the most part a one-sided 
one, for they do not follow the whole law. 

I mean by a " one-sided success " that success 
which gains wealth at the expense of health, and in 
its absorption for money getting only, loses nearly 
all capacity to enjoy what money can bring. 
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HOW TO PUSH YOUR BUSINESS. 11 

Absorption of the inferior, despondent thought of 
another, has ruined many an enterprise. You may 
see today a clear plan of action. You feel hopeful 
and confident. Tomorrow all is reversed. You 
have lost faith in your idea. You see only failure. 
You are down cellar. Why? Because, in all prob
ability, you have been mingling with aimless, dis
couraged people. Even though you did not talk to 
them of your project, their inferior thought has 
flown to you. It sticks to you like pitch. It has 
colored, clouded, and befogged all your views. 
Your mind today is half that of one or more person's 
who lives steeped in a thought-atmosphere of de
pendence, discouragement, and gloom. It is as true 
thatthe thought of others can enter into our being, 
and become for a time a part of it, as that dampness 
or foul air can permeate your house or your cloth
ing. It is thus that "evil communications corrupt 
good manners." It is difficult to touch the pitch of 
inferior thought without being defiled. 

Why does the chief of American financiers seclude 
himself so much from people? Because, consciously 
or unconsciously, he lives up to that law, of which 
he realizes .enough to know that to keep his head 
clear, he must avoid the confused thought-atmosphere 
of the great mass of people. Napoleon got his plans 
in the seclusion of the closet and the country. In 
all the varied and wonderful workings of the element 
d mind upon mind; this law stands of the first im
portance. 

Worse still, through this absorption of inferior 
thought, you may be enslaved and ruled by inferior 

Tbou8'hts are 'l'hineS. 
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12 HOW TO PUSH YOUR BUSINESS. 

minds. Today many a brilliant and powerful mind 
is so ruled. They feel they know more than those 
about them, and still follow unwillingly the methods 
prescribed by the inferior. As a result, they are 
slaves where they should be masters. In this way is 
confidence and courage crushed almost out, and by 
the same crushing of their spirits is physical health 
lost, also. 

Thousands of beggars are made through the brutal 
dominion of the strong will over minds so enslaved, 
not always because theirs are the weakest, but. be
cause, unconsciously or timorously, they allow such 
ascendency. 

Say to yourself continually, "I will not allow my
self so to be enslaved by any one," and you are put
ting out the force which will cut you a path out of 
slavery, dependence, and beggary. 

When you are confident, determined, pushing, 
hopeful, and buoyant, and, above all, your business 
is based on RIGHT and JUSTICE, the world will 
feel you as a rising man. It will feel you before it 
knows you personally. It is the unseen world of 
thought which so feels you. Your thought is then 
in the current of success, the current which con
structs, builds up, and accomplishes results. It is a 
literal unseen force or element acting for success, 
and acting on and with other minds putting out the 
same force and with similar motives. Then as more 
and more you put forward your business, you in 
turn, your enterprise, the minds who can aid you, 
and by your effort be aided, are prepared to have 
confidence in you. Confidence is the basis of credit, 

Thou8'hts are Thln8's. 
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HOW TO PUSH YOUR BUSINESS. 13 

and the power which puts loans and bank-notes in 
your hands, to use for bringing to you more. To 
use, and ever use, mind you, in projecting new enter
prises ; to spend, also, for yourself, for all that makes 
life bright and happy ; to circulate, but not to hoard. 

If you overtask body and brain to gain money (as 
so many do), it does you no good. You have not 
lived up to the highest applications of the law. The 
mortality among the leading retail dry-goods mer
chants of New York City for the last ten years has 
been remarkable. The strain caused by the compe
tition of cheapness, and the necessity which binds 
them year in and year out to one business, with so 
little of variation or recreation, has cut them off, 
even in their prime. To gain money at the expense 
of health, is to cut off your feet and sell them for a 
pair of boots. 

Business can be pushed successfully without fag
ging or making yourself its slave. If you are fagged, 
it is evidence of an unsound part in your business. 
When mind and body work harmoniously together, 
the greatest force is developed. That force, properly 
placed two hours a day in a business, will accomplish 
more than ten hours of "puttering " and " potter
ing" about. 

You cannot push a business you do not love. You 
cannot push a business in which you put no heart. 
You cannot push or succeed in any business unless 
you take a continual interest and pleasure in improv
ing it, expanding it. Love for a business brings con
tinually new thoughts, plans, ideas, and devices for 

Thoughts are Thin~s. 
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14 HOW TO PUSH YOUR BUSINESS. 

so improving it. Love for a business brings new 
force ever to push that business. 

You cannot succeed in a business unless in mind 
you are ever increasing and expanding that business. 
All great enterprises are thought over and lived over 
and over again in thought by their projectors, long 
before the material results are seen. The thought 
or plan in ad vance is the real construction of unseen 
element. When firmly held to, it is adding ever to 
itself of more force, idea, device ; and when so held 
to, draws to itself material things and results, by the 
same law by which the lump of metal in solution 
draws to itself crystallization of the same metal out 
of that solution. 

The man or woman who succeeds in any business 
is always in mind living ahead of their business of to
day. What is being accomplished today was planned, 
thought over, and lived in, months, possibly years, 
before. That plan, steadfastly adhered to, was the 
force that carried the business &head. It was the 
power that pushed it. 

If you are in a small business, and always in mind 
see yourself in that small business, you will always 
remain in a small business. Live in mind in the 
larger store, workshop, or office, the better cultivated 
farm, and you will find the better and larger, be it 
what it may, gradually moving in upon you. If you 
keep a peanut stand, see yourself, in imagination, the 
proprietor of a fruit store, and into the fruit store 
you will go. 

When you cease planning expansion and improve
ment in a business, that business begins to die. It 

Thoughts are Tbinp. 
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BOW TO PUSB YOUR BUSINESS. 15 

will for a time seem to flourish, but the newer enter
prise in the same direction, born of some other ener
getic brain, is growing and going ahead of it. Fifty 
years ago there were prosperous dry-goods merchants 
in New York City, who imagined that their business 
would be done by the same methods in which they 
had all their lives been accustomed to do it. A. T. 
Stewart came, developed a new method, and the old 
firms went out of sight. Stewart applied but a part 
of the law. Therefore his was but a partial success. 
He gained money, it is true; but the mere gain of 
money is not the perfected success of the business 
of the future. 

Important business plans should be often talked 
over, but should be talked only with those whose 
·interests and motives are like your own. They 
should be so talked or discussed at a regular time, 
and always, if possible, in one place or room. If you 
talk them out in promiscuous places, in the street, 
the restaurant, the railway station, you will lose 
power, and give away your secrets, even though no 
physical ears hear you. The quotation that "walls 
have ears," involves a truth. Agencies unseen, busy, 
prying, meddlesome, are always near in public places 
or any other room than your own, and will snatch 
from you your secrets, and impress them in the 
minds of others. 

When you have a room devoted to the peaceful 
discussion of your plans, and this room is long used, 
you make in that room a thought-atmosphere, or a 
force favorable to your business. It will become 
stronger and stronger. You will in that room, when 

Tboaghts ere Things. 
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16 HOW TO PUSH YOUR BUSINESS. 

you so talk, get new ideas quicker than elsewhere. 
You make, then, a place, also, where new ideas and 
suggestions can be dropped in your mind. But 
if you indulge in heated or angry argument with 
others, or your mind in secret is angered, you create 
a force injurious to your welfare in any direction. 

Your real wife is your best "partner" in your 
business. Your real wife, your complement or com
pletement (for the divinely wedded man and woman 
form the complete whole) is, if not now by your 
side physically, in existence somewhere, either in the 
material or spiritual world. If she be with you here 
materially, she will prove herself, by taking a live 
interest in your business, and in all that concerns 
your welfare. If you heed her intuitions, her im
pressions for good or ill regarding individuals with 
whom you deal, her feelings for or against your pro
posed acts, her suggestions regarding future advance
ment, things will go well with you. If you sneer 
at her impressions, opinions, or suggestions, as a 
"woman's fancies," if you take the reins entirely in 
your own hands, assuming, as some men do assume, 
that women "know nothing about business," and 
that her place is entirely within the domain of the 
house, if in so doing you repress her speech and snub 
her into silence, you cripple your strongest aid, you 
blur and blind the feminine eye, which, if rightly 
used and trained, will always see in advance farther 
than the masculine, and in so doing give to her hus
band the idea, plan, or suggestion, which he alone 
can work out. 

Thoughts are Things. 
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THE RELIGION OF THE DRAMA. 

CoPYRIGHT, 1888, sv F. J. NssoHAM. 

WHATEVER in art, in song, in poetry, in painting, 
in oratory or elocution, in the expression of emotion or 
sentiment by music or muscular movement, compels 
our admiration, interests us, and causes us, for the 
time being, to forget ourself or occupation, has the 
effect of resting our minds. If the mind or spirit is . 
rested, the body is always rested. Mind and body in 
this way are literally re-created with new thought
element (for thought is element), and the highest, the 
finest, the purest expression of sentiment, being the 
most powerful and healthful order of thought, can be 
and is absorbed by us as sent from him or her who 
expresses it, and being so absorbed is a source of rest 
and strength, a vigor and a medicine, to the mind and 
body. The stage concentrates and masses, as to time 
and place, many arts and talents- poetry, painting, 
music, oratory (for all inspired acting is a species 
of oratory). It must have the best service of the 
writer, the dramatist, the architect and decorawr in 
the construction and ornamentation of the theatre, 
the best service of the mechanic in the complicated 
mechanism for spectacle and scenery. It calls to its 
aid chemistry, in the generation of light and color 
for scenic effect. Directly or indirectly, there is 
scarcely an art or science you can name but whose 
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2 THE RELIGION OF THE DRAMA.. 

help or aid the stage requires. The employment of 
all this art can, in an hour, rest a thousand or two 
thousand people, divert their thought or the attitude 
of their minds temporarily from their cares or occ .1-

pations, and rest and recuperate those departments 
of mind employed on such occupations. 

The artists, if inspired by love of their art, are 
also rested and recuperated by the exercise of such 
art, for all inspiration is an invigorator and rEK:rea
tor. It is only when the artist tries to force or sim
ulate inspiration that such, to him, irksome effort 
exhausts, as all irksome effort exhausts. The actors 
or singers are also re-created, re-invigorated, warmed, 
cheered in mind and benefited in body by the flow 
to them, in thought-element, of sympathy, admiration, 
and appreciation from their audiences. 

Religion, as I understand it, means the law govern
ing· all things,-the law goveming all life, the law 
ruling all human life to greater and greater happiness, 
the law of the infinite and eternal spirit of good, of 
which spirit we are all parts and partakers -and in 
the cultivation and expression of every talent, we 
glorify God and bring more of God and of Life to 
earth. The use or benefit to people in any art or 
talent is the religion involved in that thing. 

The drama, then, when properly used, is a re-crea
tor and an invigorator of human minds. The pulpit 
is very near the stage, for in it stands the man who 
represents, or should represent, the highest result as 
to power of human aspiration; the priest,-or as the 
wol'd indicates, the chief prayer or chief aspirer,
whose effort it is and whose pleasure and recreation 
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it is, not only to receive from higher sources the LAST 

UNFOLDMENT of truth, the last revelation of the law 
of life, and convey it to his hearers, but to illus
trate it and make it clearer by every device of para
ble or comparison, to make its presentation forcible 
through the disciplined action on his body of the 
force born of zeal and enthusiasm in his spirit, which 
is the essence of oratory; to be DRAMATIC in speech 
and action, not in the general and stilted application 
of that word, but dramatic as throwing on his hearers 
a whole drama in a few sentences. 

The greatest actor and artist will always be a stu
dent, an observer, an admirer, a worshipper of all 
things in Nature; and he or she who admires and 
appreciates worships, and whoever worships Nature 
worships the unseen and incomprehensible Force of 
which all things seen of the physical eye are a mani
festation ; and whoever so worships comes nearer 
and nearer to God in proportion to the depth and 
intensity of their appreciation of Nature in her phys
ical or outward form. Whoever so worships becomes 
capable of feeling more and more emotion. Such 
FEEL more and more of the Infinite Spirit enter
ing into them and becoming a part of them. Who
ever so feels can also most express such feeling, 
whether by speech or gesture, or even the silent pose 
of body which sometimes, in moments of dramatic 
delineation, carries a power which thrills an audience 
to that silence worth more than noisy bursts of 
applause. It is at such moments that the living, 
intense, quivering soul, the thought of the artist, is 
acting on the collective mind of his audience, as the 
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rays of light converged to a focus in the electric lamp 
stream out far and wide, coloring to its own shade 
everything on which it falls. 

You cannot simulate or imitate mechanically any 
emotion, and have such simulation taken for an ex
pression of infinite force working through you, by 
such as have God, or the highest and finest apprecia
tion of God's power, in themselves. But you can 
trade upon an emotion which you may feel to an 
extent at one moment and throw yourself out of the 
next. The beggar who cries to excite your sympa
thy calls to his aid, and connects his spirit tempo
rarily with, the thought current of grief or distress. 
He feels the action upon him of such order or ele
ment of thought. But there is always to the quick
est ear, the most honest nature, the keenest sense 
that feels the thought of others, a base .ring in such 
expression of grief; and the actor or artist in any 
department of expression, who feels an emotion or 
sentiment at one moment and laugh!! at the next, is 
not the most devout artist, for he or she lacks rever
ence for their profession, for their genius, for the 
power of the infinite working through them. This 
is the real blasphemy. This is taking and feeling 
God's power on the lips and in the heart at one mo
ment, and mocking it directly afterward; and though 
success may for a time attend such adulterated ex
pressions of genius, it will never bring the highest 
success. It will be effort bringing in seen or unseen 
<:>xistence its inevitable penalty, for neither art or 
existence ceases with the wearing out of this earthly 
instrument- the ·body. The time must come when 
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every sinner is brought face to face with his own 
sin, and not only the sin but all its results in the 
past,- its pretences of admiration from others, its pre
tended friendship based only on low motive,- and 
so hideous may it all appear, that such sinner may 
call upon the mountains to fall upon and cover him. 

God is law, and God cannot be mocked. There
ligion of the drama leads to temperance in all things. 

No artist nor actor, no singer, no dancer, can 
afford to dissipate life's forces in any kind of in
tempercLnce. Art of any kind gives a solid reason 
against excess in eating or drinking, or the exhaus
tion that comes of anger or evil thinking, for the 
force so expended is just so much force taken from 
that art ; and the actor or singer who goes upon the 
stage with his powers weakened by any excess, soon 
learns in some way that his services are not as desir
able as he would have them; and although genius 
may shine for a time, despite the wrong it inflicts 
upon itself, yet, at last, genius, as we often see, goes 
down and out of sight when it disobeys the laws 
of life, "not one jot or tittle of which shall fail," 
either in exacting inevitable penalty for wrong living 
or in giving sure coming reward and crown for right 
or righteous living. 

In every. department of those giving recreation 
amusement to the public- the actor, the singer, the 
dancer, the acrobat, the circus rider, the athlete, 
the gymnast- are the laws of health, the means of 
securing and keeping the most vigor of mind and 
vigor of muscle, flexibility of mind and flexibility of 
muscle, more studied and practised, in proportion to 
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numbers, than with any other class among us. For 
their art, their reputations, their incomes depend 
directly on their .daily physical and mental condition. 
Neither physical or intellectual athlete can, for a 
single hour, delegate business to clerk, foreman, or 
overseer. It is their light which is expected to shine. 
Public admiration, appreciation and expectation are 
the most rigid of monitors in compelling the artist 
to travel in that straigpt and narrow path of tem
perance in all things, out of which to stray brings 
certain penalty of exhaustion and dimming of their 
light. Well, also, do these people know the in
creased strength, inspiration and clearness of mind 
that comes of keeping permanently in the calm, 
reposeful frame of mind, of avoiding moods of anger 
as sources of weakness, of fighting off the deadly 
sin of worry and fretfulness, knowing all this to be 
force expended in tearing themselves to pieces. 

So in his eating and drinking, in all care and love 
for the health and vigor and elasticity of his body, 
to make it as perfect an instrument as possible for 
his higher unseen self to use, to act on, to act 
through, the artist, the actor, will, in Biblical phrase, 
"glorify God," glorify more and more that part of 
the infinite force which he or she represents. 

The higl}est culture in any art will inevitably, as 
the laws governing growth in such art become more 
and more understood, lead any man or woman to 
take better care of their minds and bodies. The 
best care of the mind, the highest morality, the 
desire or aspiration for the thought freest from hate, 
envy, and low motive, will give the highest health, 
the greatest vigor, and the greatest genius. 
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The high priests of the drama, as of all art, are 
ever searching, desiring, reaching out for more power. 
Power of doing, and giving to others of what is done, 
is the grand attribute of deity. God is pictured 
as eternally serene, unruffied, calm, composed. The 
mind most free from all discordant, disturbed thought 
generates the most power. The drama depicting 
violence, bloodshed, torture, the drama of daggers, 
whether daggers of thought or daggers of steel, is not 
recreative. It stimulates, and that ·unhealthfully. 
It is of the same order of stimulation as that of the 
prize fight, the hanging, the spectacle of Christian 
captives torn to pieces by wild beasts, or any exhibi
tion of combined physical and mental suffering to 
which thow;ands flock. It is not that a taste for 
murder and bloodshed is actually created by such 
exhibitions. You only bring to the front the old, 
savage instinct for blood or scenes of suffering innate 
in all of us more or less-the lingerings of cruder 
existences. A murder of any kind-a simulated 
murder-is an unhealthy exhibition, and has an un
healthy effect on him or her who exhibits. To act 
any character one must, for the time, BE that char
acter,-be in the soul and spirit of the murder,
connect themselves temporarily with a murderous, 
violent, destructive, and hurtful current, element 
and atmosphere of thought, and this brings injury 
to mind and body. 

As the race grows in refinement, it will take less 
and less pleasure in the drama which depicts death 
or suffering, or heart torture of any kind. I am not 
seeking to •• reform" the stage_ I am not preaChing 
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a crusade against any form of the present drama. 
People will have what they most want, and that as long 
as they want it. I doubt if any evil in the world was 
ever scolded out of existence. Scolding is only resist
ing one form of evil by fighting it with another
that other being the intemperance of hate, and hate 
often directed, not so much at the thing scolded at 
as the persons using that thing. But it is possible 
these opinions may find sympathy with some who 
have become wearied of dramatic vivisection tables. 
It partakes of the ghastly fancied to pay a dollar or 
two to see misery on the stage, when there's so much 
of the real article outside to be seen for nothing. 

Why must there be a deadly, deep-dyed villain in 
so many dramas, a being incapabl~ of goodness? Is 
it impossible to illustrate virtue, b1·avery, honesty, 
without a background of vice? Is it necessary to 
have a spoiled mackerel on the dinner-table to appre
ciate more keenly the savor and flavor of a fresh one? 

The crying need and demand of our time is for 
more of real recreation. We are not a cheerful peo
ple. Thousands go home from work to mope or 
grumble. Look at the general exp!ession on the 
faces of our crowds on car or ferry-boat, going to and 
returning from work. A smile, a cheerful face, a face 
good to look upon, is scarce. Glum, silent, serious, 
sour, but not always sober. There is not enough 
of the healthful stimulation of recreation. Lacking 
this, humanity runs to the unhealthy, artificial source 
of stimulation and temporary strength and chee:-. 
Ten thousand barrooms supply it. 

The force we call mind i.; always at work. It must 
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work. If you do not organize its forces it will work 
disorganized. The same force spent in idle lounging 
on a corner, can, otherwise directed, paint a picture 
or carve a statue, or admire the picture, or panorama, 
or scenic representation. 

People do not want to see plays to be taught moral 
lessons. There are hard lessons enough outside in 
everybody's daily experience. We need plays, not 
so much to instruct as to amuse and rest brains. 
Rest a mind properly and it will instruct itself. It is 
innate in human nature to run away from a forced 
lesson. It is always a sign that the lesson is unat
tractive,-that someucdy is teaching mechanically, 
perfunctorily, and with more of love for the pay than 
the effort. You put love in an art or in its teaching, 
and scholars will love to be taught. I s~pathize 
now more than ever with the boy who runs away 
from school and takes to the woods. His running 
away is not a compliment to the teacher or the sys
tem, and is a compliment to the trees. 

There has been, within the last ten or fifteen years, 
a great i ere tSC of the amateur element, SO called. 
Its ability is ma.rked, and is now recognized by the 
best mind of the profession. This supply comes in 
answer to a demand almost as yet unspoken for more 
recreation. It hardly knew the remedy. Yet the 
remedy is springing up on every side. It lies with 
the young people who desire to study for the stage. 
They are over all the land. There are places for them 
all, and channels for them all, if theirs is real ability. 
Love of art, for dramatic representation, i.; increas
ing its phases continually, and there arc tea eccentric 
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or individual characterizations where there was one 
thirty years ago. There is a mysterious law in 
nature which always brings the supply of a thing, 
or element or talent needed, before we· really know 
that it is needed. 

The drama, with its thousands of theatres, its tens 
of thousands of actors, its millions nightly filling its 
temples, should have its college equal in dignity and 
respectability to Yale or Harvard. That university 
should gather under one home roof the young men 
and women, who over all the land are wishing for 
dramatic and elocutionary training. It should grant 
a home and a protection for these young people, and 
such home should be presided over by a woman 
whose heart is in the work, and whose delight it 
would be to make the home for those who came to 
be educated. 

There are few homes for the scholar in any of our 
colleges. There are boarding houses - sometimes 
mockeries of home, where the student is often made 
at home with all the annoyances of the family. 

Home is the crowning effort, concentration and 
result of the highest culture and civili~tion, and of 
all places the school most needs it. Its education 
and influence goes beyond that of school or lecture 
room. That influence, that order of thought, that 
society most brought to bear upon you, when in the 
latter part of the d.ay you are wearied and negative, 
and thereby easier to be swayed for good or ill, is 
of vast import for good or ill, aud very often deter
mines for good or ill the morals and fortunes of a 
young man or woman. 
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In the refined and ever refining home, education 
never stops. You create an atmosphere of refined 
thought, and all within its range are ever absorbing 
of such thought, be they at table or in the parlor ; 
and where there is generated an atmosphere of tat
tle, scandal, littleness, narrowness, and envy, you 
absorb also of that contagion. It dims mind, dis
eases body, and negatives the effect of the best teach
ings of the class or lecture room. The coming 
dramatic university should have its theatre perfect 
in all appointments, its museum of costumes of all 
ages, its gymnasium, its lectures at intervals from 
those prominent in the professions, who could thus 
give suggestion founded on their individual experi
ence and individual style. Receiving the sanction 
of the highest culture, its performanceM could be 
made remunerative. So could be the lectures given 
by prominent actors and actresses, and these in their 
preparation would derive benefit from a temporary 
change of occupation. 

It should have also its own chapel, a chapel de
voted to no one creed, but to all creeds ; a chapel 
in architecture, painting and statuary, filled with 
symbolic representation of the highest and divinest 
idealizations; a chapel always open, where those so 
inclined could come and sit at all times, day or 
night, in silence -a place devoted to the sacred and 
mighty power of silent thought - a place to ask for 
and certainly receive what we all want, power; one 
place to which wisdom and inspiration, now known 
neither to earthly book or teacher, can be brought, 
and. which, if you are receptive and teachable, and 
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devout, you can and will receive ; one place where 
the lower motive and sentiment of the world should 
not enter. For when you make a place like this, 
you open a door for higher intelligence than that 
seen of earth to come, and create an atmosphere 
where mind full of idea, wisdom, suggestion, relative 
to all that can advance human happiness and art, 
can come and drop thoughts like seeds in your 
minds. For it is only in silence, and by means of 
periods and places of silence, that the fullest force 
of the infinite and eternal mind can be by us felt 
and received. 

The drama is rapidly asserting its worth, its use, 
and its dignity, and will repel every shade and ap
proach of that social ostracism born and handed 
down of a barbaric era, when the man who could 
split the most skulls with the mace or sword took 
precedence of all other form of intellect; and wher
ever society today copies this sentiment, it copies a 
fashion first set by some medimval royal bully, who 
designated the man who could write by the menial 
term "scrivener," and sat the priest at table with 
the servants. 
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VOICE OF THE MOUNTAIN. 

Humanity still seeks to climb heavenward, 
Up Babel towers of swarded wealth, 
And still is blind to that Great Law 
Which discoro, strife, confusion sends amid the workers 
As monitors to show God must be trusted, 
Not fought with barricades of bank safes. 

For him that trusts, the world is his, 
Skies, mountains, clouds, birds, trees, and flowers, 

Lakes, streams, storms, calms, crowded cities, empty 
wastes, 

All cry to him "Enjoy I" 
Solitude, the vulgar's dread, becomes his inspiration. 
The mountains nurse him, 
With Diety upon their tops oft be renews his covenant
Nor needs for other company. 
Babble there of common things to him is blasphemy! 
Sublimer even than the thunder's roll 
Is Shasta's icy silence, 
Brooding over past eternities, 
When present sun and system were unborn; 
When naught was save the Great I Am ! 
Before whom earth's age and history to atom dwindles. 
So to Him speak the Sierras, 
Ever pointing with fingers, storm-worn and scarred, 
Beyond all time, and space, and thought, 
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14 VOICE OF THE MOUNTAIN. 

Beyond all law, all plan, all theory, 
Pointing to that void, terrible, unknown and inconceiv• 

ble, 
Never to be lit np, 
Without beginning, ending, bounds or history. 

Here man fears God, 
At once his littleness and greatness feels-
Little that he's an atom of the infinite mystery
Great that he's a part of Infinite Divinity. 

. This is the voice of the mountains! 
Nor what men call learning, nor culture, nor civilization 

are needed to know its meaning. 
Often it speaks loudest to unletterell men. 
The Indian hears it plainer than we ; 
He is content to live only that he may hear it. 
He cares not for ships, nor roads, nor arts, nor commerce, 
Nor the heaping up of gold, 
Nor to babble, or prate, or preach ; 
Content with what nature sends him. 
As a child the father, so he trusts the Great Spirit. 

A few hear ·this voice ! 
God has moulded and fashioned them, 
He has singled them out and beckoned them to follow 

Him into the wilderness, 
He has effaced their likeness to common men, 
He has for them placed thorns in every Lroad road, that 

they shall walk in the straight and narrow path ; 
And when they hear His voice, 
When all that was and is, and is to be, ever murmurs in 

their ears, 
With a mighty sound which is yet a mighty silencl~, 
Then are they ready to speak to men. 
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Their "lives are as new books, 
Open for all worthy to read. 
Open, honest, impulsive, impassioned lives
Nature trusted in the sight of men. 
Thought, passion, sentiment, the evil and the good, the 

gold and the dross, 
All openly displayed; 
They are as living sermons, more potent than pulpit 

homilies. 
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THE USES OF SICKNESS. 

COPYRIGHT, 1888, BY F. J. NBBDHAM. 

IN this era of our planet's existence, there can 
scarcely be for anyone entire escape from ills of the 
body. But there are two entirely different methods 
of treating in mind those states of the body we call 
sickness. The right one is to consider and hold in 
mind, and ever desire earnestly, that you may be led 
into more and more faith that all pain, sickness, and 
debility, of whatever nature, are but efforts of the 
spirit to purge itself, and throw off from the body 
that which has become too gross for your spirit_ to 
use. 

Here bear in mind the fact which it is necessary 
often to repeat, that your spirit is one thing and 
your body quite another ; that your spirit is an ever
increasing power, the growth of ages, and that your 
body is only its temporary instrument, for use in 
this one present phase of existence. 

We are ever liable to glide unconsciously into the 
old belief in which we have been educated, that all 
there is of us is the physical body. Without the 
spirit, the body is only the engine, without steam to 
move it. 

·An ever-increasing realization that spirit and body 
are two distinct things, and that the spirit is the only 
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2 THE USES OF SICKNESS. 

moving, building, and working force for the body, 
will prove a great help to your spirit to act favorably 
on the body, and reconstruct it anew. 

The second wrongful and injurious method of 
using sickness, is to hold and firmly believe that 
you are nothing but the body you use ; that it is 
only the body which is sick; that its only cure lies 
in material remedies ; that its present state of sick
ness or debility is but an unmitigated evil, and not 
the means whereby it is being freed from a load of 
relatively dead matter, too lifeless and inert for the 
spirit to U3e. This indicates utter ignorance of the 
spirit; and such ignorance of the spirit brings on 
more and more of disease and corporeal deadness, 
until at last your real and only power, your spirit, is 
unable to carry the half dead body any longer. It 
frees itself from such encumbrance. You call that 
death. It is only the dropping of a load by the 
spirit, too heavy longer to be carried. 

There are in the world today many people who are 
already half dead. In other words, their spirits do 
but half carry their bodies. The stooping shoulders, 
oent knees, feeble gait, and general failing senses of 
a man or woman at the age of sixty, are so many 
evidences that the mind using that body is m. utter 

· ignorance of its power to recuperate and regenerate 
that body. All that power through its character of 
belief is now being used to destroy the body. If 
the mind is in the right belief, the body will come 
out of its trial purified of grossness, more refined, 
more active and stronger than ever. In the physical 
sense, it has grown younger instead of older. 
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Even if you can but entertain and give this idea a 
respectful hearing, it will make a great difference for 
the better out of your physical ill. Because, in even 
changing to this exten£ the attitude of your mind, 
you have opened a door for your higher self to work 
for good upon the body. Belief in the truth will 
then help the mind to more command over the body. 
Command of miud over body must ultimately free 
the body from every ill and pain. The physical 
trials you may now pass through are not always to 
be necessary in the purging and refining process. 
These first trials are the hardest. As the spirit gains 
more and more supremacy and faith in these truths, 
which will be more and more proven, the body will 
pass through the changes incident to the growing 
power of the spirit with less and less pain and 
inconvenience. 

If you receive a new and truthful idea, it will work 
a change in the body. Your present muscle, blood 
and bone are all material expressions of, and physical 
correspondences of, your prevailing order of thought. 
Change that thought, and a change must take place 
in the character and quality of the seen material 
forming the body. If the unseen power of the body 
is changed, that which is seen must change. 

Such changes, to a limited extent, are constantly 
at work in daily life. Give a person in despair or 
discouragement, hope, or promise of something bet
ter, and a change in the body is soon manifest. The 
eye grows brighter, the muscles are braced more 
firmly, and every movement shows more vigor. A 
new element of. thought is not only acting on that 
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body, but has actually entered into and assimilated 
with it. 

On the contrary, throw a thought of terror sud
denly into the mind, and suc·h is the effect of that 
thought-element acting on the body and actually 
entering into the composition of the body, that, as 
known in varying instances, faces grow pale, knees 
totter, weakness succeeds strength, digestion is 
checked, insensibility is sometimes brought on, the 
hair has bleached in a few hours, and even instant 
death has been thereby caused. 

The terrifying cry of " Fire ! " in a crowded the
atre, the cry of alarm raised in a crowd of people, 
brings an element and a force to act first on the 
minds, and next on the bodies of those people, which, 
though unseen, is as real, in a material sense, as is 
any noxious gas or vapor, likes the fumes of burning 
charcoal, which, though unseen, proves its existence 
by its fatal results. 

All pain comes of the effort of the spirit to force 
new life into a part of the body lacking life. Or it 
comes of the spirit's effort to throw off altogether 
such part lacking life, and replace it with new 
material. In cases when the spirit ceases from such 
effort, there comes cessation from pain and insensi
bility, the forerunner of the body's death. 

When disease is regarded in what we will here 
call the remedial light, life assumes an entirely new 
aspect. The life of the body becomes then a suc
cession of rebirths or changes from coarser to finer 
material, each birth or change being less painful 
than the one preceding, until, at last, such change 
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i& acco~panied only by a period of languor and 
physical inactivity. Or, in other words, the spirit is 
making the body into its own image, so that it shall 
be the perfect instrument to carry out its desires. · 
Then body and spirit are wedded. They are as one. 

If the mind or spirit in ignorance accepts implic
itly these old errors, then that mind is already sick, 
though the body it uses is strong. If the mind is 
sick, the body in time must become sick. But when 
the awakened mind refuses any longer to accept 
these old errors, and desires that it may come to· 
know and reject all other error, of which it may now 
be unconscious, that mind is relatively healthy. It 
is then on the road to higher and higher health. 
True, its body may for periods be prostrated through 
the changes, which a change from lower to higher 
mental conditions will bring about. But such periods 
of physical ailment become as ends to a higher health, 
because the mind, being in the right direction, is 
pushing the body in that direction, whereas the mind 
in ignorance, not having the vestige of an idea that 
it is the power which rules the body, accepts blindly 
the error which the body ill a sense teaches it, and 
then uses all its force to build on and increase that 
error. The body used and ruled by such a mind 
'vill have disease in its worst form, until such body 
is at last destroyed. The body used and ruled by 
the mind inclined in the right direction may have 
ailment and suffer, but it will, if the ·faith of its 
spirit has grown strong enough, come out of the 
trial purified, refined, strengthened, and having more 
power than ever to resist evil and prevent the absorp-
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tion from lower minds of their lower and injurious 
thought, which to the sensitive person is a "prolific 
source of disease. 

In many cases, through natural birth, the spirit is 
given a body with which it is at total variance. That 
body may come into the world freighted with a cer
tain mind of its own. That mind comes of the 
lower and erroneous thought absorbed in gestation, 
infancy, and youth. That lower mind may rule the 
body for years, or for its whole physical lifetime. 
The real self, the real spirit, may only · influence 
what may be called a fragment of that body, and 
this only at certain periods favorable to its access. 
The lower mind may rule much of the time with 
low and gross desires. For the whole thought-cur
rent of the lower or "carnal mind " rules on this 
stratum of life, and meets the higher mind with 
obstacles or temptation at every point. 

For such a spirit even to preserve at all its present 
body, may involve much pain and sickness. This 
comes of the war betwixt spirit and body. The spirit 
seeks to fashion the body in accord with itself, and 
tries to throw off the old.dead thought in which the 
body has been educated. The body resists. The 
body has an individuality of its own. It desires to 
preserve that individuality. It feels in the effort of 
the spirit not only an invasion of such individuality, 
but an attempt to destroy that individuality forever. 
This is actually the case. If the individuality of the 
b~dy is one of error and belief in untruth, it cannot 
last. It must be destroyed. Nothing can endure 
permanently but what is based in truth. Sickness, 
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THE USES OF SICKNESS. 7 

then, is a means for the removal of the old body, 
exactly as when you make a new wall of an old one, 
by taking away, piecemeal, portions of the old, replac
ing them with new and sound material, until the 
wall is altogether new. 

There may be nothing new under the sun, but 
there are things innumerable, now unknown, which 
would be new to us. We have touched hardly the 
edge of our real life, and know little what it means 
really to live. 

Nor can we take in at once much of what is new 
without danger. Truth must be re~ived in small 
doses, otherwise a sudden flood of light, a sudden 
revelation of life's possibilities, would cause so sud
den a physical change, and so great a disturbance 
betwixt spirit and body, as possibly to destroy the 
body. The removal of the old, and its replacement 
by the new, should be a gradual process. It is akin 
to digestion. Too much food taken at once into the 
stomach brings pain and disturbance. Too much 
of new idea taken at once, is the putting of new 
wine into old bottles. The old bottle represents the 
old body, the new wine is new thought. All idea 
is actual force ; and if more force be received than 
the old body can appropriate, there is a possibility 
that its working will burst the bottle. 

The new material given you by this change is new 
and true thought or idea. That will materialize 
blood, bone, muscle, and nerve into a newer, finer, 
and stronger quality of seen substance. 

A child bred in the belief that its real self is only 
the body it uses, that there is no power behind that · 
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body, which, if known and rightly directed, can ever 
rehabilitate it with new element, recuperate it, and 
ever make its material substance over and over 
again, each time newer, finer, and stronger, such 
a child -and many such there now are- not only 
has within it what may be termed the "seeds of 
disease," but through its total ignorance, combined 
with the ignorance of other minds about it, nearly 
all the power of its spirit is worked the wrong way
worked to feed and strengthen disease, and so, at 
last, make the body unbearable for the spirit. 

There is a ~ind and quality l)f mind affecting us 
all more or less. It is sometimes called the " uncon
scious mind." It is belief in error, absorbed from 
others possibly in infall(~y and youth, which we have 
never questioned and neYer doubted - never thought 
to question or doubt, and which we blindly go on 
believing, scarcely knowing it is our belief. But 
such belief affects us for good or ill, just as much as 
that of which we are conscious of believing. 

Holding such unconscious error today, thousands 
of hearty, athletic young men, now in the fullest 
possession of vigor and muscular strength, believe 
that at the age of fifty this vigor must begin to 
lessen, and that between sixty or seventy, some "ill 
that flesh is heir to " must necessarily beset them, 
and ultimately carry them off. To say to them, 
seriout~ly, that a time is coming when man's superior 
knowledge will enable him to keep his body as long 
as he pleases, and in an ever-improving condition, 
would immediately call from them either ridicule 
or that obstinate incredulity which will not for one 
momc:-:t entertain a new idea as a pollSib!lity-. 
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Nothing is more dangerous than that permanent ~ 
state of mind which instantly rejects and refuses for ) 
one moment to entertain, hospitably, a new idea, 
because it seems to that mind wild, unreasonable, 
and visionary. It is the same condition which in 
years by-gone scornfully rejected steam and elec
tricity as 44 new-fangled notions." It is the condition 
which makes for itself a rut of thought and occu
pation, · and travels round and round in it without 
any advance forward to newer life and possibilities. 
It is the condition leading surely to fossilization of 
both mind and body. 

Thousands are today unconsciously imprisoned in 
the idea that what all human or physical life has 
been in the past, that it must necessarily be in the 
future, and that it must necessarily involve the three 
periods of youth, maturity, and decay. To believe 
this so implicitly, makes these phases of life inevitable 
for the believer, and bars the door against any new 
possibilities. 

Flesh is heir to no ills save those bequeathed the 
flesh by the spirit in ignorance. The spirit once in · 
the truth can bequeath the flesh only more and more 
life ; in brief, "life everlasting." 

Do you ask what are some of the errors uncon
sciously held by thousands about us? An individual 
whom you know to be a demagogue or charlatan, 
passes witll thousands as a great man. A system of 
education which you know to be honey-combed with 
falsity and the blind repetition of custom, they 
accept as perfect. War between nations which you 
know to be but blind idiocy, they accept M a "polit-
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ical necessity," because from infancy the sound of 
those two words has been trumpeted into their ears 
and remains clinched there. Customs, usages, and 
habits, which you know to be not only useless, but . 
resulting in injury or inconvenience, are perpetuated 
from generation to generation, unthought of, unques
tioned. 

The cruelty wantonly inflicted by our race on 
beast and bird in their natural state, in slaughtering 
and mutilating them for mere amusement, as well as 
the imprisonment of every species of biped and 
quadruped, dooming the inhabitants of field, forest, 
and air to an unnatural and suffering life, simply 
that we may stare at them behind their bars, is 
another evidence of the unconsciousness of our race 
to the wrong and injustice which it permits, and even 
endorses as right and proper. 

The degraded estimation in which woman is held 
by great masses of men ; the degraded estimation 
which she accepts without question or protest her
self; the estimate of her by so many men, either 
as a pleasing toy or a convenience ; the ignorance and 
denial by most men that she is equal to him in power 
for business or any pursuit, as well as the ignorance 
and consequent denial, both on his or her part, that 
she is, when rightly understood, a necessary factor to 
his highest success,- all these are still unconscious 
e.rrors leading to grevious ills in the minds of millions 
on millions. 

The still prevailing ignorance that thought is an 
element and force, working results miles from the 
body it uses ; that every thought or idea of ours is 
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like· an unseen magnet, which, if held to, will bring 
to us in material things the likeness of that thought; 
the common idea that it matters little what we think, 
so long as our thought is not known ; the ignorance 
that what we think of others and ourselves has every~ 
thing to do with our health and fortunes, for happi- · 
ness or misery ; the sloughs of physical misery and 
mental disturbance, into which so many plunge them
selves unconsciously, through association with minds 
lower than theirs, and so absorbing and living in 
such lower thought; the ignorance that every indi
vidual has lived in the past other lives, and must 
in the future live more, either with or without a 
body, -all these form but a fragment of tlie uncon
scious errors prevalent all about us. For the mind 
ever calling for more truth and light, every bodily 
trial results in a greater and greater awakening to 
these and hundreds of other errors, which, so long 
as held in mind, bring inevitably results in pain and 
misery to us. 

" The truth shall make you free," says the biblical 
record. It is so. The truth shall free us from every 
form of physical and mental suffering; and when the 
God in yourself rules completely the old and lower 
self, all tears are then wiped from our eyes. 

PRENTICE MULFORD. 
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WHO ARE OUR RELATIONS? 

CoPYRIGHT, r888, BY F. J, NuoHAM. 

THE man or woman who is most like you in tastes, 
motives, and habits of thought, and to whom you 
feel most attracted, may not be brother, sister, cousin, 
or any physical relative at all. But such person is 
to you a very near relation. 

Your brothers or sisters may not be like you at all 
in mind, taste, and inclination. You may associate 
with them because they are members of the family, 
but were you not to know them as brothers, sisters, 
or other relatives, or were you to see elsewhere their 
exact counterparts in character, you might not like 
such counterparts at all. 

Physical or " blood relationship " has very little 
bearing on the real or mental relationship. It is 
possible for a brother or sister, a father or mother 
to be very closely allied to you in thought and sym
pathy. Again, it is possible for a father or mother, 
brother or sister, to be very remote from you in 
thought and sympathy, and to live in a realm or 
atmosphere of thought very unlike yours. 

You can live neither healthfully or comfortably, 
unless with those whose thought-atmosphere (a lit
eral emanation from them) is similar to your own. 
Physical relationship may or may not furnish such 
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atmosphere. Compel a laboring man, whose thought 
goes little beyond his eating, drinking and daily round 
of work, to live exclusively with a company of artists 
and philosophers, seeing none of his own kind and 
order of thought, and that man's spirits would in 
time be depressed, and his health would suffer. The 
same law works when the superior mind is compelled 
to constant association with the inferior. Such may 
be your position among physical relatives. 

Children live, thrive, and are exhilarated by the 
thought4tmosphere emanating from their playmates. 
Cut them entirely off from such association and they 
droop. As a child, you lived upon thig atmosphere 
of childhood ; that is, you lived in the spiritual 
relationship of childhood, and regarding a certain 
playful thought nutriment, received it and also gave 
it to your playmates. You may wonder now why 
you cannot arouse the old feeling and exhilaration 
coming either from the associations of childhood or 
youth. It is because your spirit requires another 
thought food or atmosphere, which only another, and 
probably higher order of mind can give. That re
ceived, and time would pass as quickly and pleas
antly as it did with the associates of your earlier 
physical existence. 

Those who can furnish it are your real relations. 
But such relationship cannot exist unless you can 
furnish them with the same quality of thought in 
return. 

The real or spiritual relations of many merchants, 
mechanics, and those of other callings, are their 
brother merchants, mechanics, or those of similar 
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occupations. They prove this by their lives. They 
feel more at home with those whose business is like 
their own than they do in the places .they may call 
home, to which they resort to eat, sleep, and spend 
often a tiresome Sunday, longing for Monday's com
ing, and the more welcome life of the market-stall 
and store. Because there they are amongst their 
real relations, and are being literally fed and stimu
lated by the thought-atmosphere furnished them by 
these relatives, which they also furnish in turn. 

Every order of mind or quality of thought must 
have association with a corresponding order of mind 
and quality of thought, or it will suffer. But "blood 
relationship " has ·little to do with furnishing such 
order of thought. 

There is a vast amount of unconscious tyranny 
exercised through the ties of physical relationship. 
Children often, when grown up, place the mothers or 
fathers in their minds in a sphere and method of life 
where they may or may not care to b.elong. Then 
thought, seldom if ever expressed, runs in substance 
thus : '~ Mother is getting too old to wear bright 
colors. She must dress more subdued." "It is 
ridiculous for mother (if a widow) to marry again " 
(very hard cash reasons sometimes •entering into this 
sentiment). "Mother, of co~rse, does not want to 
enter into our gayer life, so she can stay at home 
and take care of the children." Or, " It is time 
father retired from busines," or, "Father's idea of 
marrying again is ridiculous." 

No force is more subtle iu its workings, nor more 
powerful to bring results for good or ill than the 
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steady output of thought from one or several minds 
combined, on one person to effect so:q1e desired re
sult, and whether this is done intelligently and con
sciously, or blindly, the force works the same result. 

Now a continual flow of this kind of thought, 
coming from, possibly, three or four minds to whom 
"mother" was instrumental in furnishing new bodies, 
and continually directed on "mother," is a very pow
erful force to direct and keep her exactly where the 
children find it most convenient to have her. The 
whole conventional current of thought also flows as an 
aiJ in this direction. "Mother," says this unspoken 
sentiment, "must of course grow old, retire gradually 
from a more active and gayer life, and retire also to 
a corner of the household, to associate with other 
shelved and declining parents, and be useful as a 
general upper ·nurse in times of sickness or other 
family emergency." Through the action on her of 
these minds, many mothers cease to have any privi
leges as individuals, and '\ventually do exactly as 
their children desire. · 

Possibly it is here remarked or thought, " But 
should I not go to my mother or other near relative 
with my cares and trials, and receive her help, as I 
have always been in the habit of doing? Ought not 
those of my own family, above all others, to help me 
in time of need? " . 

Certainly, if the mother or any of your physical 
relatives are glad and anxious so to do. Certainly, 
if such service from a relative comes directly from 
the heart, and is not impelled by the sentiment 
taking sometimes this form of unspoken expression : 
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" I suppose I must do this because it is my brother, 
or my son, or other physical relative who asks it." 
Asks it? Many, many are these services which are 
unconsciously demanded, rather than asked, in these 
cases. Loads are piled upon relatives simply beoause 
they are relatives. Favors in money- in the in
dorsement of notes, are in a sense ~xacted through 
sympathy of relatives. Support, food, shelter, main
tenaooe, are expected from relatives when it cannot 
be procured elsewhere. Hospitality is expected from 
relatives, when to expect hospitality is 'to make 
such entertaioment the result of a demand. Presents 
are expected from relatives, when to expect a gift 
m&.kes it rather an extortion. 

Real gifts are always surprises. No one expects 
a ·surprise, since expectation destroys surprise. 

Relatives visit and "camp down" on other rela
tives simply because they are relatives, and a vast 
amount of grudging, gr~mbling, but unspoken 
thought, is always going out when relatives use 
each other's houses to save hotel bills. 

No real or lasting good comes of any gift bestowed 
on another unless the heart goes with it, and its 
bestowal is to the giver an act of unalloyed pleasure. 
necause something else goes with the material gift, 
the food, the shelter, the loan, which, though not 
Reen, and little known, is more important than the 
gift itself. That is the thought which goes with it. 
That thought strongly affects, for good or ill, the 
person who receives the gift. If, as giving within 
your means, you bestow the merest trifl~ in maney 
upon a person in need, and the thought that goes 
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with it is not only the most sincere desire to help 
that person, but you feel a keen sense of pleasure in 
giving such help, then you throw upon that person 
a certain thought-element which will never leave 
them, and benefit them eternally and in proportion to 
the quality, power and force of your thought. Then 

· you do far more than relieve their present physical 
necessity. You give them a certain amount of 
spiritual power. Your wish that their power may 
be so developed and increased as to enable them to 
live above beggary, and draw to themselves the 
goods of this earth (as all will and must, when 
grown to a certain stature in spiritual power), is a 
great help for them in time to acquire such power. 
You have sent and sown in them a seed of thought 
which will take root and bear fruit at some period 
of their real or spiritual existence. 

But if you give grudgingly, if you give under any 
sort of compulsion, if you give food, shelter, cloth
ing, money, anything, only because circumstances 
compel you so to do, or because people might talk 
unfavorably of you for not giving, or because other 
people are so giving, then your gift does relatively 
little good, no matter on whom bestowed, be it even 
mother, father, brother, sister, son or daughter. 

You relieve, then, only a physical necessity, and 
that only for a time. You may possibly feed a body, 
shelter it, clothe it. But you do not, and cannot 
feed properly the spirit that uses that body if the 
thought going with your gift is not that of the most 
pc1·f~ct willingness and hearty pleasure in relieving 
that body's necessities. The grudging thought ac-
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companying the gift, the thought common to that 
position when the recipient of the gift (no matter 
how near the relationship) is endured rather than 
enjoyed, the thought accompanying any gift to any 
person, or relative, that it is given principally 
because custom and public opinion require it, or 
because of the recipient's importunity, is a great 
damage both to giver and taker. It is the sending 
to the one who receives a current of thought, evil in 
its character and r.esult. It brings back to the giver 
from the one who takes a response in thought of 
like nature, and this also is harmful. Because, if you 
receive a gift which you have in any way extorted, 
your feeling for the giver is not that of warm, glov.'
ing gratitude, but something quite different. 

The Christ of Judea, when commending the widow 
who cast her mite into the treasury, did so in our 
estimation and as seen in thM light, not merely 
because she gave in proportion to her material 
means, but because he saw that her thought of desire 
to help in whatever way help was needed, going 
with that mite, was far more heartfelt and genuine 
than that of richer people who cast in larger sums, 
but cast in also with them a lower character of 
thought and motive. He saw, also, that the woman's 
thought was actually doing far more to help than 
that of the others, for it was purer, 'less mixed with 
lower motive, and therefore far the stronger. 

"Is it not my duty," some may ask, "to feed, 
clothe, shelter, and support a very near relative or 
parent, if helpiess, in their old age? -

The tc!·r.1 "doing from a sense of duty" does not 
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always imply that the thing done, be it the person 
helped or the patient nursed through sickness, is 
done from the impulse of love for that person or love 
for the doing. It is sometimes done mechanically, 
or with dislike for the doing. It is sometimes a 
forced and painful performance. For such reason 
little good is done, for if physical necessities are 
temporarily relieved, spiritual necessities are not, 
and unless the spiritual portion of our natures is fed, 
there can be no permanent relief or good done the 
physical. 'Parents who in old age 'are supported by 
their children merely from a sense of duty, have 
sometimes their spirits wounded and starved -
wounded, because they feel they are endured incum
brances- starved, because no real love goes with 
the. gift or service done by these children. Children 
who come into the world unwelcomed by the parent' 
and are brought up only because custom, convention
ality and public opinion demands their support from 
'that parent, are most unfortunate, and suffer from the 
blight and starvation thereby caused their spirits. 
Genuine heartfelt love is literally life giving, and if 
received by the child is for it a source of cheer, 
health, strength, and activity. 

There is a certain trained conscience whose basis 
of education is fear of public or private opinion. 
This sometimes· really impels nets which are said to 
be done from a "sense of duty." If public opinion 
should suddenly change, and cast no . censure at all 
on the person who refused to support very near 
relath·es in want or old age, a proportion of such 
relatives would probably go to the poor-house, and 
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the son or daughter who· ~~·-~hem there would be 
acting out their real natures, an:4.~~ feigning a sen-
timent they did not possess. •• i · .. ·· ·. 

Mothers sometimes say, "I don1"t ·car«?"what be
comes of me, so that my children are ~elt-i:Kought 
up and educated." A mother should cars:'"}l·.:g~eat 
deal for her own cultivation. If her cultivatiou·apjl 
growth in wisdom is checked, that of her chila"teil}o:·; .. 
will be checked. It will be checked if she sinks her.: ;. · · 
self in her endeavor to favor her children. A genuine v 

mother will continually compel the admiration and 
respect, as well as love of her children. Such ad
miration and respect can be compelled only by a 
woman who knows the world, has standing and posi-
tion in it, and is ever pushing forward to more com
manding place and position. Such admiration and 
respect from son or daughter cannot be compelled 
by the mother who retires to a household corner, 
becomes a cross between upper nurse and govern-
~ss, neglects her dress and personal appearance, and 
teaches her children that she is at their disposal 
and use, in all family emergencies, real or fancied. 
For this very reason are many mothers run over, 
snubbed, and ridiculed by their grown-up children. 

If mothers so sink themselves, as they falsely im
agine, to benefit their children, they pay in casesJ 
a terrible pena.lty. If you allow your will constantly 
to be overborne by another; if you give up your 
own preferences and inclinations, and become only 
another's echo ; if you live about as others desire, 
you will lose more and more, for this existence, the 
power of self-assertion ; you will absorb so ruuuh of 
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the other mind all(tth{nj~ht about you as to become 
a part of that ~~and so act in accordance even 
with its silen_t··~V\Il and unspoken desire; you will 
fossilize, ltf)d "sin"k into a hopeless servitude; you 
willlotMf·l!l~re and more of both physical and mental 
po~.eJ;··:fP.i doing anything; you will become the 
c~i.J!inE!y-corner encumbrance, the senile parent, the 

•• :.,.eip1ess old man or woman, endured rather than 
··.": loved. 

This, in many instances, bas been the effect of the 
grown-up children's minds upon a parent. 

It is the silent force of those minds, continually 
working on that of the parent, that helps to break 
the parent down physically, and the decay and 
mental weakness, commonly charged to " advancing 
years," is due in part to the injurious effect of a 
mind or group of minds, seeking to usurp and over
power another. This evil is done unconsciously. 
The son wishes to manage the farm. His will may 
be strong. He gains power step by step. He takes 
as rights what at first he took only by the father's 
permission or as privileges. He goes on step by step, 
having his way in all things, great and small, perhaps 
being aided by others of the children, using their 
silent force in the same direction. And this may 
be a combined force almost impossible for one person 
to withstand, if continually exposed to it. It is a 
steady, incessant pressure, all in one direction. It 
works night and day. It works all the more effica
ciously, because the parent so exposed to it is utterly 
ignorant of such a force and its operation upon him. 
He finds himself growing weak. He becomes inert. 
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He lacks his old vigor, and thinks it is through the 
approach of old age. 

I knew a man over seventy years of age and as 
sound, active and vigorous in mind and body as one 
of forty. He had organized and built up a large 
business. His several children at last took it into 
their heads that it was time " father retired from 
business." Henceforth, the thought spoken and un
spoken, bearing month in and month out on father 
from the children, was this desire and demand that 
he should retire from business. Confiding his situa
tion to a friend, he said, " Why should I retire from 
business? I live in it, I like it, and so far as I can 
see, am able to conduct it properly." But the per-

. sistent demand and force brought to bear on him 
from these foes of his own blood and household was 
too great to withstand. He did retire. The sons 
and daughters were satisfied. The father soon com
menced to decline in health. He lived about two 
years afterward, and one of his last remarks was, 
" My children have killed me." 

" Ought I not to love my children above all 
others ? " asks one. 

The term " ought " has no application to the nat
ure of love. Love goes where it will, and to whom 
it will, and where it is attracted. You cannot force 
yourself to love anything or anybody. There have 
been parents who had no real love for their children, 
and children who had no real love for their parents. 
Neither party can be blamed for this. They were 
bcking in the capacity for loving. They were born 
~;o hcking. They are no more to be censured for 
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such deficiency than you would censure a person 
for being born blind or a cripple • . 

Some parents fancy they love their children, yet 
do not. A father who loses his temper and beats his 
son does not really love that son. It would be 
better to say that he loved to beat him, or tyrannize 
over him. Government in the family is necessary ; 
but no sound, loving government is administered on 
a basis of anger and irascibility. Parents sometimes 

·interfere and seriously affect the future of a child by 
opposing its desires in the choice of a profession. 
The parent may be.prejudiced against certain walks 
in life. The child may wish to follow one of these 
walks. It meets a bitter, uncompromising opposition 
on the parent's part. There is no reasoning, dis
cussion, or counselling in the matter-nothing but 
a stern, positive "No." Such sentiment and act are 
not impelled by love for the child on the parent's 
part. They are impelled by the parent's love for his 
or her own opinion and a love of tyranny. Parents 
sometimes forget that after the child emerges from 
the utter physical and mental helplessne!ls of in
fancy, it is becoming more and more an individual. 
As an individual it may show decided tastes, prefer
ences and inclinations in some direction. No parent 
and no person can break or alter these tastes and 
preferences. No one can make that child's mind 
over into something else. For the child's mind, as 
we call it, is really a mind or spirit, which has lived 
other physical lives from infancy to maturity, if not 
to t,ld age, and as it comes into possession ( f itJ new 
body, and acquires a rc!ati vc coatrol over that body, 
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it will begin to act out the man or woman as it was 
in its former life, and that may be a man or woman 
very closely related to the parent, or hardly related at 
all. But in any event, the parent is dealing with an 
individual, who is growing more and more into tastes, 
preferences, and traits of ·character which belong to 
and are a part of it. These must have expression. 
They will have expression in mind or spirit, whether 
allowed to physically or not. If the boy is ever 
longing to go to sea, and the parent forbids, the boy 
is on the sea in mind;. and if so in mind; it is far 
better that his body should follow, for there is only 
damage when mind and body are not working in 
correspondence together. If the mother refuse ~o 

allow the boy to go to sea because she fears its 
dangers for him, still she is loving her own fears and 
her own way, too, more than she does her son. 

The pa.rent sometimes usurps a complete tyranny, 
not only over the child's body, but over its mind. 
The child's tastes, inclination, tendencies and prefer
ences are held as of no importance whatever. If the 
boy wants to be a sailor, and the parent wants him 
something else- that something else the parent may 
insist that he shall be, but does he succeed ? Let 
the host of mediocrity in all callings in the land 
answer. And mediocrity means the mechanical fol
lowing of any pursuit in which there is no live 
interest. 

More than this; where a body is compelled to do 
·one thing, or live in a certain way, and the mind longs 
to live in another, there is a force set in motion 
which iu ruany cases tears mind and body apart; and 
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parents sometimes grieve over the loss of a child, 
when they are responsible for the death of its body 
from this cause. 

How long, then, should parental control continue 
over the child- or, rather, over a spirit for which 
you have been an agency for furnishing with a new 
body. 

Is it unreasonable to say that such control should 
not continue after such body, emerging from the 
helplessness of infancy, shall have acquired such con
trol of its organization as shall enable it to meet all 
physical demands and necessities? To go beyond 
thi!!, and give food, clothes, shelter, maintenance, to 
a person, is doing him or her a great injustice, and 
even cruelty. In so doing, you do not grant exer
cise to those faculties which must be used in coping 
successfully with the world. You make the children 
the less fitted to be self-sustaining, and earn their 
own living. You teach them to lie in a soft, luxuri
ous bed, when they should be out in the world exer
cising and making more strong and dexterous their 
powers, both of mind and body. 

Parents sometimes make themselves unjustly re
sponsible, and inflict needless mental suffering on 
themselves, for the errors and tendencies of their 
children. A son or daughter takes a wrong course 
-or, rather, let us put it, a course where the evil is 
more prominent or more opposed to conventional 
ideas of propriety than other habits, more tolerated 
and deemed reputable, but which may be the subtle, 
:mel for the most part unknown, sources of as great 
ill!! as those condemned by society. A sou takes to 
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drink or reckless associates and commits some crime. 
The parent condemns herself for not having looked 
more carefully after her boy. She may accuse her
self as having been, through her .neglect, the prime 
agency for her son's misdeeds. 

Madame, you blame yourself far too much. You 
did not make that son or daughter's character. It 
was made long before that spirit had the use of its 
last new body. What traits, what imperfections 
were very prominent in its last existence, will appear 
in its next. If that was a thieving spirit before, it 
will probably show thieving tendencies now. If it 
was gross, animal and gluttonous, then similar ten
dencies will show themselves now. You, if grown 
to a more refined plane of thought, may do much to 
modify and lessen these tendencies. 

But all that you will do in this respect will be 
done through the silent force and action of your 
superior thought on your child's mind. It will not 
b~ done through a great deal of verbal counsel or 
physical punishment or discipline. 

Whatever a mind is on entering on a new physical 
experience, whatever imperfection belongs to it, must 
appear and be acted out and beget pain and punish
ment of some kind, until that spirit sees clearly for 
itself, how, through its errors, it brings these punish
ments on itself. These lessons can only be learned 
when that person has full freedom, so far as parental 
control goes, to live as it pleases. You may for a 
time control such a life, and make it externally live 
ns you please. But such external life is only a 
veneer, if the mind be full of lower tastes and incli-
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nations. The sooner these are lived out, the soosaer 
will that person learn the real law, which iotlicts 
pains and penalties for breaking its unchangeable 
rules, and the sooner will it know the happiness 
which comes of living in accordance with its rules. 
That every spirit must do for him or herself. 

A parent may mould a false character for a child. 
It may teach indirectly, through the effect of its 
own mental condition operating on the child, how 
to feign what the world calls goodness, how it may 
seem as regards outward conduct, to be what it is 
not at all in secret tendency and inclination, -how, 
in brief, to be a hypocrite. 

No person is really reformed by another, in the 
sense such a term is sometimes used. Reform must 
come from within. It must be self-sustaining. It 
must not depend wholly on another's presence or 
influence. If it does, it is only a temporary reform. 
It will fail when the influence of the person on 
whom it depends is removed. We hear sometimes 
the assertion, "such or such a person's wife has been 
the making of him" (meaning the husband). By 
the way, why do we never hear of the man's being 
the making of his wife? 

A man may be prevented from intemperance, or 
he may continually be braced up to meet the world 
through his wife's influence and mental power. But 
if in such reform he relies entirely upon her ; if he 
cannot sustain himself without her continual pres
ence and prompting, his is no lasting reformation, 
and he is also a very heavy and damaging load for 
her to carry. It is a one-sided piece of business 
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when one person must supply all the sustaining 
force for two, and if this is persisted in, the wife, or 
whoever so supplies it, will at last sink under such 
burthen, and there will be two wrecked lives instead 
of one. No person can "make another," in the high
est sense. But one person having the superior mind, 
can, if in a very close and long-continued association 
with one weaker, give temporarily to the weaker 
their very life and force, if their desire is very strong 
to help the weaker. If it be the husband who so 
receives of the wife, and is so dependent on the wife, 
then he does not represent any character of his own. 
He represents and is clothed temporarily with his 
wife's character, or as much of it as he can appro
priate. If she dies, or is removed from him, then 
he relapses and sinks into his real self, unless he is 
resolved to be self-sustaining, and evolve force out 
of himself instead of using another's. If she con
tinues to supply him, she is only sustaining his tem
porary character, which cannot last when its source 
of supply is removed, and in such continuance she 
will certainly in time exhaust herself. 

Parents often llnconsciously teach their children 
to lie down upon them, to depend upon them too 
long for moral support. The result of this error is 
that when the parent's life is dragged out, through 
carrying so heavy a load, the child ceases to have 
any genuine love for its parent. You may pity . 
what is decrepit, weak, and shattered. Love it you 
cannot. Love is based on admiration, and admira
tion is not compelled by decay. 

The tendency called instinct, which · impels· the 
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mother bird to turn its young out of the nest, so 
soon as they have sufficient strength to fly, and the 
animal in weaning its young to turn them adrift and 
leave them to shift for themselves, is founded on the 
natural and divine laws. We may say it is the cus
tom of the brutes, and is therefore "brutal." But 
would it be a kindness for the bird to encourage the 
young to stay in the nest, where it could not gain 
strength, and when a few weeks will bring the 
storms and severity of winter, which the parent bird 
itself cannot withstand? Again, the parent, be it 
bird, animal, or human mother, needs after these 
periods of bringing their young into the world and 
rearing them, a season of entire rest and recuPera
tion, and the duration of such resting season should 
be proportionate to the complexity of the organiza
tion and the force expended by such organization. 
During such periods, the parent . should be freed 
from any and all demands from the child. Birds 
and animals in their natural or wild life take such 
periods of rest. But thousands of human mothers 
are never free from the demands of their children, 
until worn out they drop into their graves. They 
should be as free, so far as their children are con
cerned, as they were in girlhood, and before they 
became mothers. Motherhood is a most necessary 
and an indispensable phase of existence for ripening 
and developing qualities. But no one experience 
should be followed and dwelt in forever. Life in its 
more perfected state will be full of alternations
not a rut, into which if you are once set you must 
continually travel. 
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If human children remain with the mother for 
years after attaining what may be termed a respon
sible age; if they always look to her for aid, advice, 
sympathy, and assistance; if the mother allows her
self to become the family leaning-post, she may also 
be repeating the one-sided business of supplying too 
much force to others and getting none back. She 
may be practising a false and injurious species of 
motherhood because it is exacted, begged, or dragged 
from her. She may be robbing herself of the new 
life which awaits her, when the brood is reared and 
their wingM are self-sustaining. She is helping the 
children to make her a feeble, witless, "old woman." 

Perhaps one remarks: " If your suggestion was lit
erally followed, the streets would be full of children 
turned by parents out of their homes and unable to 
provide ior themselves." 

So they would. I argue here no literal following 
of the example set by bird and beast. It would be 
a great injustice. No custom, when followed for 
ages, even if based in error, can be suddenly changed 
without disturbance, injustice, and wrong. Yet it is 
worth our while to study this principle that we find 
in nature, from the tree that casts adrift the ripe 
acorn, to the bird or animal that casts adrift the 
relatively ripened young. Neither acorn, bird or 
animal, when cast off or weaned, ever return to the 
parent for self-sustaining power. Such power, in 
these cases, is only given by the parent until the 
new organization is strong enough to absorb and 
appropriate of the elements about it, absorb of earth 
and sunshine, or of flesh or grain, the nourishment 
necessary to its support. 
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Are not our streets today full of grown-up chil
dren, quite unable to provide for themselves? Do 
not thousands leave parental homes with no self
sustaining power, who are all through life unable to 
feed, clothe, and shelter themselves, save by long 
hours of drudging labor at the lowest wages ? Does 
not this life of drudgery exhaust and cut them off 
prematurely ? Are there not thousands of daugh
ters all over the land, who will become" old maids," 
and whose parents will not permit them, were they 
so disposed, to go out in the world and take their 
chances 't These are the birds cuddled in the nest, 
until their wings, denied exercise, lose at last all 
power or prompting for flight, and whose mouths, 
though they become grown-up birds, are trained 
only to open and. receive the morsels dropped in 
them. 
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THE USE OF A ROOM. 

CoPYRIGHT, t888, BY F. J. NBBDHAM. 

EVERY person should have a room entirely to him 
or herself. Great care should be taken regarding 
those who for social or business purposes are admitted 
to such room. 

It should be a room into which the sunshine may 
enter as much as possible. It should not be on the 
north or shady side of the house, for the cold and 
shady side of any material thing is a reflection in the 
physical of the shady and forbidding side. of the spir
itual, and if permanently lived in is certain to cast 
such reflection on your mind, and is not beneficial to 
physical health. 

A room into which no sunshine can enter cannot 
be either materially or spiritually purified. 

You need one place in the universe to which you 
can retire when you feel inclined, and shut out every
thing else so long as you desire ; you need one place 
that you can call wholly your own, not subject to 
any one's invasion, and not to be entered by any one. 
else without your permission. 

You need such a place to rest and gather your 
for.ces together. Because when you are a great deal 
among people, you must absorb more or less of their 
thought. You will then often see as the inferior 
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mind sees. You cannot rid yourself of this thought 
unless you are at times alone. Your own mind has 
then opportunity given it to assert its power. As it 
does, it will throw off the power or thought of other 
minds, and see for itself. 

More than this; when you have a room sacred to 
yourself, you open the door and grant much more 
abundant opportunity for wiser and higher intelli
gences to reach you and give you of their mental 
richnes~. They can give you ideas of great use in 
the practical affairs of life. 

You are also placing yourself in the higher and 
constructive current of thought, all of whose influ
ence is to build you up and make you more and more 
a power for doing good, first to yourself, next to 
others. 

You are very much out of the reach of these im
proving agencies if constantly in the world's current 
of thought ; if constantly associated with others who 
never get out of its hmTy, worry, bustle and care. 
And a single person or companion, if constantly with 
you, or accessible to you at any hour, can bring you 
as much of this lower and damaging thought as could 
ten persons. It matters not whether one person holds 
the door open to such lower current or one hundred 
persons. 

In this use of a room, I do not mean that one 
should live a hermit in one ; I imply only that tem
porary withdrawal from others necessary to get our
selves together. There are proper times for seclusion 
and times for association and society. 

If two persons are in sympathy and faith with these 
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truths, the desire will grow more and more upon 
them as they see more and more clearly, to give real 
aid to each other ; to help build each other up into 
more health, happiness and power. One will never 
object to the other's occasional complete privacy and 
seclusion, knowing, as they will, the great benefits de
rived from it, and the certainty that each will share 
in the other's benefit. 

For as you are built up in health, or in any power 
for drawing to you the best goods of the world, you 
must, through the sending of the strong desire to 
similarly benefit the person you most love, give such 
benefit to that person, providing he or she is in the 
same faith, belief, or order of thought as yourself. 

It is not necessary, while alone in your room, that 
you try to have your mind strongly set on putting 
yourself in a higher realm of thought, or drawipg 
higher intelligences to you. You will be most liable 
to derive benefit from such sources when your hands 
are occupied with some detail of your toilet, or in the 
doing of any work not irksome to you. 

The mood in which you dress yourself, or perform 
any so-called trivial act, is the agency, and creates the 
thought-atmosphere into which beneficial or injurious 
unseen individuality can enter. If it be the mood of 
peevishness, despondency or irritability, it taps, so to 
speak, that current of thought, ·and on that current 
of thought, individualized intelligence of the same 
order can come and annoy you. If the mood in 
which you brush your hair is one of serenity, repose, 
and a certain loving absorption in the act itself, you 
connect yourself with the calmer, clearer, more peace--
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ful, and at the same time more powerful current of 
thought, and on that the more calm, serene, individ
ualized intelligence or ministering spirit can come to 
you, full of love, desire and power, to soothe your 
troubled mind and give you ideas, which in time will 
grow to forces sufficient to carry you and keep you 
permanently beyond the action of the disturbed 
thoughfi.element of the world about you. 

No possible effort of body is, in the spiritual sense, 
trivial. For any act must be done in some mood 
or condition of mind, and the mood in which you do 
one thing is the open door to the same mood in the 
doing of the very next act. If you snatch your hat 
hurriedly from the peg it hangs on, you are all the 
more liable to carry that hurried and careless mood 
into the most important act of your life. 

Order and method are the grand factors of success 
in any business or art. When you practice order and 
method in your room, you send order ami method into 
your business or art. The tying of a knot in a delib
erate, reposeful manner, sends at that moment the 
element of deliberation, repose and power as a force 
pushing in your favor, and so acting on other minds 
far from you. You are so working your force far 
from your body, when in writing you shape a single 
letter symmetrically, and not make lines and angles 
which you expect others to recognize as letters. 

Your room all your own, and not liable to invasion 
from others without your permission, is your work
shop, where you can build up those " frames of mind " 
which you desire permanently to live in. If you can
not assert yourself with others, you can, when so 
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alone, with yourself. The more you do this by yourself 
the more do you increase your power for doing it 
with others. You can in your room build up a positive 
frame of mind, often so necessary for refined and sensi
tive natures in their contact with the world. You can 
then go out with this positive frame of mind as with 
an armor, and are then the less likely to be brow
beaten, disconcerted and dominated temporarily by 
those rough, arrogant natures, whose ruling inward 
motive it is to make every one else bend to their will. 
You mav not accomplish this at once. You will in 
time. For every "frame of mind " you so put on, 
with right and justice as the ruling motive, adds to 
you an increase of power never to be lost. You may 
not see your growth in this direction immediately. 
But you will as the years roll on. 

You must be entirely alone at times to build up 
such states of mind. 

As we have said many times before, your thought 
acts far from your body. It acts on others for or 
against you. It is always so improving or injuring 
your business and material interests. It is pred
judicing people in your favor .or agains~ you, accord
ing as you send it out in good will or in the mood of 
anger. It is necessary to repeat this to ourselves 
many times. And every reminder, by wor8. or in 
print, binds this most important truth more and more 
to us, makes it more and more a part of ourselves, 
and in this way reminds us more and more to cheCk 
an unpleasant flow of thought toward another. 

It is while your body is isolated in your room that 
your thought may act the strongest for beneficial 
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results to you on others. It is not necessary, pro
viding you are in the right condition of mind, that 
you try to send it to others. That would be a trying 
with the physical body so to send it. The right 
mental condition is that of repose, serenity and good
will. That condition is a force of like character. 
It is a volume of such force ever going from you. It 
bears your special purpose or aim along with it to 
other minds whose motive and purposes are similar, 
and who, in time, will meet you physically and co
operate with you in the physical realm of life, as 
their minds are now doing in the realm of thought, 
which is by far the most powerful for effecting 
results in the material. Indeed, it is the real and 
only realm in which results are accomplished. They 
must first be done in the unseen kingdom of thought 
before they can take shape and can be seen, touched, 
felt, used, and enjoyed in the material. 

The kind of house you are to live in years hence, 
the quality of clothing you are to wel\r, the style of 
furniture you will use, are being made now in your 
mind. If you do not aspire to the better house, 
clothing and furniture; if you say in mind, "I can't 
have the better," then you are surely putting up the 
bars against the better. You are then making the 
inferior and continuing in it. · 

When any room is devoted to a purpose, or when 
only a certain character of thought is put out in that 
room, it is literally filled more and more with such 
thought. Its power for good or ill continually 
increases. In other words, your condition of mind 
fills that room ~~ond also goes out from it. Any sen-
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sitive person will feel your mental condition imme
diately on entering. If such mental condition there 
is permanently peaceful, they will feel that peace. 
If it is much of the time disturbed, they will . soon 
feel such disturbance. 

All rooms are filled with the thought-element 
most put out by those who live in them, and this 
element left there acts on people more or less strong
ly, in proportion to their sensitiveness or capacity to 
feel the thoughts of others. For such reason you 
feel the devotional thought of a church, even when 
empty. You will feel there very different than if in 
an empty bar-room. 

In a room where murder, robbery, or trickery has 
long been planned, or even thought, if never exter
nally carried out, there is the thought of murder, 
robbery, or trickery in its air. Such element left 
there will predispose some to these crimes. If they 
dare not commit them, it will still cause them to 
entert~in such thoughts, and amuse themselves by 
living in them. Another class of minds who are 
above the doing of these wrongs, even in mind, will 
be made very uncomfortable by this thought left 
there. Because, such order of mind, though it can 
not allow such thought to enter or be absorbed, will 
be occupied much of the time in resisting or throw
ing off an element foreign to it, and this constant 
resistance becomes soon exhausting, and causes un
pleasant sensations. 

A room where only business is thought or talked, 
soon becomes filled with a business thought-element. 
It );lec::om~ n10re and mor~ connected with a business 
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thought-current. Ideas and plans for conducting 
business will come to those who so occupy and use 
that room quicker than in any other place. The 
more- of system and order that pervades such room, 
the more of system and order will characterize the 
business. The prevailing mood in that room will be 
the prevailing mood in the business. If such room 
is entered or occupied at times by shiftless, reckless, 
and careless people, they will leave their thought 
there. This will adulterate and injure the thought
atmosphere of the room. More or less of their 
thought will be absorbed by the more methodical 
and better regulated mind, and that carelessness is 
very liable in some way to be acted out. 

The movable tabernacle of the Jews during their 
exodus from Egypt, contained the apartment known 
as the "Holy of Holies," into which none but the 
high priest could enter. It was in such room that 
the wonderful power was generated which was 
evidenced in so many miracles during this era of 
Jewish history. This power was the thought-ele
ment of a very few minds bent on a purpose, thought 
of or talked out in a certain place. Thoughts, espe
cially when talked out in a certain roQm, are literally 
left there. The more that such thoughts are so 
talked out, the more are they left there, and the 
more of their power is left there, providing it is not 
mixed up with the thought and talk of other persons 
different in purpose and motive. 

If such thoughts are concentrated on a purpose, 
say the furtherance of a movement, the growth of a 
business, the more of the peculiar power necessary 
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to further such movement or business, is left there. 
You take that power with you when you leave that 
room .. and enter on the business or movement. You 
clothe yourself, on going out, with that thought-ele
ment. On meeting with others in any way interested 
in such business or movement, it acts on them in 
your favor .. 

It is an element, also, which attracts to you those 
interested like yourself, and of like motive. If you 
think and talk only of trickery in a room, the power 
you so generate will clothe you with an atmosphere 
of trickery, attract tricksters to you, and aid you in • 
wrong doing and trickery which may succeed for a 
time,_ but is certain, through the operation of · an 

I inevitable law, to lead to misery at last. 
,· There is loss of this power coming of talking 

important business at random, and in any and all 
places. You leave then more or less of your power 
in those places. If you talk it truly in a certain 
room, and with another or others, in earnest like 
yourself, you are storing up of that power or thought.. 
element in that room, to draw from when you wish. 

Any room and all that is in it is literally saturated 
with the kind of thought most put out .nd talked 
in that room. You are plac.J>."J: o.o to speak, in a bath 
of such thought when you enter it. If tattle, back
biting, scandal, and envy is most put out there, you 
are then in a bath, and absorbing tattle, back-biting, 
envy and scandal. If peace, gentleness, control of 
mind and good-will to all is the thought most put 
out there, you are in a bath of peace, gentleness, con
trol of mind and good-will, and will, in time, feel their 
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good effects. If a room is specially devoted to any 
art, such as painting, sculpture, or music, or to the 
study and carrying out of any invention, the thought
atmosphere of that room will become more and more 
highly charged with power to aid, improve, and give 
new ideas relative to such art, providing that only 
those enter there who are in a live sympathy with 
such art and invention, and who have also a live 
desire to imp~:ove themselves and benefit others. 

Into such a room, saturated with such thought
element, individualized intelligence, unseen, as re
gards material bodies, and skilled in the particular 
art, invention or purpose to which such room is de
voted, can come and give in their way great aid in 
the advancement of such art, invention or purpose. 

But if your studio, be it the studio for art or busi
ness, invention, or writing, be also a gossiping place, 
a place free for idle, purposeless minds to enter and 
while away an hour, a place for low and scurrilous 
jest, there is brought and left an injurious atmosphere 
of thought. It is an adulteration of lower thought
element, and will surely retard your advancement in 
the art, invention, purpose or business. 

It leaves an atmosphere into which the higher 
mind of unseen intelligences cannot readily enter. 
It is as muddy waters flowing into the crystal stream. 

No matter what purpose or what business you are 
engaged in, that purpose or business will, in accord
ance with these la~s, be greatly aided if you have 
one room specially devoted to its planning, and talk
ing it over with others interested in it; and if no 
other kind of thought enters it, the idea-giving 
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atmosphere of such room, devoted solely to such pur
pose, becomes more and more powerful. 

You will find that in a room so used and kept free 
from injurious thought-elements, your skill ill any 
art will increase more rapidly than elsewhere. If it 
is your business-room, or " Holy of Holies," plans for 
pushing business will there be presented more abun
dantly and more clearly than in any other place. 

Always remembering, that where the thought of 
right, justice, and good-will predominate in any 
place, there will be generated the greatest power for 
the art, business or purpose, and the wqrld is to know 
that the highest art and most successful business 
must be based on right, justice, and good-will. 

The stage of a theatre is a place isolated from the 
body of the house. In and about that place, the pre
dominant thought put out by many minds is that 
relative to acting. Such place then becomes filled 
with that thought. It is for such reason that the 
actor there feels a greater power and greater ease in 
throwing himself into his part than he would in a 
hall or a private house, where other kinds of thought 
were put out. 

The same law prevails regarding the private room 
of the banker or financier. Such places hold more 
of their thought and business power than any others. 

Your room, so used and filling with the best char
acter of thought, will act as a magnet to attract to 
you that association most pleasant and profitable to 
you. It is not natural that man or woman should 
live alone. It is right that every man and woman 
should find his or her complement or "complete
ment" in one of the opposite sex-and only one. 
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I do not here imply that these temporary seclusions 
and uses of a room are all that is necessary to increase 
our po.wer. I do imply that temporary isolations of 
this nature form an indispensable part of the process 
for so increasing our power. 

" How do you know all you state in this matter to 
be true ? " some may ask. I know these ideas are 
based in truth, partly because I have proved them so 
far as I have gone. But it is not for me to prove 
them entirely. It is for you who read these books 
with that interest which must come with a certain 
degree of faith, to take hold of these ideas, so far as 
you feel inclined, and test them for yourselves. To 
be always a hearer, because it is pleasant to hear, and 
to do for one's self little or nothing in accordance 
with the thing heard, will bring little advancement 
in any direction. Now you will do exactly in pro.. 
portion to your faith in these things. Yon will do 
little or nothing if you have no faith. If you have 
none, you are not to be blamed. 

The White Cross Library is now in the third year 
of its existence. It was started and has grown in 
accordance with the business principles it has put 
forth. We have now readers in every part of the 
world. We have used none of the old methods for 
pushing our business. We do not advertise our 
books. We ask no one to advArtise in them. We 
have had n~ publishing ho~se to put us before the 
public. We commenced this publication in an ob
scure Boston photographic studio, and with barely 
enough money to print one thousand copies of the 
first number. We had then not a single subscriber. 
We knew not where t,o look for any. 'Ve have 
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never sought subscriptions. We have only used 
means to show the book, and let the results come 
that were to come. 

We used there a room, and only one room, to talk 
over our business. We talked it only with those 
specially interested. We have rarely talked it in 
public places or among crowds, as in restaurantS, or 
any places where people congregate, and if inadver
tently we did so at times, felt that we were doing a 
wrong to ourselves. We have received many hun
dreds of letters from individuals, commending the 
principles we put forth, and thanking us for the help 
we have been the fortunate agency for giving them. 
'Ve have received many voluntary and favorable 
criticisms in various newspapers, which have been 
accorded us unsolicited. 

We have seen some dark hours ·and discouraging 
periods. They were needless. We made them in 
our own minds, through uncontrollable fears. We do 
not assume to practice all we suggest in these books. 
But the ability so to do grows, and will continue to 
grow, as it will with you. Knowledge can come in 
an instant. Growth from such knowledge must take 
time. · 

We demand or pray, when in our room, for power 
to push our business. We demand, also, more faith 
in that power. We do not pray on our knees. We 
de not desire in any set form of words. We simply 
enter on our discussion or presentation to each other 
of any idea or detail of our business, in that silent 
attitude of mind or mental condition which trusts 
and calls for wisdom higher than our own to aid 
our couferences. We avoid anything like argument. 
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If there are differences of opinion which cannot be 
immediately reconciled. we wait a day or two, know
ing that the medium course or right way will always 
in time be presented. We make no rigid rule for the 
time or form of our conferences, though aiming to 
have them at a set period. 

In this way we hold that we make the real power 
which is pushing our business ahead. We cannot 
tell how this power works as regards detail. But 
we know it does work by the proofs, and we are 
bent on material results rather than on the imme
diate solution of mysteries.-

We do not call our business a "cause." We 
solicit no favors or donations for a "cause." We 
call ours a business. We place a certain value on 
the ideas we present, as we would on any merchant
able commodity. As we receive that value, we are 
placed above the temptation and error of soliciting 
donations for doing a good work. We think ours -.. 
good work, and think it is all the better for making 
it sustain and support itself as it goes along. We 
expect in the success of our business to prove a prin
ciple and a law. We say, then, to all others, "So 
much of this law and this principle as we are here 
able to present, is as much yours, to use and work on, 
as it is ours." It is as free as air. We prove it, and 
by it attain now a certain success, and expect in the 
future to attain a much greater one. Can we do 
you a greater favor, than in showing you a law for 
the attainment of success in any undertaking, which 
is as much your property to use as ours? 
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HUSBAND AND WIFE. 

CoPY11JGHT, J888, BY F. J. NBBDHAM. 

A G~EAT mass of men and women live today in 
spirit and action in separate worlds of their own. 
These are neither healthy nor natural worlds. The 
man often lives in his business, art, trade, or pro- -
fession. He goes to the office, store, workshop, or 
other place in the morning, is absent all day, and 
returns at night. In thousands of cases, the woman, 
the wife, is quite ignorant of this business and its 
details. She could not take charge of it in case 
of her husband's sickness. She must leave that to 
others, and may, therefore, in case the husband loses 
his body, become at the mercy of others. 

Many married women live almost entirely in the 
world of the household, the care of their children, 
and, to greater or lesser extent, in shopping, and 
associating during the day with companions of their 
own sex. 

Many husbands and wives know relatively very 
little of each other's pursuits. The wife knows that 
her husband is a lawyer, a merchant, a blacksmith. 
That is nearly all. The man, in many cases, knows 
so little of household work, care, and responsibil
ity, as to sometimes imagine, in the vague concep
tion he has of these things, that he "could do it all 
in an hour," involving the sweeping, dusting, mar-

" Love is Life." 
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keting, and all other of the manifold efforts required 
from· cellar to garret, from kitchen to closet, to keep 
a house in good order. 

How can you have a live, appreciative sympathy 
with your wife's household efforts and her world, 
when you kuow so little of it? . How can you, the 
wife, have a live, appreciative sympathy in your hus
band's business, when you know so little about it? 
When you visit his store, his law office, his workshop, 

_ you know little or nothing of the things he uses, or 
of the character of his efforts. Merchandise, bales, 
barrels, books, ledgers, metal, wool, cotton, oil, what
ever he may deal with, are no more to you, and sug
gest no more, than when you first saw them. They 
become in time things dull, unmeaning, and tiresome. 

In mind the husband often brings these things and 
this business home with him. It may be trade, law, 
speculation, invention, medicine, some art, some 
science, some profession. He may sit at the table 
eating, and be absorbed in the thought of •these 
things. His mind may be on them in the evening. 
He may amuse and entertain you at such times by 
writing a letter to some business correspondent in 
Calcutta. 

Where is he during these moods? In the room 
where his body is? No. A person may not be where 
their body is at all. A person is really where their 
thought travels. If that thought is for half an hour 
fixed intently on a person in Calcutta, and the body 
i~ in New York, there is far more of the real person 
acting in Calcutta than in New York. 

Your husband brought }lis body home, but forgot 

Sympathy is Force. 
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to bring his mind with it. His mind was probably 
in 9alcntta when he opened the front door. If his 
is an agreeable and entertaining mind, when he keeps 
it where his body is, and allows it to act on that body 
in talking and expressing ideas to entertain yon, yon 
are then deprived. of his agreeable company during 
these temporary sojourns in Calcutta, or possibly at 
the club, or in the court of law, or some other place 
where he expects to be next day, and really is now. 

During the period of courtship, you may recollect 
that on coming to see you, he brought oftener his 
mind and body together, and was not so much tem
porarily absent in Calcutta as at present. It was 
then necessary to bring mind and body in the house 
at once, and keep them both there, because you were 
not then, possibly, quite won, and therefore it was 
necessary for him to be lively and entertaining until 
the winning process was over. It was not then so 
safe for him to temporarily visit Calcutta. as at 
present. 

These temporary visits of your husband to Cal
cutta would not be so irksome to you could you but 
go there in spirit with him, and have similar objects 
of interest whereon to fix your mind. But he goes 
alone in his own world, and· leaves you behind in 
your world ; that is, the best world you can make for 
yourself, under the circumstances, when you are long
ing to enter into and blend yourself with your hus
band's world, and all his worlds and fields of thought. 

This is the wife's real place and divine right. 
If long experience has not made you callous and 

indifferent to this domestic life in separate worlds, to 

"Love ts Life." 
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this occupancy by two bodies of the same room with 
only a half union of spirit, you may grieve, or feel a 
certain disappointment or sense of unrest, coming of, 
you scarcely know what. You have a .. good hus
band," as the world goes. He provides well for you. 
You think you ought not to complain ; yet you can
not avoid a sentiment of complaint. You ask, .. Is 
this, then, all there is of wedded bliss? Has it, in
deed, settled down to a monotone of a house, a home, 
a husband, all that the world says a woman should 
expect in marriage-and Calcutta, every evening? 

If you have unconsciously become callous, and 
made up your mind to accept a man's body as con
genial company when his mind is so mew here, you may 
join the ranks of a world of women now existing, 
whose husbands' minds are almost always in some 
Calcutta, far or near. There is a world of married 
women who have formed an exclusive woman's 
world. They associate with women more than with 
men. They find in their own sex more companion
ship. They shop together. Their calls by day are 
on· other married women. The man is absent ; 
necessarily so, it is argued, at his business. 

In thousands of places called "homes," the en
trance of the husband, or, indeed, of any man, into a 
room where two or three members of the married 
woman's world is gathered, is the signal for a ces
sation of their conversation, or the dispersal of the 
group. Why? Because, through long usage, either 
they dare not continue their talk before him, or do 
not consider that it interests him. It is exclusively 
of their own world. Nor is it easy for a man to enter 

Sympathy Is Force. 
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this world, even if disposed. He will feel a barrier 
'twixt him and it. He will feel their reluctance to 
contin~e the talk which before his entrance so inter
ested them. He will sometimes feel that for the 
time they wish him away. And so they do. 

He will feel as much out of place as would a lady 
who should intrude on a group of men "down town," 
talking stocks, or politics, or business, or so much 
that passes for business, or intrudes itself into busi-

' ness to enliven it. 
For they are then in their peculiar masculine world 

-a world which men for many ages have been 
making, and which it is very difficult for a woman 
to enter. 

Up to a certain age, boy and girl associate together 
in a perfect companionship. They play together, and 
with equal pleasure, and equal agility also, race, run, 
jump, climb fences, trees and hay-ricks, coast on the 
snow in winter, and ramble in wood and field in 
summer. 

Why should not this equality of companionship 
continue later on? What real gain is there that the 
young man in his boating, his ball play, and in much 
of his recreation should live in an exclusive world of 
his own, into which the girl is admitted more as a 
looker-on than a participant ; although in this partici
pation she is, of late years, gaining ground. 

Ages on ages ago, man argued that he was better 
fitted for many occupations, by reason of superior 
strength of muscle, than women. 

But man did not know that without the nearness 
of the feminine element, or thought, his strength of 

" Love 1s Lite." 
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muscle would fail him. He did not know that when 
a greater closeness of sympathy and combination of 
interests is formed between man and wife, the greater 
will be his strength of both mind and muscle. He 
did not know that it was her strength, also, that did 
the work. He did know that if he took all her 
strength, and gave none in eympathy back, that the 
supply was going all to one side, and that in conse
quence, both in time would lose all strength. 

What is meant by "taking her strength?" This: 
that when a woman's thought is in any degree of 
sympathy directed on a man, he receives of that 
thought-current a literal strength for mind and body. 

Why has dancing more exhilaration when the sexes 
dance together, than when they attempt this exercise 
separately? Because the combination of the mascu
line and feminine thought-elements gives to each such 
exhilaration. 

Without nearness of the feminine thought-element, 
men wear out the sooner physically, as has been 
proven in the remote mining districts of the West, 
inhabited exclusively by.men. 

This exclusive world of women is as unhealthy and 
unnatural as is the exclusive world of men. In the 
man's world, woman is an intruder. In the woman's 
world, man is an intruder. Wherever the masculine 
element throws out the feminine, there is co~USeness. 
Wherever the feminine element throws out the mas
culine, there comes narrowness and an excess of 
prudishness, which may at last reach such an extreme 
as to see evil in everything masculine. This makes 

·minds really impure. 

Sympathy is Force, 
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Where, in this way, the masculine mind discards ~tid 
rejects any part of the feminine mind, there comes, as 
a result, a corresponding amount of mental and physi
cal weakness. Where the feminine mind similarly 
throws out the masculine, and lives in its exclusive 
world, there comes to the feminine a similar mental 
and physical weakness. 

"He created them male and female." Nowhere in 
nature has the Spirit of Infinite Good, or God, made a 
world exclusively masculine or exclusively feminine. 
You find this in the forest and the fields ; for all 
through the vegetable kingdom there is the male 
plant, or principle, and the female plant, or principle ; 
and thes~ two are necessary for the relatively perfect 
growth or fruition of each other. The strawberry 
bed, the field of corn, will not thrive unless these two 
elements are brought together. 

In those more complicate expressions of thought, 
the masculine and feminine mind!'!, or spirit, these spir
itual forces acting on each other, produce far greater 
results. The masculine and feminine thought needs 
to be blended in all interests, in all business, in all 
recreation, in all life. Where it is so blended, even 
though imperfectly, there is more life. 

The feminine thought is difierent in its nature 
from the ~asculine. It acts on the masculine nature 
both as a rest and a stimulant, or inspiration. It 
gives to the man an actual strength to use in his 
trade or business, which, often in his ignorance, he 
supposes to be entirely his own, and drawn altogether 
from himself. Your husband may not be able to 
writ~ and go in spirit to Calcutta, unless you, his 

"Love is Life." 
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wi~, are in the room, or at least in the house. If you 
are not there, he feels uneasy. He cannot "fix his 
mind" on anything. When you come· in, and are 
seated, he can go on with his work, and amuse you 
with his pen scratching. 

Why is this? Because the feminine element, your 
thought, which he absorbs from you, is giving him 
the very strength he uses to go to Calc.utta. He feels 
something, he can't tell exactly what, that gives him 
a sensation of ease and comfort when you are near. 
That is caused by your thought of love and sympathy 
flowing toward him. He feeds on that as much as 
on bread. · 

If your thought and sympathy was turned entirely 
on another man, or entirely on other interests, he 

. would feel restless and uneasy, though entirely igno
rant that your affections had strayed in another 
direction. 

Some husbands cannot entertain their wives by 
silently poring over their newspaper or book for 
hours, unless the wife is in the room. The actual 
strength to read the paper comes from the force 
absorbed of the woman's thought. 

In like manner, the husband uses his wife's strength 
in business at the store, the office, the workshop, -
everywhere. For love and sympathy sent any one, 
is a source of strength as much as is bread or meat. 

Why, at middle age, does the man so often lose his 
body after the death of the material part of his wife? 
Because he is cut off from this supply of the feminine 
element, which he has absorbed, and used, and been 
nourished by, all his life. 

Sympathy Is Force. 
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Whose fault is this? Is it entirely that of the 
man? No. It rests as much with the woman as 
with the man. It rests with neither, so long as they 
are in complete ignorance of their use and values to 
each other. If you are daily the recipient of some
thing that keeps you alive, and know not that you 
do receive it, or that such a substance exists, or ihat 
it keeps you alive, you cannot be censured for acting 
and living in a different manner from what you would, 
or should, did you know these things. 

But when you are thoroughly awakened to the 
fact that you are giving of your very life to another, 
that it is you who supply an element to that other, 
which may keep him alive, and keep him in a con
dition to do business, if then you make no demand 
to receive from that other an equivalent in return, 
then it is you who are at fault. 

What is this equivalent you should receive? That 
of the flow of your husband's thought to you in the 
desire to entertain you during your mutual hours of 
leisure, as his thought so went out to you before 
marriage, when he wished to woo you. Such thought 
would cheer and strengthen you in mind and b.ody, 
even as it once did. Food, clothes, and a shelter, are 
not all your necessary vital supplies. You are not 
supposed to have married for these. You married 
your husband's mind. You. were attracted by that 
mind. You liked it. You received from it during 
courtship an element which was a source of pleasure. · 
You do not receive so much now, and feel a loss. It 
is because he is, when by your side, too much in 
Calcutta. 

"Love la Life." 
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He has the right to use the force he absorbs from 
you in the day's business. He has no right to come 
home at night, draw it still from you, and use it in 
more business. He should use it in mind, as he did 
when he was glad to walk, possibly miles, through 
snow or rain, to chat an hour with you. 

If he and you together think it a necessity so to 
use this force constantly, at any and all tim~s of day 
and night, in any one special pursuit or business, 
then you are not aware that for purpose of your mut
ual recreation and recuperation, these, your mutual 
forces, should be used in varied pursuits, so that one 
department of mind should rest while another is 
employed. Business is not as well done when a 
man's mind runs on business day and night, at meal 
times, and all hours. Such habit breaks men down 
prematurely, and is one road to insomnia and insanity. 
When we feel, as we may, at times, that we are 
"tired of everything," and the world and all in it 
seems worn out for us, it is because one department 
of mind and life is overtaxed. We lack, then, the 
ability or knowledge of getting into another side of 
life and living in that. True man and wife will know 
in time many sides of life, so to get into and live, 
which may now be neglected altogether. 

The feminine mind and organization receives first 
all finer and higher thought or idea. It transmits 
this thought or force to the masculine mind to which 
it is most attracted. The feminine mind and organi
zation is the finer and more delicate instrument for 
so receiving and transmitting such idea. The mas
culine thought and element is vitally necessary to 
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keep this instrument in the best repair, to give it 
strength, cheer, and support, through love. 

The masculine mind is as the trunk and root sup
porting branch and leaf. Trunk and root are more 
of the earth, and are harder and stronger. Yet if the 
leaves are destroyed, trunk and root will die. The 
feminine mind is as the branches and leaves of the 
tree, which first catch the sunlight, as the feminine 
mind first catches the higher and finer thought and 
force. So if anything prevents the feminine mind 
from performing its proper office, that of receiving 
the finer impression, the masculine mind will suffer, 
and the masculine body suffer, also, in sympathy. 
The feminine mind, or spirit, will droop and wither, 
unless it receives this strength of the masculine 
thought. If the mind droops, so in time will the 
body. 

The masculine mind will be far more clear, vigor
ous, and evenly balanced, when it learns, as it will, 
in time, to respond always to this flow of thought 
from the feminine, and not as it receives this strength 
from the feminine, to expend it always on efforts 
other than those of being a real companion to the 
wife. When man and wife are together, their minds 
should be together. Their minds are not together 
when one is doing something that the other can take 
no interest in. Their minds are not together when 
one-half the husband's mind is constantly on interests 
in which, for the wife, there is no live, acting part
nership. 

This "partnership " means something more than 
the mere telling by husband and wife of each other's 
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12 HUSBAND AND WIFE. 

troubles. Nor is it a growling to each other, in 
confidence, of their respective troubles. What good 
results from telling your perplexity to a person who 
has no power to assist you, and in whose judgment 
you have little or no confidence? 

This interchange and blending of the masculine 
and feminine thought is an absolute necessity to 
health and vigor to body and mind of each. When 
this law is more understood and practised, men and 
women in the married state will attain to higher and 
healthier conditions of body than can now be real
ized. Because, in so giving and receiving of their 
respective kinds of thought, there comes a fruition 
attainable in no other way. By "fruition," we mean 
strong, elastic, supple muscles; increasing ability to 
enjoy• all things; and, in place of decay, a constant 
building up of their respective spirits; and what builds 
up their spirits, must also build up their bodies. 

The decay and weakness of body called "old age," 
is a state of the body coming of the misuse or mis
direction of the masculine and feminine spiritual or 
thought-forces. Those forces can be as powerful to 
build bodies up, and reform them eyer with newer 
and newer material, as they are now powerful to take 
them to pieces. 

The two worlds in which so many men and women, 
husbands and wives, now live, bring, through the 
separation of these forces, disease, decay, and death. 
Their lack of blending in each other's interests and 
occupations is certain, in time, to bring a lack of love. 
Now love is not endurance. Love is not a feeling on 
the wife's part that she ought to be content, or will 
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try to be content, when if she put the question closely 
enough to herself, she would be obliged to own to 
herself that she felt the lack of her husband's atten
tions- the attentions of courtship; and more- for 
a true love will increase, in its desire to please, rather 
than lessen. 

Love is literally life. The lack of it leads to death. 
This unnatural world, in which so many women 

now dwell, is the greatest aid in making them harsh 
and repulsive. It robs them of their attractiveness 
to the other sex. It causes them, in time, not to care 
to be attractive. It makes them neglectful of their 
dress and personal appearance. It takes from life its 
mainspring for living. It tends to make them nar
row, petty, censorious, and gloomy. 

Because, be their intent as good as it may, women 
cannot, in associating for any purpose exclusively 
with women, get that force spring and impetus which 
comes from the masculine thought-element. 

On the other hand, the unnatural, one-sided, exclu
sive, man's world, of business, interest, and. recrea
tion, deprives him of a vital supply in the element of 
feminine thought ; and this is one and the principal 
reason why he so often "lets down," a few years 
after marriage, neglects his attire, becomes a plodder, 
refuses to entertain new ideas and aims, wants to 
live in a rut, and becomes, at the age of fifty, an "old 
man." 

As to interest and knowledge, no part of the hus
band's life can be safely left out of the wife's liveliest 
sympathy. A loving woman can, and will, learn 
anything she sets her mind upon. 

"Love l!l Life." 
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As to interest and knowledge, no part of the wife's 
life and occupation can be safely left out of the hus
band's liveliest and loving sympathy. 

This is not "sentiment," as that word is sometimes 
interpreted. It is a law of nature, and its working 
is universal, from the mineral to man and woman
kind; for the cruder elements of sex exist in all 
minerals. 

There can be no whole nor happy life without a 
complete marriage. There is for every man and 
woman a complement, or completeness, in the oppo
site sex somewhere. There is but one such comple
ment, or completeness, for every man and woman, 
through all eternity. 

Many a couple, truly married through the law of 
attraction and Infinite Good, live together in these 
two worlds today. They live unhappily together. 
They live unhappily, because they do not know that 
permanent and -increasing wedded happiness comes 
of the observance of certain laws and mental condi
tions toward each other. They must, to attain such 
happiness, become, in all things and interests, of one 
mind and spirit. If they cannot so become, then 
they are "yoked unequally together," and are not 
true man and wife. But they may be "yoked 
unequally together," temporarily, and certain errors 
being removed from the minds of one or both, find 
themselves truly married. More than one couple 
have found, despite repeated bic~erings, and even 
where, disregarding the usages of conventionality, 
they have separated, that they cannot avoid coming 
together again. They do find something in each 
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other they cannot find elsewhere. These are truly 
married, but one or both is immature. But married 
they are, by the law of God, or Infinite Good, and 
whom God hath so married, no other man can either 
truly marry or put asunder. 

Many a couple so married, yet not realizing in 
marriage today, the happiness they expected, nor 
the happiness they had during courtship, could 
commence for each other their paradise for eternity, 
by commencing where some leave off, even at the 
altar,- commencing the period of courtship over 
again ; commencing the renewal of the little civili
ties and attentions which characterized that period; 
the desire to please each other's eyes in care, 
taste, and neatness of attire ; the control of temper 
and demeanor in each other's presence ; the checking 
of the cutting retort or sarcasm,- commencing to 
restore those certain barriers and formalities of eti
quette which it is never safe for man and wife to 
disregard and trample over. For, when you allow 
these barriers to be destroyed, you destroy respect 
for your personality, and when ever so little of re
spect is gone, just so much of contempt replaces it; 
and when the husband bounces into the wife's room, 
or presence, bringing all his ill humor with him, and 
with no more sign of respect for what should be the 
sacredness of such place or presence than he has for 
his stable, then be sure more or less of his respect for 
you is lacking. 

In this regard the wife, also, may trample down 
these barriers, as well as the husband. 

Commence, also, to ask each other if what they do 
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is pleasing to the other. Commence in pursuits 
mutually enjoyed, this much-needed blending of 
minds and flow of their very vitality and force of 
thought, each to the other, so that it shall build them 
up in mind and body, and when properly directed, in 
fortune, also. Let them cease this ruinous separation 
in spirit, coming of the husband's frequent journey
ings in mind, even in his wife's company, to some one 
or other of his Calcuttas. 

It may not, in every case, be easy for such couples 
to rebuild immediately the edifice of early love 
thus torn, mutilated and desecrated, through years of 
neglect. "Use doth breed a habit in a m-an," and 
woman, also ; and the cross word, the surly demeanor, 
the outburst of peevishness, may sometimes come, 
despite all effort at first to prevent it. But enough 
can be soon done to prove that love can again be 
placed on its first and right basis ; and it can also be 
proved, that such love between them, and all the 
pleasure it brings, can be increased, and keep on 
ever increasing. 

And when both have done their best to overcome 
their infirmities and defects, which have grated and 
rasped the other, there is a great, Supreme Power, to 
call upon in mind, and from which we must demand 
that which will make us whole. 

Sympathy ls •·oree. 
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A CuRE FOR ALcoHoLic INTEMPERANCE 

THROUGH THE LAw OF DEMAND. 

CorVJttGHT, •S&J, ov F. ]. NaaDHAM. 

IF men can be cured or rid of an appetite for 
liquor, there would then be less and less demand for 
liquor. If people cease to have an appetite for any 
article kept for sale, there soon will be little or no 
sale for such article. 

We hold that the appetite for liquor can be con
trolled, through the exercise of a certain mental law. 
This law is within the reach of all. It can be experi
mented on without cost. It can be used bY. the suf
ferer from this diseased appetite; and l;e used, at the 
same time, by his friends in his behalf. 

Such friends can use the law of silent demand. 
That is the power which one mind possesses of 
silently throwing its thought, or desire, or wish, or 
expectation, into another mind, and making such 
mind wish, desire, think, and act, in accordance 
with the other's wish. This power can be used by 
one or many minds thinking or desiring in ·· uni
son. It can be used for good or evil results. It is 
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2 A CURE FOR ALCOHOLIC INTEMPERANCE 

constantly used all about us, though for the most 
part unconsciously, with good or evil results. 

For instance, the man who drinks will crave liquor 
the more if much in the society of those who drink. 
He will feel the craving less if much in the society 
of the temperate and self-controlled. No word nor 
argument, for or against the use of liquor, heed be 
made, in these cases, to increase or lessen such crav
ing. · It comes of the silent action of mind upon 
mind. 

But this force of silent demand can be used more 
intelligently, and with quicker profitable result. 

If, in your own mind, you will say in thought that 
you do not expect a friend afflicted with this habit 
to give way to it, he will, through the force of your 
mind acting on his own, be strengthened to resist 
the temptation. If you will, in mind, always positively 
see him as temperate and self-governed, he will re
ceive from you the force, in thought, of temperance 
and self-government. If several unite in so sending 
him this thought, and so seeing him in thought, they 
give him a proportionately stronger force to resist 
the uncontrollable appetite. They are, then, really 
praying for him, and praying in the strongest way. 
A man is cured of the craving for liquor when he 
can pass the liquor saloon, or even enter it, without 
any desire to drink, or can have liquor freely offered 
him, with no desire to partake of it. He is thor
oughly cured when he can take a glass of wine, or 
other stimulant, without giving way to the inordinate 
appetite for more. 

The bar-keeper is, in mauy cases, the most thor-
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THROUGH THE LAW OF DEMAND. 8 

oughly self-controlled man in the saloon. He may 
be always in the midst of liquor selling and drink
ing, but has no tendency to indulge to excess. No 
intemperate bar-keeper can retain his position. His 
employer expects him to be temperate. The action 
of the employer's mind on the employe is one power-

. fuf agency in keeping him temperate. The em
ploye feels the employer's thought. He has that 
part of the employer's mind which expects, and 
demands, that he shall keep sober, thrown into his 
own mind, and acts in accordance with such mind. 

This is precisely the mental attitude which we 
should assume toward the victim of excess. We 
should image him in our minds as temperate, and 
able to control his appetite. In so doing we send 
him (our thought being kind, sympathetic, and free 
from anger or impatience) a force or current of 
thought, which will cause him to demand of himself 
to be temperate. If we send him the thought of 
controlling his appetite, we help him to control his 
appetite. The more of us who so unite in sending 
such order of thought to any single individual, the 
stronger the power brought to bear on that individ
ual to stop his excessive craving for stimulant. It 
becomes then a co-operative prayer for such individ
ual. 

But if we in our minds always see or image that 
man as a drunkard, we are sending him a current of 
thought which will aid the more to make and keep 
him intemperate. We are helping him only to keep 
before him the image of himself as a drunkard ; and 
if we t·egard him in spirit as worthless, depraved, 
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4 A CURE FOR ALCOHOLIC INTEMPERANCE 

and irreclaimable, we are helping him only to see 
himself as worthless, depraved, and irreclaimable. 
We must not in our minds say, " I wish he would 
control himself," and almost in the same thought say, 
" I expect or I am afraid he will get drunk the next 
chance he gets." In so doing, we increase those 
chances. Nor should we in our minds, when he is 
absent or present, scold him in anger or impatience 
for his infirmity. For in such mood of scolding, we 
shall always see him in mind as the drunkard or the 
person who irritates, vexes, or grieves us by his in
ability to control his appetite. We help to cure 
that inability when, in our minds, we make him a 
man temperate or self-controlled. We send the force 
of such a reality in thought to the weak will, so oft 
overcome by the inordinate craving. We send, on 
the contrary, the force of the intemperate reality 
when we image such in our minds, to the same weak 
will, and increase its burthen. 

But it may be asked, "Is not the man a drunkard? 
Where is the consistency of saying a man is temper
ate, when he is not, or of seeing him in our minds as 
temperate, when he is not ? " 

The real man in this case is not a drunkard. The 
real man is what that man is in his highest aspi
ration or desire, and it matters not how low or 
degraded is the material condition of nny human 
being, there remains still in that individual the de
sire to be something better, or the desire to rid him
self of an appetite or habit which brings him pain. 
The real is the spiritual man or woman. In him or 
her there is always the spark of aspiration; or, in 
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other words, the desire for improvement, although it 
may be very feebly expressed. When we send, even 
to the man in the gutter, this sentiment in thought, 
"You are not a drunkard. You are not irreclaima
ble. You are temperate," we are sending t~ the real 
man thoughts or forces which feed his spirit and 
make it stronger. · 

It is only the material man, or the material part or 
mind of that man, that is in the gutter. With him 
in our thougQ.t, we have nothing to do. We refuse 
in lllind to see him. We see only in mind that man 
out of the gutter, erect, clothed, self-controlled, a::tl 
inhis right and higher mind. When so we see him, 
we are sending him that 'kind of thought. We are 
presenting to him, as we so send him such thought, 
the image or ideal of himself as a true man. But if 
we see him in imagination always as a drunkard, we 
help to keep him in mind before himself as a drunk
ard, and this helps to keep him a drunkard. If we 
see him in imagination as an inordinate lover of 
strong drink, it is an aid to keep him before himself 
as an inordinate lover of strong drink. 

The desire of one or many persons to rid another 
person of an injurious appetite, is the greatest of all 
power for so ridding him of such appetite, or any 
other defect. It is a co-operative prayer. 

But such desire or prayer, or the law of demand, 
must, like any other force in nature, be directed 
aright, or it may do harm instead of good. 

If we express this thought in our prayer, "we ask 
for the reform of this man cursed with an inordinate 
appetite," or "we ask for the reform of this incorri-
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6 A CURE FOR ALCOHOLIC INTE~JPERANCE 

gible thief," we have still too much in mind the image 
and thought of an uncontrollable appetite, or an in
corrigible thief, and we shall then send this thought 
to the victim of appetite, or to the thief. That 
thought acts on them. It does not lift them up. It 
keeps, rather, excess and thieving ever present in 
their minds. For the thought that others thiuk of 
you they send you ; and one is Yery apt to hold him
self or herself in his or her own estimation as others 
esteem them. If one hundred people unite, unjustly, 
in thinking of you as a thief, or hola you in any 
other evil estimation, you will have a powerful ·un
seen force acting on you, to make you feel that you 
are the very character they think you. You may 
not know where such impression comes from, or that 
such cause for disposing you to evil exists. But it 
does exist, and people do others a great deal of tern~ 

porary harm by so thinking unfavorably of them. 
Just as we see a person in mind do we pray for 

them, or desire them to be. If you will persist ever 
in seeing a person's present faults, with all the irri
tation those faults may cause you, you are actually 
praying or demanding that such person shall remain 
with such faults. You are sending. that person, from 
time to time, the same faulty, defective portions of him
self, in instalments, to add to himself. You may even 
have a certain pleasure in talking that person over 
and over, and raking up all his or her shortcomings, 
and the annoyances they have caused you. You are 
then doing that person much harm, and harm in pro
portion as your love for raking up the old annoy
ances increll$es. 
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When people are always scolding about the faults 
of another, they really beget in themselves a love for 
such scolding. They beget in themselves a morbid 
and unhealthy love of fault-finding. If the person 
with whom they find fault was suddenly made rela
tively perfect, their occupation would be gone. They 
would feel uneasy, because they could no longer 
image him in their minds as the " poor, miserable 
creature " he had been. 

No thought cuts deeper to the heart of an intem
perate person than the feeling, on his part, that his 
friends do not, in their minds, trust him in the use 
of liquor. The feeling that the bottle is put out of 
sight, because he has entered the room, has made 
many a man rush from that room or place, and rush 
int0 excess. Why is this? Because a force or thought 
has been . sent him, and has entered into him, and 
became a part of him, for the time, telling him that 
he is weak, untrustworthy, and relatively worthless. 
If he is placed on the same footing of indulgence as 
the others, and if the others say to him in their 
minds, " \V e expect and know that you will govern 
your appetite as we do," they will give him a mental 
help to govern that appetite, because a stronger, 
more encouraging, and aspiring order of thought has 
been sent him from those persons, and has entered 
into and acts on him. 

If three, five, or ten persons are in a room, and 
they will, by previous agreement, make up their minds 
that the next pers~n who enters that room shall be 
made to feel a certain emotion, or be put in a certain 
mood of mind, they will be very likely to throw such 
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mood on that person, provided their minds and atten
tion or concentration of thought is not taken off such 
person by the entrance of others, or by other causes 
of interruption. They may, by this method, make 
that person feel awkward, or constrained, or very 
cheerful, in accordance with the character of thought 
they unite in thinking of him for the time. As they 
for the time image that person in their minds, so 
will they, to greater or less extent, make that person 
feel. What they may imagine, in concert, that per
son to feel and act for the time being, are they desir
ing or praying for that person to be. Prayer is the 
putting out of a strong desire or demand. It can be 
so put out for a good or ill purpose. We can pray 
for evil as well as good, and many do, unconsciously, 
pray for .evil rather than good. If I, as a bigot, see 
another person always as a miserable, fallen creature, 
full of faults, and also desire that such person shall 
feel very uncomfortable, shall be harassed and dis
turbed in mind, shall live in a gloomy and despairing 
Htate of mind, until such person accepts my opinions 
and is converted to them, I am doing the wrong 
thing, and using prayer, or the law of demand, in the 
wrong direction ; because I am then both judging and 
punishing, through the power of thought. I have 
no right so to inflict pain on others. That is man's 
erroneous method. It is not the method of God, or 
the Spirit of Infinite Good. That method is to con
vert and change men's natures through pouring on 
them sunshine, and not darkness. That method is to 
make them feel cheerful, joyful, and uplifted into 
temperance and self-control, as I so image them in 
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my mind, and send such image in thought to them. 
When I do this, I connect myself with the Spirit of 
Infinite Good; I feel better myself than if I in mind 
scold or threaten, or see ever the degraded being or 
uncontrollable appetite. 

At present too many of us are so seeing the suf
ferer through alcoholic intemperance. As so these 
many minds see him are they praying for him in the 
wrong direction. They are co-operatively handling 
this gigantic unseen power of thought to keep the 
drunkard and the criminal down, by always seeing 
him as a drunkard or criminal, and never forgetting 
that he has been one. They are unable to forget it. 
They are very liable to show before such person that 
they are not able to forget it. ]f they cannot forget, 
they must make that person feel it. Because thought, 
as a force, travels from mind to mind, and acts from 
mind to mind; and if in your mind you cannot for
get that the person before you has been a criminal or 
a drunkard, you are certain to make that person feel 
your unspoken opinion of him. 

A_ man should never be spoken or thought of as a 
"reformed drunkard." To help keep him self-con
trolled, we need to forget that he has ever been a 
drunkard. We have nothing whatever in our minds 
to do with him as a drunkard. We need to bury 
the former drunkard, bury him so deep in forgetful
ness that he can never be dug up again. If we do 
not, if in thought we keep up a fear he may relapse 
into his former habit ; if we are ever admonishing 
him to keep sober; if we carry that thought with us 
when in his company, or out of it, we may be more 
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10 A CURE FOR ALCOHOLIC INTEMPERANCE 

to blame than he if he does fall ; for we have, in such 
case, been sending him, in thought, the image and 
force of his fallen self, instead of the image and force 
of a strong man able to control his appetite. 

If on a very dark night you walk the street, and 
some one falsely calls out, "Look out! There's a 
hole just ahead of you! " you will for a moment 
think, feel, and walk as if there was a hole ahead 
of you. You will, in imagination, see yourself tum
bling into it. A power of thought has been thrown 
on you by another to make you so feel. 

The temperance lecturer sometimes talks drunk
enness a whole evening. The mental pictures given 
the audience are sometimes those of his old self in 
the gutter. He may dig up his old degraded self 
and exhibit it. Sometimes he excites laughter 
through humorous representations of degradation. 
Sometimes he scolds, threatens, and even abuses 
those engaged in the liquor traffic. 

Is this a healthy order of thought to throw on an 
audience? 

" But people must be warned against the evil of 
liquor drinking," you may say. True. But some
times " warnings" run into long-drawn histories of 
vice, crime, degradation, and create a morbid and 
unhealthy appetite for more of the same pictures. 
The long and elaborate account of the execution, the 
description of the gallows, the close detail of the 
criminal's demeanor as the hangman's knot is passed 
oYer his neck- all this is not a warning, even if the 
condemned slew his victim in a fit of drunkenness. 
It is an unhealthy story, which sometimes, after 
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being read by the small boy, induces him to hang and 
torture the cat, in the spirit of imitation. 

If you desired to cure a man of a murderous ten
dency, would you put him in a place or in surround
ings where his thought would be led towards, or 
away, from murder? Would you call his place of 
sojourn "The Murderer's Home?" Is a man made 
the less an inebriate from knowing that he is in an 
"Inebriate's Home?" or an institution called by any 
name to remind him continually of an old fault and 
an old self, which be needs to bury and forget? 

When either in words or in thoughts (and thoughts 
have tongues as well as words) you remind the vic
tim of any defect of character of his old faulty self, 
and the bole be bas so many times tumbled into, 
you are actually digging for hi~ the hole again, and 
setting in motion a force to push him into it. You 
want to cover that bole up, and the drunkard with 
it, and forget all about it, just as you want the boles 
you may have fallen into in time past similarly cov
ered up, and your old faulty self covered up and for
gotten with it. 

We have in our minds nothing to do with the 
drunkard of yesterday. Bury him. Forget him. In 
our thought he is today a temperate, self-controlled 
man. In c;mr mind we expect and demand him so to 
be. In his own mind he must also hold himself as 
temperate and self-controlled. We are then praying, 
and he is praying with us in concert, and in the right 
way. 

But when, after his excess, he goes among people 
and meets the peculiar look, and feels the peculiar 
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12 A CURE FOR ALCOHOLIC INTEMPERANCE 

thought, which, if put in words, would say, "You 
have been on another spree ; you have disgraced 
yourself again," then he has in himself, and outside 
of himself, almost everything to discourage and little 
to encourage. He sees himself imaged everywhere 
as a fallen creature. It is then the drunkard being 
ever dug up. The temperate man is buried. 

And by whom? By people who may be faulty as 
well as he. By people who may pride themselves on 
being temperate as regards the use of liquor, who 
may be themselves very intemperate as regards con
trol of temper or mood, or some other physical appe
tite; who know and can realize nothing of the 
terrible craving or incessant gnawing, coming, not 
only of a morbid appetite for stimulant, but from a 
body ignorantly and unconsciously exhausted in 
some way of its vitality; a demand and craving 
which they may be indirectly fostering and feeding, 
through the injurious thought they may send him. 
For he needs the image and force in thought of 
strength and self-control, to send him not the image 
of weakness and degradation. 

Our thoughts of each other do strengthen or 
weaken each other, do encourage or depress each 
other. 

If the family at the breakfast-table are each in 
thought saying of the son, whose weakness lies in 
liquor, "I expect he'll get to drinking again today; 
I fear he'll go to tippling again with his compan
ions," they are making him feel depressed, weak, 
untrustworthy, and, consequently, all the more liable 
to resort to drink for sake of a temporary stimula-

Our TbQu.rhts Pore FQrces. 
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tion. They should say in thought, " He is not going 
into any excess. He can govern himself. He will 
govern himself." 

The strongest prayer is not the prayer of petition, 
or supplication, or entreaty. It is the prayer of im
perious demand. The Christ of Judea sa.id, "Knock 
and it shall be opened unto you." When you knock 
at a door you do not, so far as that knock is con
cerned, make it in the spirit of begging. You use 
your force of muscle so that it shall be heard within. 
If you knock hesitatingly or entreatingly, you will 
not put so much force in it, and it is not so liable 
to be heard. 

Imperious demand is the heart and essence of 
prayer. "Be thou healed!" were the words of the 
Christ of Judea. "I say unto thee, arise l " was his 
imperious demand to the so-called dead man. " Every 
sentence of the Lord's Prayer is an imperious de
mand. What can be more authoritative than " Give 
us this day our daily bread!" Does it read or mean, 
"We, thine unworthy creatures, if it please thee, do 
hope, and beg, and supplicate this day to give us our 
daily bread?" No. Those terms have, since Christ's 
time, been added and used by man. 

The Spirit of Infinite Good desires that we knock 
at its door in a similar positive, imperious, demanding 
mood for whatever we want. It desires to give us 
of its strongest force ; and to attract this, we must 
come in our strongest force. We do not come with . 
our strongest force when we say, in words or in 
thought, "We hope, or beg, or entreat, or supplicate 
that our friend's uncontrollable appetite be removed." 

Our Tbouwhta are Forces. 
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That is half-way effort. We want to say, "His ap
petite must be cured. He is cured. He has no 
uncontrolled appetite. We see him in mind only as 
a self-governed man. We demand of the Supreme 
Power that be be made so. We demand that he be 
made one with God, or the Supreme Power; that he 
realize himself as a part of that Power; and that, as 
this Power is wise, temperate, serene, and self-con
trolled, he must also draw to himself more and more 
of the same attributes and qualities of Deity." 

When all the churches in this land set apart cer
tain days for the exercise of this imperious demand, 
or prayer, in behalf of the victim of excess; when they . 
so co-operatively unite in seeing and making men 
whole; when they bury all drunkards and tipplers, 
and see only these men spiritually as self-controlled, 
" clothed and in their right minds ; " when they cease 
altogether the prayer of threat or menace, or the 
desire of inflicting punishment on any one ; when 
thU! great and positive demand is made in the spirit 
of love and good will to all, and desire that all men's 
hearts shall be softened, and inclined more and more 
to the right way, through the warmth of sunshine, 
rather than the shadows of a frown, there will come, 
within a relatively short time, a great change for the 
better in this respect. Men will leave off their 
drinking habits, and scarcely know why. A cur
rent and force that now sweeps them into the sa
loon will lose its power. Another mind and spirit 
will take possession of them. They v.j1l gradually 
be led to realize a better, more permanent, and more 
healthy stimulation, whose cause and source lies 

Our Thou~rbte are Forces. 
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beyond the domain of material science or material 
tnings. 

If yours is the uncontrollable appetite for liquor, 
say in your mind not only, "I will conquer this 
appetite," but "I have conquered it. It is con
quered." Then you join your spiritual force with 
those who regard you in spirit as self-controlled. 
Your real self or spirit has taken a strong, positive, 
decided hold in this matter. The material, the body 
must follow in time. But when your spirit was say
ing, "It's no use, I can•t conquer this appetite. It 
will ruin me in time," the material part of you was 
"led of the spirit" in the wrong direction. Seeing 
yourself thus in mind as weak and degraded, is a 
force to make you so. Whatever you image yourself 
in mind, you must make of yourself in time. Your 
image of yourself as temperate, and self-controlled, 
and your saying that you are so, is the first step 
in the right direction. You may afterward fail at 
times. The material appetite may at times get the 
best of the spirit's aspiration. Yet every time you 
so fail, you are taking a stronger hold to control 
yourself, providing in mind you always say," I have 
conquered. I am determined to conquer." The 
periods between your relapses will grow longer and 
longer. You will find the appetite gradually de
creasing. The cure will be gradual, but sure. All 
permanent cures must be gradual. When you have 
no longing for liquor, you are cured. When you 
cease to think of it, your cure is sure and permanent. 

If you use liquor, make up your mind before you 
11wallow it, that you will not indulge to excess, •and 

Our Thoughts s.re Forces. 
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16 A CURE FOR .ALCOHOLIC INTEMPERANCE. 

that you will not allow what you do take to mak~ 
you drunk or lose your head. This also is a prayer, 
a demand, a force working for you in the right direc
tion. The effect of liquor on different individuals is 
due entirely to their mental conditions. A man 
who makes up his mind beforehand not to become 
intoxicated, will keep his head, while if he drinks 
without a thought of self-control, he will the more 
quickly lose it. 

Our Thoughts are Forces. 
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THE MYSTERY OF SLEEP, OR OUR 

DOUBLE EXISTENCE. 

CoPrJUGBT BY J . F. NuniLUI, 1889. 

We live, move, act, enjoy or suffer as much dur
ing the state called sleep as when awake. We Jive 
then through and by those finer spiritual senses 
posReRsed by all of us in embryo, and of which the 
sight, heari.ng, touch and taste of the physical body 
are rougher correspondences. 

But this portion of our Jives is a blank to us when 
the physical senses resume their sway on awaken
ing, because the physical memory is not capable of 
receiving and holding but the merest fragments of 
the scenes, events and occurrences of our lives while 
the body is unconsciousness. Such fragments, often 
incoherent, inconsistent and jumbled, we call 
dreams. 

Our dreams are the dim tracings of a reaJ life
the Jife realized through t.hese other senses dimly 
and f1·agmentarily marked on the physical memory, 
or memory of what is realized through the physical 
senses. • 

In sleep, a chord of thought (the silver Jink) con-
nects body and spirit, though the spirit may then 
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go far from the body. By that chord your spirit, 
while your body sleep~, sends that body a current 
of life of good or evil quality according to the world 
of thought you live in. 

The death or loss of the body comes when this 
chord is broken. When the mind grows into that 
condition that it is always receiving of new 
ideas and truth, that chord becomes stronger and 
stronger and cannot be broken. We shall then be
come "as wells of water Rpringing into everlasting 
life." 

We live then two lives quite distinct and sepa
rate from each other. The remembrance of each is 
blotted from the other. The spirit's life during 
sleep is quite forgotten when awake. On the other 
hand;our every day's life and· existence is unknown 
to our every night's sleep existence. We are in 
substance two individ:uals every twenty-four hours, 
one having but the vaguest knowledge or acquaint· 
ance with the other. We live daily in two worlds 
close together as regards space, but widely sepa
rated by the gulf of unconsciousness. 

We have a material memory which will not Wiite 
down our spiritual existence. We have also a spir
itual memory which will not write down our physi
cal or day's existence. One of our lives is a life in 
physical things with the physical body. The other 
is a life of spiritual things with the spiritual body 
and senses. 

For as Paul says : " There is a natural body and 
there is a spiritual body." · 
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OR OUR DOUBLE EXISTENCE. 3 

This spiritual body exists at the same time as the 
physical body. It exists also after the loss of the 
physical body. It existed before the birth of our 
present physical body. 

You are by day and night, sleeping and waking, 
as two persons who are strangers to each other, yet 
each having the same spirit. You are as one per
son having two distinct lives, and two distinct 
sets of senses for each of those lives. Your spirit 
by da) uses its body as a person who puts on a 
rough ~arment to go down in a mine. It does not 
use this body in the other existence, and yet it 
thinks It does, for in that existence the spiritual 
being, tLrough ignorance, thinks itself a physical 
being, a~d therefore judges and reasons entirely 
from its physical senses. But in the higher devel
opment of our beings we shall also jndge and reason 
through the finer and far more powerful sphitual 
senses, \fhose action is very difterent and has far 
greater range than the inferior senses confined to 
the limitations of the physical body. 

Oolumbus discovered a new physical world. But 
within and of every one of us there lies half a world, 
half a life, half an existence, first to be discovered, 
next cultivated, improved and literally brought out 
of darkness. 

As our minds or spirits grows in this or some 
other physical existence, these two worlds or exist
ences for each and all of us are to be nuited so that 
we shall live in and be conscious of both. 

Demand a prayer is certain to bring more knowl-
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edge to us of life's mysteries, and knowledge will 
give onr spirits more power. " Prayer without ceas
ing" (that is, a persistent desire to know the truth) 
will show by degrees these great powers lying in us 
in embryo, and what a different thing is life from 
what we hold it at present. 

Then we shall be conscious of both lives and also 
happily conscious. But such consciousness at pres
ent would result in little or no happiness, because 
the tendency now is, through ignorance, to stray 
into a world during sleep similar in care, worry, an
ger and uncontrolled mind, as so many live in dur
ing physical consciousness. Happily for us we being 
back to the waking or physical memory little remem
brance of it. If we did, life might be doubled in 
misery. 

But we do often bring back to the physical world 
the injurious results of our straying into a lower 
spiritual world during sleep. Two hours of sleep 
when your spirit goes to the purer domain of spirit
ual life will refresh the body far more than ten hours 
passed in the lower. 

Sleep is a condition of unconscious rest and recu
peration for the physical senses, but not for our 
other, the spiritual senses and being. The eye that 
sees in dreams is not the physical but the sphitual 
eye-an eye which can see as far as a thought can 
go ; an eye, so to speak, at the end of a thought. 
The ear which bears in dreams is the spiritual ear; 
an ear whose power is not confined to a certain lim
ited space. 
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The physical senses of touch, taste, sight and 
hearing can only maintain their highest vigor for 
say ten or twelve hours out of the twenty-four. 
Keep the body awake for two or three days and all 
physical sense becomes impaired and blunted. 

Our physical senses dming the condition called 
sleep are fed and recupera.ted from that world or 
realm of spirit to which we may belong. Our minds 
or spitits during sleep go into and live in our re
spective worlds of spirit. 

From such realms they gather and return to the 
body with the quality of that world's thought or ele
ment. Such thought may give the body strength 
or weakness, health or dise~e. In proportion as 
our mhtds are elevated and pure, full of desire to do 
right and justice, of desire for more and more power 
to do good to ourselves and all others; of desire for 
more and more faith in the grand possibilities of 
existence; faith, also, in the possibility of a physi
cal life, not only free from pain and disease, but one 
increasing ever in strength, vigor and rejuvenation, 
will the spirit bring to its body more and more of 
vigor, health and rejuvenation. 

But if the mind is low and narrow, full of jealous 
and envious thought, believing only in the material 
world its body sees and feels, and therefore believ
ing that its whole being must decay and die, then 
such a spirit blings back from its peculiar world 
during its body sleep only the elements of decay, 
death and weakness. 

Sleep is not always rest. The disturbed, anxious, 
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fretting or angry mind on the body's losing its con
sciousness goes (if no pt-ayer or demand for peace 
and power intervene) to a realm of disturbance. It 
brings to the body on waking the element of dis
turbance. Hence, during the waking hours, dis
turbance and anxiety predominate. 

Similarly, the mind dwelling on disease, goes in 
sleep to the lower realm of disease. It brings only 
the thought and element of disease to the body. 

Let your mind, then, before going to sleep, be on 
the thought of health. If the body is in any way 
ailing, say in thought: ''It is only the instrument 
I use that is ailing. What I think, I am. My spirit 
and spiritual body is well. Therefore it must dur
ing sleep send this physical body health." 

Say this to yourself every night, and if immediate 
relief does not come, remember that you may have a 
lifetime of error in thought to contend with ; that 
your growth out of this must be gradual, and that 
the good results from such growth, though gradual, 
must be sure and lasting. · 

Our unknown life during sleep is of more impor
tance than our known waking physical life. For it 
is the life of the spirit, and of the spiritual senses so 
far as they are developed. 

Your real self is not your body, but that invisible 
force whose only evidence is your daily, hourly 
thought. Your body is relatively but a thing of 
yesterday. Your thoughts are your body's founda
tion. .What you think is as the spring which feeds 
your well of life, 
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Your spirit feeds your body during sleep with its 
peculiar beliefs or opinions. If you believe firmly 
and without a doubt or question that your body 
must in time weaken, decay and show all the signs 
of old age, your spirit will surely bring the body the 
thought elements of weakness and decay. If you 
will in your waking hours even but entertain the 
idea that the decay of the body after a certain time 
of the physical life is not an absolute necessity
that because this decay always has been (so far as 
you are aware), is no proof that it always must~ 
for the race-that a demand on retiring for increase 
of health, of increasing vigor of mind and body will 
bring in time such results to you-that a demand 
or prayer for faith to believe this wiU in time bring 
proofs to increase such faith, then such order of 
thought as persisted in will gradually turn your 
spirit during the body's unconsciousness from grop
ing about in that lower spiritual realm of positive 
belief in decay, weakness, disease and death where 
our race is now wandering. Such thought will 
gradually turn your ~ind into the spiritual realm 
of strength, vigor and youth eternal, and the spirit's 
effect on the body will in time be not a transient 
but a permanent good~ne which comes to stay. 

Your body is always changing its physical ele
ments. It is not the same body you had ten, twenty, 
thirty or more years ago. Because yours is not the 
same mind you had ten, twenty, thirty or more 
years ago. As your mind changes, so your body 
changes. As you grow continually into new truths, 
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new elements from the spiritual will come to renew 
the body. 

Your belief, be it wha.t.it may, materializes itself 
in your body. Believe implicitly in the absolute 
necessity of disease and decay, and your blood and 
flesh will become a material expression of diseastl 
and decay. Do but entertain the idea that disease 
and decay are not absolute necessities, and in a rel
atively little time your flesh and blood will have 
changed to an extent for the better, and as your 
belief grows (as it must) it will ever be changing for 
the better. 

You do literally wear your predominant order of 
thought in your flesh. As your spiri~ acts on your 
body it sends the elements it has absorbed from its 
peculiar sphere all over your body, and these ele
ments materialize or crystallize themselves out of 
unseen into seen element of flesh in a manner anal
agous to that in which metal dissolved and invisible 
in a clear solution is attracted and becomes visible 
in the slip of copper, lead or zinc placed in such solu
tion, or as a tree materializes leaf and fruit from un-
seen elements in the air about it. . 

But if from year to year yon Jive in any rut of 
error, you ad~ to the body an element or materiali
zation of error in the physical. That, in other 
words, is sin. The proofs of sin are always decay, 
disease, death and physical or mental pain. 

Be the spirit as crude or on as low a realm of 
thought as it may, yet its tendency is always upward. 
Jt brings tQ t}le body iq i~ &leep existence a little of 
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the more refined and powerful thought element, mixed 
often with a great deal of the relatively lower element 
of weakness. The person whose body lives till the 
age of eighty or ninety has a stronger spirit than the 
person whose body dies, say at thirty. The stronger 
spirit is ever demanding strength, though, perhaps, 
hardly conscious that it does so. That demand is 
in its mind when the body goes to sleep. That de
mand works while tbe body is asleep. It brings a 
certain amount of life to the body, but life which 
thus far in the history of our race has been largely 
adulterated with error and false belief. 

But as the strong spirit does so prolong its phys
ical life, or in other words, holds its body, then with 
more knowledge the spirit will grow stronger and 
bold a vigorous physical life much longer. 

The principal error and eventual destroyer of the 
body's life in the case of the person aged eighty or 
ninety has been that persons thought that the body 
MUST die at or near that age. The thought and 
opinion. of all about that persons seconds such idea 
and pushes the force of" must" in the wrong direc
tion. ''Must" is most powerl'ul either as a destroyer 
or rebuilder. 

After entertaining for a time the idea that decay 
is not an absolute necessity, proofs will come to you 
of its truth. True, you may have periods of pros
tration and weakness. Those are efforts of the new 
spirit or thought brought you to throw offtbe old 
elements which have so long cumbered you. But 
the general tendency from year to year will be toward , 
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better health and increase of vigor. Such has been 
my experience. It is now five years since I began 
entering on what I may call a relatively intelligent 
realization and experience of this order of thought. 
My health was never so good. I am fifty-five years 
of age, and my body seems almost made over anew. 

The prayer or demand in the morning for the day 
or physical life should be to the Supreme Power for 
aid to help us to absorb of th& best of the life or 
spirit of the physical world. That life is ·a part of 
the spirit of Infinite Good, or God. The growing 
tree, the wind, the clouds, the ocean, the river, the 
brook, the tiny blade of grass, the sun, the stars, 
are all filled with this life. 

What we see or feel of these is not all of these. 
It is only a part, or their physical expression. Be
hind them and unfelt of physical sense is another 
life, an element, a mystery, a spirit which impels, 
moves and grows them. 

Our minds have the marvelous capacity of draw
ing to themselves this life and power. Qnce so 
drawn and it remains for eternity. When you see a 
Jive tree, think or ask for the life of that tree and 
you will get it. When you see a :flower, ask for its 
beauty. When you see the ocean, ask for its force. 
When you see anything alive that is healthful, 
symmetrical and well proportioned, ask for that 
health, symmetry and proportion. God or the Su
preme Power enters into aU these. They are parts 
of that Power. That Power or Spirit is nowhere 

·outside of the visible or invisible universe, That 
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Power moves and acts in countless ways. It is in 
every shade of light and color cast on sea and sky. 
When you set your mind for a second on any one of 
these myriads of God's physical expressions you are 
communing with God, drawing nearer and nearer to 
that Power, making it more and more a part of 
yourself, and bringing to you of the peculiar quality 
or power, or beauty, or h~th, or vigor expressed 
in that physical thing. 

While the physical senses are active by day, they 
can, if so directed, draw of these things. No business 
need be so absorbing but that a second can be so 
employed. That second draws some force to you. 

During sleep the physical senses do not so draw. 
Yet the strength so drawn during the waking hours 
remains. It is then a help to your spirit to push 
its way farther into the world unseen of the phys
ical eye and gather of the best of that world. 
Each day the mind being so directed adds to that 
strength. The higher the spirit is so pushed up
ward the finer a!)d more powerful is the element 
absorbed by the spirit to feed the body and recup
erate with more and more power the physical 
senses. 

So body and spirit mutually act, react, and feed 
each other. The body is as the root of the tree. 
The spirit as its leaves and branches. The root 
draws from the earth element and force to sustain 
trunk, branch, leaf, blossom 'and fmit. Leaf and 
branch draws from the air an element or spirit with
out which trunk and root will die. 
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Your spirit rightly directed draws like leaf and 
twig element from above necessary for the body's 
waking existence. The body, as the root, by the 
help of this finer element draws from below a sus
taining force for the spirit, and your other or spirit
ual existence. 

In this manner, in ages long past, did some" walk 
with God," as recorded in the Old Testament, and 
as a result, not only were their physical.lives pro
longed to periods now by m!l.ny deemed fabulous, as 
in the eases of Adam, Seth, Canain, Mahalabel, 
Jael and Met.l.mselah, all of whom lived over 900 
years, but some escaped physical death altogether. 
Because that age for some was one of greater 
spirituality than in ages succeeding. Greater spirit
uality implies a greater power for the spirit to hold 
and renew the physical body. 

In the sixth chapter of Genesis, third verse, we 
read : " And the Lord said, 'My spirit shall not 
always strive with man for that he also is fiesh ; 
yet his days shaH be an hundred and twenty years." 

Many centuries after this it was written that 
man's limit was three score and ten, because man 
had fallen away still further from communion with 
the Supreme Power. In other words, man relied 
more and more on material helps and less on spirit
ual. This cut his physical life short. It gave the 
Spirit of Infinite Good less and less opportunity to 
"strive with man," or, in other words, act on him, 
spiritualize him and place him above aU harm and 
pain from physical causes. 
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Of Enoch we read in Genesis, 5th chapter, 23d 
and 24th verses : " All the days of Enoch were 365 
years. And Enoch walked with God. And be was 
not. For God took him." 

Enoch's was a relatively perfect life. His spirit had 
so far dominated the physical as to cause a dema
terialization of his physical body, so that it van
ished from the physical eyes about him, in the same 
manner as did a few others mentioned in the Bibli
cal records. As the spiritualization of our race 
increases (as it will increase) such dematerializations 
will take the place of the death of the physical 
body. 

If you suffer from sleeplessness, it will be a help 
to you to say to yourself early in the day : " I am 
going to sleep to-night ; I must sleep ; I demand of 
the Supreme Power help to sleep." 

Then you are making the spiritual conditions 
dming the physical life of that day to draw to you 
elements of rest at night. When so you set your 
mind early in the day, you have the day's rising 
tide of spiritual force to assist you. For all tbing!o'l 
in nature and the natural and healthy order of life 
are stronger when the earth is turning toward the 
sun than wht•n it is turning away from it. 

Try this from day to day. Do not be discour
aged if at first it does not succeed. 

Try not to cary your business to bed with you. 
Think of rest and sleep when you retire. Some 
active minds so soon as their heads touch the pillow 
commence working, planning, fancying, speculating, 
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wandering or worrying more vigorously than ever. 
An honr so spent actually makes the flesh ache 
through weariness. This comes of habit uncon
sciously acquired. The mind has become inverted, 
turned in the direction directly opposite from the 
natural way. It insists on living then in the phys
ical, when it should be in the spiritual. It goes 
then into the same realm of restlessness when the 
body does become unconscious and feeds the body 
only with the elements of restlessness and weari
ness. 

If possible change your room when you suffer 
· from a succession of sleepless nights; change if you 
can temporarily your place of residence. Ohange 
often breaks the " spell "of sleeplessness. A "spell" 
is a web of thought woven about you and connected 
with the material things about you, so that when 
your sight or touch senses the walls, the furniture, 
or other articles in ·a room, you have sent you di
rectly the same monotonous, unvarying set of ideas 
which are associated with these things. Ohange of 
physical surroundings may break this web or "spell." 

If you awake at a certain hour, say one or tOur 
o'clock, for several nights in succession, don't let the 
idea fasten on you that you must the next night wake 
at that hour. Reverse this action of your mind 
and current of thought. Say, "I must sleep 
through the time." Don't let that miserable idea 
that your sleep must be so broken rule you. Make 
up your mind that you will rule it and that your 
real self, your spirit, Rhall rule your body. 
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If there is ·another person in the house who is 
·similarly wakeful, and with whom you are in any 
degree of sympathy, you are liable to awake as they 
do through the action of their mind on yours. In 
such case you must either remove from their imme
diate presence or induce them to set their mind in 
the same current as yours. 
· Set your mind on having restful elements about 
you. A cat sleeping in your room or in your house 
two-thirds of the time is a far better aid in bringing 
you restful element than a nervous, restless person 
who must ever be moving for mere sake of moving. 

Besides, the animal absorbs from you restless or 
sickly element and carries it off. For this reason it 
is healthful to have young, vigorous, harmless ani
mals about you, but not animals or birds that are 
caged and deprived of liberty. The free animal 
kindly treated absorbs elements from you that you 
are continually throwing off, and which but for 
them you might to your hurt absorb back again. 
The element they so absorb fi·om you does them no 
harm. 

There is a suggestion of the working of this law 
in the "scapegoat," which yearly was loaded with 
the sins of the ancient Jewish people and then driven 
oft into the wilderness. 

If you have fallen into the unhealthful habit of 
taking narcotics, or any drug, to induce sleep, and 
cannot immediately break off, say in mind every 
time you ta~e them : "I demand of the Supreme 
Power that I may be rid of the necessity of taking 
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this artificial help as soon as poBBible. I demand 
that this· drug, though it be a rotten reed to lean 
upon, shall help to push my spirit upward into the 
realms of pure and powerful thought. I demand, 
also, to be freed from the injurious idea that I can
not b:rea.k off this habit, or that this help, imper
fect as it is, cannot be made for a time a help, in
stead of an injury. 

A drug does you far more injury when you only 
thought on taking it is, in substance, this: "I ex
pect this will ruin my health, but I must have it," 
than when you set your mind in the condition we 
endeavor to indicate above. 

With God "all things" are pOBBible. 
All tllings can be made helpful until you grow 

out of the neceSBity for their use, provided that you 
use or take them in the proper condition of mind 
or spirit, and whenever you take them you ask to 
get the greatest good out of them, the least of evil, 
and that you be freed as soon as possible from the 
unhealthy and unnatural condition, partly of body, 
but much more of mind, which their long usage 
may have caused you. 
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THERE will be built in time an edifice partakin~ 
of the nature of a church, where all persons of 
whatev~r condition, age, nationality or creed may 
come to lay their needs before the Great Supreme 
Power, and demand of that Power help to supply 
those needs. It should be a church without sect or 
creed. It should be open every day during the week 
and every evening until a reasonable hour. It should 
be attended to materially and kept free fr·om disturb
ance or disrespectful intrusion by some person or 
persons who are in sympathy with this order of 

. thought who would accept the office as a sacred and 
· loving trust, and for which they should receive 
proper compensation. It should be a place of silence 
for the purpose of silent demand or prayer. All 
who enter it for any purpose should be asked to 
refrain from loud talking or irreverent whh~pering. 
All who enter it should be reminded not to bring 
with them any frivolous mind or thought. It should 
be a place of earnest demand for permanent good, 
yet not a place of gloom or sadness. 

A church should be held as a place for the con
centration of the strongest thought power. The 
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strongest thought power is that where the motive is 
the highest. The highest motive comes of the desire 
to benefit first ourselves in order to benefit others. 
You must have power yourself before you can help 
others. You can get such power by unceasing 
silent demand of the Supreme Power of which you 
are a part. You may get it the quicker through an 
occasional resort to a place like this chapel, which 
will be devoted wholly to silent demand or prayer to 
the Supreme Power. 

Beyond the highest" ministering spirits," beyond 
all personal intelligence of the greatest conceivable 
intellect, there is a Power which pervades endless 
Universe. It cannot be held as within the limita
tions of a personality, for personality must have 
metes and bounds. It moves the planets to their 
orbits. It impels suns to give forth light and heat. 
It is as mysterious, incomprehensible and unexplain
able in bringing the material expression of life from 
the tiniest seed placed in the ground, as it is in regu- . 
lating the intricate movements of innumerable 
planetary systems. Men sometimes call it the 
''First Great Oause," which they have never been 
able to discover. It works in silence. It is the 
Great Supreme Power, the Spirit of Infinite Good. 
It is impossible, and probably ever will be, to explain 
its workings, for so soon as one mystery is made 
clear a deeper one appears behind it. 

But this we do know. This Power will respond to 
every demand we make upon it. For we are parts 
of it-parts of an Infinite life, and as you a part 
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recognize this your relationship to the Supreme 
Power, you will come to know that yours is the 
right to demand as much as possible of this Su
preme or Divine Power to be expressed through you. 
You are a part of God " made manifest in the 
flesh," and it is your business to draw to you every 
attribute and quality that you can conceive of 
Deity. You want to be fearless. You want per
fect health. You want complete control of ap
petite. You may want to be eloquent. Yoq. may 
want power to be pleasing others. You may want 
power to do business on a just, righteous and, there
fore, successful basis. You may want power to cease 
from ugly thoughts. You may want pow.er to rid 
yourself of a mind which sees only the discourag
ing and gloomy side in everything. You need many 
other qualities of character, and to gain, improve 
and increase these you have but to ask persistently 
of the Supreme Power and it shall be given you
to knock imperiously at its door, and it shall be 
opened unto you in time. 

The victim of alcoholic excess could here have 
the immoderate appetite put under more control. So 
could the victim of hasty temper. So could the 
victim of a hurried mind. God is repose. Repose 
is power. A place dedicated to repose will give you 
repose, and nothing is more needed in this age of 
burry and frantic effort. 

The woman ostracised by society, and the man 
not ostracised, but both on an equality in the com
mittal of the same sin and injury to their spirits, 
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could here make silent demand to be led into purer 
lives. 

Every one who enters the chapel dedicated to this 
Power should carry this t110ught with them and 
leave it there. "I demand of the Supreme Power 
good for myself. I demand of it greater health 
of body. I demand more clearness of mind. I 
demand power to ri4 myself of hatred, envy, 
jealousy and ill will toward others, for I know such 
thoughts or forces hurt me. I demand wisdom so 
that ways and means may come to me to get health 
of body, clearness of mind, and freedom from the 
bondage of evil thought toward others. Lastly, I 
wish to leave here a thought which may benefit 
others who come here. If they are in physical pain, 
let it be ceased. If they are weak and lame or sick, 
or in any way affiicted, I demand that I draw from 
the highest, and leave here my quota of power to 
help them and cure them. If any come here in 
trouble of mind, let me leave my little to relieve 
that, for I know tllat if I leave here some force to 
so help others, that force will come back to me ten
fold in time. It is as bread I cast upon the waters 
to return after many days." 

If all who enter or use a room unite in putting 
out the same kind of thought while there, they 
charge or fill that room with that order of thought. 
If it is the thought of power and help, it will leave 
in that room the spirit and force of power and help. 
If hundreds or thousands come in such spirit to 
that place or church, each will leave his or her qn•,ta. 
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of power and help there. The result will be the 
storing, and constant accumulation of an immense 
force for good in that chapel, presuming it be never 
used fur other purposes, and that lower, worldly, 
sordid and selfish thought be kept out of it. 

The force so left will assist greatly in healing 
those sick in body who come and demand in faith; 
it will strengthen the weak spirit; it will give com
fort and cheer to those in affiiction. Five minutes 
spent in this chapel of Silent Demand may do you 
great good. 

Some of our churches are to-day unconsciously 
desecrated. People enter, bringing all their worldly 
thought with them·. They may not have, on enter
iug, a silent wish that such thought be left behind. 
They whisper to each other fragments of social and 
worldly matters; they look over the congregation 
with the mind of curiosity or the mind centered on 
the apparel and ornamentation of others. Long 
conversations sometimes occur before service near 
the doors. After service there is sometimes linger
ing in the body of the church and light conversation 
on subjects entirely foreign to the nature and real 
use of that place. There is sometimes no reverence 
whatever for the church when service is not being 
held. If called there on any business or service peo
ple are allowed to talk and act as they would in the. 
street or corner grocery. Fairs, concerts, exhibi
tions and other public performances are sometimes 
held in the body of the c.>hurch. 

All this leaves its order of thought in the church. 
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There is not always an effort to bring a mood into 
the church appropriate to a place where the ruling 
thought should be that of a serious, earnest demand 
to draw nigh and be connected in thought with the 
Supreme Power of Infinite Good, eternal and in
comprehensible, which, knowing neither time nor 
space, rules the eternity of Universe. We can draw 
to us more and more of this power, become more 
and more a part of it and be one with the spirit of 
Infinite Good. We need in the church, more than 
in any other place, to feel the m:ijesty, dignity and 
sublimity of the Supreme Power as a spirit brood
ing over that place. Then we could go forth liter
ally bathed, refreshed and strengthened in spirit, 
and when out of the sacred portals, laugh and sing, 
be filled with mirth and cheerfulness, and enjoy aU 
that life gives for enjoyment. 

Then those who come to pray, or demand relief 
from physical or mental suffering, would, if coming 
iu the spirit of good-will to all, receive of such relief 
and at the same time leave some of their power for 
the relief of others. 

Such a church-indeed a system of such churches 
dedicated to silent prayer of the Supreme Power 
is needed all over the land, because thousands in 
their homes have little or no privacy where they 
can withdraw even for a few moments, in order to 
connect themselves with a higher current of thought. 
Their rooms may be liable to intrusion at any 
moment. A place liable to intrusive interruption 
at any moment is already spiritually intruded upon. 
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Again, the spirit or thought left in their rooms is 
not favorable for the quickest answer to the prayer 
of earnest demand., Too much mind has been in it, 
and may be ever going in it, giving out peevishness, 
selfishness, envy and other evil thought, with not a 
shadow of desire for relief from such thought. Such 
.thought is left in the room and makes it the more 
difficult for the earnest mind to lift itself above it. 

We use the term " above it" in its most literal 
sense. The lower or more material thought is a 
real element. It is a real stratum or cloud of denser 
element or thought which is an obstacle to the en
trance and effect on our minds of the higher and 
more elevated element of thought. The higher can 
never be prevented ultimately from piercing this 
denser thought atmosphere, and coming to us to 
give us strength and lift us up in every way. But 
the higher power can be retarded and de1ayed in 
coming to us. Oertain material conditions can help 
the higher thought to come and act on us more 
quickly than if not granted. 

Of these the chapel in question would be one. It 
would be a place which, when properly kept, would 
retain only the higher power of thought. As we 
have said in a previous number, a room becomes 
filled and saturated with whatever order of thought, 
mood of mind or purpose that is most in it, and 
such thought so left exerts its power on all who 
enter that room, especially those who enter with 
similar mood of mind and purpose. If a chapel 
then is dedicated and used only as a place for the 
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mood of silent aspiration, the element of aspiration 
would more and more fill such place. Into that 
you could enter, and be literally bathed in a purer 
and stronger thought atmosphere. You would, as 
coming in with desire to better yourself and others, 
leave also an element to better others even as the 
element left by others in like desire will benefit you. 
If harassed by the worry, disturbance and bustle of 
your home, you go to our chapel and demand rest, 
peace of mind and renewed strength, which may even 
turn your trials to pleasures, you will, when in the 
right mind, leave some of the power you draw down 
to benefit others coming after you. If affiicted in 
body you will, when demanding in that frame of 
mind, draw also power to heal yourself and likewise 
leave power to heal others. For it is a law of na
ture that you cannot be really and permanently 
benefited yourself without benefiting others. Every 
"perfect gift" is a gift not sent to you only, but to 
others. A " perfe.ct gift " must come from the 
Supreme Power, or, in other words, the " Spirit of 
Infinite Good." Our demand from that power must 
always be tempered with a willingnesa on our part 
to defer to its wisdom. If we will defer to that wis
dom-ifwe, in mind, say in our prayer," I want some 
particular thing very much, but if a wisdom gre.ater 
than mine sees that it is not good for me in the 
shape I want it, then I will not demand it; " we 
shan in time receive a perfect good, and a good 
which will come to stay. But if we will not so defer 
but say and pr.ty in this spirit, "I want what I de-
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mancl anyway, I defer to no higher wisdom; [ don't 
care ifwhat I want is an injustice to others or not," 
then we shall in time still receive what we desire, if 
persistent in that desire or prayer. But it will prove 
an imperfect gift and a one-sided pleasure, with more 
of the bitter than the sweet-as much a curse as a 
blessing-a gift with which we must part in time, 
so great will be the trouble or pain inflicted by it. 

In such spirit do people constantly pray for 
money, and money only. They get money in ac
cordance wit.h the law, but how often at the cost 
of heaU.h, of life, or of all ability to enjoy anything 
save the mere getting of money. But when we 
pray for money in accordance with the WHOLE law, 
we shall get it and every other blessing with it. 
Then we receive a "perfect gift." 

The prompting or impulse of our spirit to make 
some material acknowledgment or donation for aid 
received should never be choked oft. When you throw 
your penny, or whatever you feel you can reasonably 
give into the poor box, you are, if giving wholly in 
the spirit of good intent to all, bestowing much 
more than the material coin. A thought or force 
of aid goes with that piece of money. This thought 
needs something material in order to give it more 
power to work on the material stratum of life. 
Material gifts do carri with them the thought or 
mood of the givers, and when you handle or wear 
such gifts you will draw from them of that thought 
or mood. A ring or any article of jewelry, if given 
another in a churlish or grudging spirit, or because 
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. it is extorted or indirectly begged, carries with it an 
evil thought, and connects also the person wl10 wears 
it with the same current of grudging thought as it 
flows from the giver. But if the ring or other 
article is given in the spirit of hearty good-will, it 
brings with it the beneficial thought current of good 
will from the giver. In this manner are material 
presents in a sense the actual mediums or convey
ances of beneficial or injurious thoughts from giver 
to receiver. 

"It is better to give than to receive," said the 
Ohrist of J ndea. Because when things are given 
from the impulse of hearty good-will, the one 
who gives actually receives in the thought element 
of good wishes from the one who receives a con
stant flow back of beneficial thought every time the 
one who takes is reminded of the gift. You give a 
ring in this spirit. You forget for long periods that 
ever you gave it. But every time the one who wears 
that ring looks at it, he or she is reminded of you, 
and with that reminder yon receive a heart throb of 
loving remembrance. This brings to you from the 
wearer a constant flow or pulsation of good-will 
which is for yon life and force. 

Boxes for offerings or donationR in money should 
be placed in this chapel, so that those who feel an 
impulse to give in hearty spirit of good-will should 
have opportunity to do so. But nothing should 
go into those boxes unless the giver feels a live 
pleasure in giving. No grudging thought accom
panying a piece of money is wanted in that chapel. 
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Such a thought adulterates and weakens the power 
for good stored in that place. 

We ask of every reader of the WHITE OROss 
LIBRARY an earnest thought or desire for the build
ing of such a chapel. Every such thought is a 
prayer and a force working to build it. Many 
such prayers coming from different minds and 
focussed on one purpose, will build it. If an im
pulse to give any sum of money, no matter how. 
smaU, towards its erection is felt, let it foUow the 
thought. . But let it here be thoroughly understood 
that we rely altogether on the spiritual power com
ing of the prayers or demands of those in hearty 
accord ·with this special purpose. So that your 
prayer or demand is in the right spirit, the material 
means for building this chapel are sure to follow 
from the impulses of yours and other's spirits. 

The guardian of such a chapel will be in entire 
sympathy with its spirit and pur-pose. That guar
dian should be a woman, for the feminine mind and 
organization first receives oftbe Supreme Power in 
thought and force. The feminine influence, power 
ancl care should predominate in such a place. This 
guardianship and care of the chapel will be received 
as a sacred and loving trust. No woman will take 
it merely for the money it brings her. Her whole 
heart will be in this office. It will be a position as 
sacred and important as that of minister or priest. 
For to her is committed the responsibility of keep
ing pure the thought atmosphere of the. chapel, in 
other words the ordering and supervision of all its 
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physical requirements, so that the entrance of· the 
Supreme Power and its beneficial action on tliose 
who come to get relief shall be retarded as little as 
possible. · 

The purer, the more devotional the thought 
atmosphere of such a chapel is kept, the freer it is 
from flippant or sordid thought, the greater the 
opportunities will be afforded for the entrance to it 
of " ministering spirits " of the h igbest order. You 
can create a thought atmosphere which will serve 
as a literal channel to a room or chapel for power
ful and benevolent mind unseen of the physical eye 
to enter. On the contrary, if your thought and the 
thought of others in any room or place is entirely 
of a vulgar, ugly, dishonest or low character, there is 
created thereby a literal means of communication 
to you and that place for the same class of evil 
mind. 

When donations are received for the purpose of 
building this chapel, they can be sent to our office 
in New York. They will be placed in some bank 
as a deposit for a sacred purpose, and so held and 
kept. It matters not bow small the donation so 
that the right spirit accompany it. That spirit 
more than the coin is the force which will build 
many chapels consecrated to Silent Demand of the 
Supreme P ower. 

We can give no other pledge or security for faith
fully using the money so sent for the purpose here 
stated, than in the feeling we may inspit·e in your 
hearts that we are and shall be earnest, sincere and 
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honest in carrying out this purpose. Our account
ability for ourself and the Spirit of Infinite Good 
is far more potent to keep us from doing evil than 
any pledge or security we can give you. 

It may be two, five, seven or more years 
before such chapel be built. It may be sooner. 
Like everything else it must be built spiritually 
before it is physically. Railroads, ships, houses, 
all of man's physical accomplishments, are built 
first in mind ere they appear in wood, stone or iron. 
The Ohapel of Silent Demand is here built, spirit
ually, in this book. Its material correspondence in 
wood and stone will follow more or less quickly 
according to the degree of faith and live belief of 
this age and generation in the actual reality of the 
Supreme Power, and the greater good which would 
come of a working, living faith in this grand reality. 

If the city of New York is the best place for the 
first Ohapel of Silent Demand to be built, it will be 
in New York. If sotne other city holds more of the 
live and working faith in these truths, it will be 
built in that city. 

The building need not be very large nor costly. 
Elegance, simplicity and dignity need not involve 
great expense. 

We suggest the following inscription as appro
priate to be placed on the front of the chapel : 

"THE OHU.RCH OF SILENT PBA.YF..B 

TO 

THE SUPREME POWER." 
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And the following placed 80 as to be clearly read 
within the chapel : 

"Demand first wisdom 80 as to know what to ask 
for." 

''Ask and ye shall receive. Ask imperiously, but 
ask in a willing mood for what the Supreme Power 
sees best for you." 

" Love thy neighbor as thyself, but demand good 
first for yourself that you may be the better fitted 
to do good to all." 

I have spoken here not as a person, but only as 
the enunciator of a principle. It matters little 
whether I or others are directly concerned in the 
material erection of a Church of Silent Demand. It 
is the principle, not the personality, that we seek to 
establish. But when this principle is materially recog
nized and put in force through the building of but 
one such church, and that church is put and kept 
in the right hands to favor silent prayer and the 
concentration of the higher thought and divine 
force, the results in the healing of sick bodies, and, 
above all, the healing of the sick spirits behind 
those bodies will be greater than has been seen in 
this and many preceding ages. 

PRENTIOE MULFORD. 
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